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A B S T R A C T
The present thesis aims to give a phonetic and phonological 
account of how the speech of a Thai Baby, aged 3-18 months, 
emerges from early vocalizations. The phonological description 
is made within the framework of 'prosodic analysis'.
The introduction includes information on related literature, 
a Brief outline of Thai phonology, the method of collecting data, 
the theoretical Basis of prosodic phonology, the Background of 
the child and adults concerned in the study, and a glossary of 
notations and terms used in the thesis.
The phonetic and phonological development is presented in 
Section I where the 10 stages of speech development are described 
with reference to phonetic development, vocal play, relationship 
Between adult models and BaBy's responses, and phonological 
development.
Adult-Baby interaction and adult language addressed to the 
Baby are described in Appendix 1.
The findings of the study are summarized in the conclusion 
and discussion section where a general picture of the speech 
development and the acquisition of features of the Thai language: 
tones, aspiration, and final glottalization, are discussed.
Examples of adult-baby 'dialogues' as well as of the BaBy's 
vocalizations and vocabulary are given in Appendix 2.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Survey of the Field
Babbling
Early work on babbling was mostly part of diary studies of 
language development (Taine,‘ 1877/1971; Lewis, 1936; Leopold, 1959/
1970; and others cited in Crystal, 1975)* Although the materials are 
valuable for studies in this field, some of them have been found 
descriptively inadequate (cf. Crystal, 1973s 9)* The reasons for 
this inadequacy are the problems concerned with the description of 
babbling, e.g. no objective and accurate description of infants’ 
vocalizations during the early babbling stage, difficulty in clearly 
defining the transition from babbling to speech, and lack of 
description of the role of adult-baby interaction (cf. Menyuk, 1971s
54-55).
In so far as babbling is concerned, the characteristics of babbling 
and the role that babbling plays in the development of language are 
still in question. The controversies are:
1. Do children produce an ’ astonishing quantity and diversity 
of sound productions' (Jahobson, 1968:21), or do they produce a 
restricted range of sounds?
2. Is babbling systematic or random?
5. Is babbling a gradual continuous transition to speech 
(Murai, 1963/1964)» or is it a discontinuous process (Jakobson, 1968)?
In more recent work, babbling has become a growing area of 
interest and a number of studies have been made. Most of them have
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looked into those controversial problems, for instance, Gruber 
(1966/1975)» studying the babbling of one child on one day (in terms 
of distinctive features), finds that there is regularity in babbling. 
Pierce (1974)> who studied the development of vocalizations of 
English speaking children covering the period from birth to the end 
of the first year, states that infants do not produce an infinite range 
of sounds. Oiler et al. (1976) studied the babbling of English 
children aged 4 to 1J months', and argues that the babbling is not 
at all random, but is systematic. The study also shows that there is 
continuity from babbling to speech.
Consonantal and vocalic elements, syllable types, and other 
characteristics of vocalizations are also among the main concerns 
of investigators into child language development. Lewis (1956) and 
Leopold (1959) report that back consonant sounds were produced by their 
subjects in early vocalizations in relation to pleasure and satis­
faction. Irwin (1947) finds that during early infancy velars and 
glottals.are relatively frequent, but when words appear, there is a 
decrement in the relative frequency of their use. Pierce (1974) 
reports that the three month old children he studied produced a range 
of consonant-like sounds such as j[ ? h w d n m r j  Cj b x y pj*
£ ? h w J occurred most consistently. Prom six months to twelve 
months some consonants dropped out or others were added to the set • 
above, but [ ? h w ] remained and were typical. Stark et al. (1975) 
states that glottal stop and friction noises or trills produced by 
approximation of the back of the tongue and the soft palate are 
often produced by young infants.
With regard to vowel sounds, Winitz and Irwin (1958) find that the 
vowel sounds vary in use at different age levels, i.e. the percentage
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of front vowel usage in words is greater at 13-14 months than the 
percentage of back vowel usage, but at 15-18 months the percentage of 
back vowels is higher than that of the front vowels. However, [ u j 
predominates at each level. Pierce (1974) notes that at three months, 
children produce sounds in centralized areas. Sounds in the 
extreme high-front, high-back or low-back regions do not occur. At 
six months, vowels within the low-front, mid-front-open and mid­
central areas are still predominant. At twelve months, 'all front, 
mid and low-central and high-back open are produced by nearly all of 
the children.'
It has been found that most of the infant's early words are 
monosyllables and disyllables (Winitz and Irwin, 1958), and repetitions 
have been observed to be among the characteristics of infant vocali­
zations. Winitz (1961) reports that repetitions occur in vocalizations 
and in the speech of infancy and early childhood from the first month 
through the first year.
Prosodic (non-segmental) features of babies' vocalizations, which 
were previously 'generally ignored or referred to haphazardly'
(Crystal, *1973-1) are now of growing concern. Lieberman (19^ 7) his 
study of intonation of infant cries states that the infant cry is 
marked by a rising and then a falling contour, with a gradual fall 
continuing to the end. Tonkova-Yampol' skaya (19^ 9/1973) studied the 
fundamental frequency characteristics and intensity changes in 
vocalizations of Russian infants during the first two years of life, 
and compared the infants' early intonations with those of the adult.
The results show that there is a similarity between adults' and in­
fants' intonations, and that patterns of intonation are developed 
and mastered earlier than words and individual sounds.
The significance of non-segmental features in child language 
development has been reported. Crystal (1970:80) states that 
'primitive lexical items' produced by young children (aged between 
7 and 10 months) 'have both a segmental and a non-segmental character, 
but it is the latter which is the more stable, and the more readily 
elicited.' Halliday (1975) finds that a systematic opposition 
between rising and falling tone has been used by an English child 
(aged around 19-g- months) as a semantic strategy in conveying 'meanings'. 
It looks as if these prosodic features were prior to the start of 
language, but this question is still left open.
The role of pitch in child language development is also seen 
in tone languages where pitch is functionally contrastive at the 
lexical level. It is of interest to know how 'tone' (functionally 
contrastive use of pitch) emerges from early vocalizations. Therefore 
the following questions need to be answered:
1. How does pitch come to be used functionally at the lexical 
level?
2. What is the sequence of the tone acquisition?
3. Is the tonal system mastered before the segmental system?
Very few studies have been made of language acquisition in the
tone language environments. The only studies available to the writer 
of this thesis are by Chao (1951/1973)» Li and Thompson (in press) and 
Clumeck (1976), all of which report on the language acquisition of 
Mandarin speaking children.
Chao in his analysis • of the Chinese spoken by a twenty-eight 
month old child reports that his subject acquired the tones, i.e. 
high-level (5 5)? high-rising (3 5)» low-dipping (2 1 4), and high- 
falling to low (5 1)» very early. He also- finds that there is
confusion between the high-rising and the low-dipping tones.
In the Li and Thompson study of 17 children of Mandarin
speaking families, the results reported are in agreement with Chao's
that there is confusion between the high-rising and the low-dipping
tones. The investigators suggest that the confusion arises from the
rising component which the high-rising and the low-dipping tones have
in common. This study gives further information that the high-level
and the falling tones are acquired earlier than the rising tone, and
that the correct tonal system is acquired relatively quickly and is 
mastered well in advance of the segmental system.
Clumeck, in the study of the acquisition of tonal contrasts of 
Mandarin, reports that his subjects 'seemed to be responding randomly 
on the rising vs. low-dipping distinction.’
It is claimed that 'rising tones are more difficult to perceive 
and to produce than level and falling tones' (Li and Thompson, In press, 
and those cited in Li and Thompson, In press, e.g. Kiriloff, 1969;
Ohala, 1973; Ohala and Ewan, 1973; Sundberg, 1973; Tse, 1973;
Hombert, 1974> 1975)* It is, therefore, interesting to investigate 
whether this statement Is valid in the acquisition of the rising tone 
of the Thai child studied in this thesis.
'Proto-Languaf
Investigators and parents have found that in the course of 
language development there is a stage when children use non-verbal 
vocalizations, generally accompanied by gestures, i.e. 'proto­
language' (Halliday, 1975)> in conveying 'meanings'. Lewis noted
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that his son used early sounds j^a a a, £ £ £ ] instrumentally in 
various circumstances (cf. Lewis, 1936: 305). Halliday (1975) reports 
a meaning system acquired hy his son from about 9 months old. In this 
case different functions1 were conveyed by different levels of pitch 
and by gestures. Lore et al. (1976) observed that the children 
studied produced phonetically consistent forms which appeared to be 
intermediate between prelinguistic babbling and words. Carter 
(in press) reports that certain gestures used by her subject were 
found to be tied to certain sounds and certain functions. She has 
also described the development of some of these early forms into 
words of the conventional language (Carter, 1975)* Perrier (in press) 
states that her daughter used ’proto-language* for her ’demands' 
before the one word utterance stage„ The ’proto-language* is reported 
to be used by Japanese and American children studied by Nakazima 
(1972:1).
The 'proto-language'. is also found in children in tonal 
language environments, i.e. Thai (cf. details in this thesis) and 
Mandarin. Clumeck (personal communication, 1975) said that his 
subject used different levels of pitch in conveying certain 'meanings' 
(cf. p. 100 in this thesis.),
Adult-Child Interaction and Adult Language Addressed to Children
The view that the internal factor, i.e. cognitive development, 
and external environmental factors, i.e. social interaction in relation 
to environment, are basic in the language development , has been 
supported by recent researchers, and a vast diversity of studies on
this point have been carried out. Bullowa et al. (1964) studied 
the language development of babies in a natural home situation 
from birth to the 'verbalization' stage. The mutual influence of 
the mother's and the child's speech pattern in the course of the 
child's development from vocalization to verbalization has also been 
taken into consideration. It has been observed that not only does 
the mother's vocalization influence the child's, but also the child's 
'baby talk’ influences the mother's speech. Snow (1976) who studied 
the development of conversation between a pair of mothers and their 
babies from the very early stage, i.e. 3 months to 18 months, reports 
that the mothers treat their babies in a way well designed to induct 
them into the conventions of social intercourse. In addition to 
interaction in 'conversation form1, the 'intersubjective form of 
the exchange between mother and baby which appears in the temporal 
congruence of their action, in mirroring and in the complementarity 
and reciprocity of behaviour' has been found in the study by 
Sylvester-Bradley and Trevarthen (in press).
The ways mothers and other adults speak to children have been 
found to differ in many respects from adult-to-adult speech. The 
modifications of adult speech when addressing children are found in 
prosodic features as well as in the systems and structures of phonology 
and syntax, and have been described, for instance, for English 
(cf. Eerguson, 1964; Garnica, In press; Snow, 1976), and for Latvian 
(cf. Buke-Bravina, In press). Surveys of the various aspects of the 
language spoken to children can be-seen in Earwell (1973) and 
Snow (in press).
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This thesis deals primarily with babbling and its transition 
to speech. The way adults interacted with the child is relevant 
and this is therefore also described. An attempt is made to provide 
some answers to the questions mentioned in the survey.
The present thesis is based on a longitudinal study of the 
speech development of a Thai baby boy, the -writerfs nephew, 
from the age of 3 months to 18 months. It is believed that 
the investigation of the child's whole language development 
is more fruitful if the investigator follows the development 
from the earliest possible stage of vocalization to the 
meaningful utterance stage0 Thus the analysis of the present 
study starts as early as 3 months when the baby's vocalizations 
are barely identifiable, and ends at 18 months when two and 
three word utterances appear.
The study presents a picture of how speech emerges from 
early vocalizations and when and in what way language specific 
features appear. Thus answers to the problems and questions 
raised earlier are offered. Also an attempt is made to give a 
pre-phonological description of babbling, proto-phonological 
description of the proto-language, and a phonological description 
of one word utterances, using Prosodic Phonology as the theoretical 
basis. An account is also given of the relationship between 
the adult models and the baby's forms, as well as of adult- 
baby interaction, and adult language addressed to the baby.
To the best knowledge of the writer of this thesis, no such 
detailed longitudinal study has yet been made of the acquisition 
of phonetics and phonology in relation to the above points for 
Thai or any other language. This work, therefore, is offered 
as a contribution to what has so far been a neglected area of 
language acquisition.
As few studies have been done on the acquisition of tones 
in tone languages, and none on the acquisition of tones in Thai, 
this work also provides new information in this particular 
aspect of child language studies.
Since the child acquires language in a social environment, 
the following assumptions for this study are made: firstly,
language acquisition is closely related to cognitive develop­
ment, and it takes place through the child’s interaction with 
others in relation to the environment; secondly, the child 
creates a language system of his own; he does not use a reduced 
version of the adult system, and his system gradually changes 
as his cognitive development progresses.
The description of the study is centrally concerned with 
production in relation to extra-linguistic factors such as 
environment, context of situation, and social interactional 
context, and the focus is on the phonetic and phonological 
development. Some indication of adult-baby communicative 
interaction is also given. The psychological processes of 
language acquisition, however, are not the concern of this thesi
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Method of collecting data
The material in this longitudinal study was collected in 
a natural home situation by recording. The tape recorder was 
a National Panasonic cassette recorder, model P.Q.443 S with 
a built-in microphone. A total of 27 cassettes was collected.
The first 16 were BASF compact-cassette C120; the other 11 were 
SONY compact-cassette C90.
During the period of J-12 months, the recordings were made 
daily; from 12-18 months, the recordings were made twice a week. 
The time for each recording was not restricted, and varied 
between 5 minutes to haif an hour. Throughout the 15 month 
period, the recordings were made in various contexts of situation: 
feeding, playing, bathing, potting (the child rarely vocalized 
in this situation), bed time, after waking up, etc. There were 
a few gaps in recording, e.g. when the family went on a holiday, 
when the child was ill, or when the machine had broken down.
The baby’s vocalizations were recorded by whichever member 
of the family was available, i.e. his parents, and his grand­
mother. The recorder was hidden near the baby’s cot and his play 
bed during the day, and near the cot at night. The machine 
was also moved around to where the child was being attended to 
or played with, e.g. in a bathing situation, it was taken to 
the bathroom, etc. It may be expected that the data collected 
are representative samples of the baby’s vocalizations and 
speech since they were collected in a natural home situation, 
and the members of the family who did most of the recordings 
are not linguists and did no experimental testing or eliciting 
of any kind.
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Before the actual tape-recording was begun, i.e. the period 
from birth to the end of the second month, the child’s father 
kept a record of the baby’s vocalizations in diary form using 
the conventional language and orthography for the description.
When the recording began, the adults always gave the date and 
time, and commented on the situation; sometimes the situations 
and contexts were clear from their natural conversation.
During the period of 8-11 months, the writer stayed with 
the family and did the recordings herself. Additional linguistic 
activity which took place when the recorder was not available 
was noted down in phonetic transcription. She also kept a 
detailed account of the child’s general development during that 
period. It was' a useful period for the writer to make her own 
observations as it was the time when the proto-language (cf. 
Halliday, 1975) was widely used by the child, and when the first 
verbal attempts were made.
Ihe child himself was not aware of the presence of the 
recording machine until he was about 8 months old when he appeared 
to pay a great deal of attention to objects in the environment 
and to the sounds he heard. He often tried to ’investigate’ 
the recorder when the adults were out of sight. A few times, 
as a result of such an investigation, the machine broke down.
At around the age of 12 months, the child appeared to assume that 
the recording machine was an object which had to be used in 
conjunction with his speech and activities. Several times 
when he was about to ’read’ or 'play' or 'speak', he pointed 
to the recording machine to 'check' if it had been started. {Ehe 
adult had to inform him that it had been pressed, otherwise he
would not speak. The recording machine, therefore, was part 
of his 'things’ that he asked for in the same way as he asked 
for his hat when he wanted to go out.
The child and the adults
The subject of the study is a full-term boy, the first 
child of professional parents - a nurse and an engineer. He 
was born on the 25th of October, 1973; and is now 5 years and 
1 month (November, 1976). His pet name, by which he is called 
in the family, is Pui ppuij. During the time of data-collection, 
the family lived in Lampang, the north of Thailand; they now 
live in Bangkok.
All members of the family speak Bangkok Thai to each other 
and to the baby. The baby's parents speak only the standard 
Bangkok Thai of their generation. The baby's grandmother speaks 
her own dialect, the Surathani dialect spoken in Surathani, south 
of Thailand, and also Bangkok Thai,.but with slight interference 
in some consonants from her dialect. However, the tones and 
vowels are those of Bangkok Thai. (The interfering features of 
the grandmother's speech will be discussed later.)
In addition to the members of the family mentioned above, 
Pom, a lady cleaner, who came during the day, occasionally 
helped with the baby. Porn speaks Bangkok Thai to the baby and 
to the family, but with some interference from features of the 
Lampang dialect (north of Thailand). Thus, the only language 
the baby was exposed to was Bangkok Thai, but with the addition 
of two other dialect accents.
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In order that readers not familiar with the Thai language 
could follow the description of the acquisition of Thai phonetics 
and phonology hy the "baby, a brief outline of the phonetic and 
phonological systems of the Thai language is given below.
Outline of the phonetic and phonological systems of the Thai
(IPA symbols and tone marks are used here.)
The phonetic structure of the Thai language is based 
primarily on the monosyllabic, i.e. CV or CVC. A high proportion 
of words is monosyllabic, the rest are polysyllables and com­
pounds, The polysyllables and compounds are separable in isolation 
into a sequence of syllables, each of which fulfils the require­
ments for the structure of monosyllables.
The disyllables are distinguished from the compounds in that 
the form of the disyllabic word is divided into 2 parts - the 
first syllable which is'meaningless in isolation, and the second 
syllable which may or may not be meaningful; it will make sense only 
if the two syllables are put together. The compound word is a 
word of more than one syllable, say two for example, whose com­
ponent syllables are meaningful in isolation. The meanings in 
combination, however, are different from the isolative meanings,
language
e.g. J/phi: \s ruaj 'butterfly1, but j/phi: 'ghost1 and
'blouse1
A sentence consists of any one of the word forms mentioned
above with grammatical constraints. In speech, there are some 
modifications in structures larger than monosyllables. For 
further details in pronunciation of such modifications see 
Henderson (1970) and Tuaycharoen (1974)*
The different types of consonants and vowels are given in 
the general phonetic forms and are shown in Tables 1, 2, 3 a^ cL 4* 
Tables 1 and 2 show the distribution of the consonants.
Table 1. Initial consonant types
Labial Labio­dental Alveolar
Palatal
and
Alveolo-
palatal
Velar Glottal
Plosives
P
ph.
b
t
th
d
k
kh
?vl. unasp. 
vl. asp. 
vd. unasp.
Affricates
tp
tph
vl. unasp. 
vl. asp.
Fricatives f s h
Liquids 1 r
Nasals m n 9
Semivowels w j
vl.- voiceless; vd.= voiced; asp.= aspirated; unasp.= unaspirated
In the initial position the following consonant clusters 
also occur: , jjphr- j , [tr-J, [kl-J, £kr-J,
[to-], [tol-] , [tor-], [to-].
*1 See Panupong, 1970, for further details.
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The liquid £l r contrast, in colloquial style, is not always 
clearly produced. (For this matter see also the discussion in
Abramson (1962).) In clusters, the non-contrastivity still
\
occurs, or alternatively, neither |^1 jnor |r Jis heard.
Table 2. Final consonant types
Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal
Stops P t k ?
Nasals m n !>
All final stops are unexploded.
Table 3• Vowel types
Front Back
Long Short
Unrounded Rounded
Long Short Long ' Short
i: i 
e: e 
£: £ 
a: a
ui: in
: a
u: u 
0: 0 
3 : D
*1 For acoustic measurements of vowels in Thai see Abramson, 
1962.
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Open syllables -with a short vowel, i.e. CV, are followed 
"by a glottal stop, i.e. CV?. However, the absence of the glottal 
stop in such a place is possible in longer stretches of utterance.
Hie diphthong glides which are functional are shown below in 
Table 4*
Table 4
i:£ ia uisa u;3 ui
e:u. e ix ^ si o: i
£ :u Dti
a:i ai a:u au
The triphthong glides which are functional are shown in 
Table 5*
Table 5
i$u uiai usi
*1Tones
There are 5 tones in the Thai language: low (low-fall), mid, 
high, falling (high-fall),, and rising (low-rise).
*1 It has to be noted that in speaking, each tone produced by 
different speakers is not necessarily exactly the same; a 
slight modification usually occurs. Acoustic measurements 
of the tones in Thai from samples of Thai speakers can be 
seen in Abramson, 1962 and Erickson, 1974*
As in the case of some other tone languages, the tones in 
Thai are phonologically constrained, i.e. in relation to syllable 
structure and vowel length. The phonological rules for the tones 
for different syllabic structures are given below: (V = short 
vowel, V = long vowel).
1. CV can occur with any one of the 5 tones: low, mid, 
high, falling, and rising, e.g.
2.
[-pha: ] 'to take'
[„pha: j 'to split'
£~phra:j 'scythe'
[\pha: ] 'cloth'
T/pha: | 'cliff'
CVN (where N - nasals) can occur with any one of the
5 tones, e.g.
£-lom ] 'wind'
[_i°m j 'bog'
[“lorn j 'to fall'
j\Lom | 'to sink'
[‘/ion ] 'to simmer'
V  * 1
CVS (where S = stops :p t k ?) occurs with low tone
'and high tone only, e.g.
[Iso? ] fto find1 [*so7 ] 'to erode'
£.wat "j 'a cold' [ - w a t  J 'to measure'
_  * 2
CVS (where S = stops :p t k ?) occurs with low tone
and falling tone only, e.g.
|Lkha:t ] ’to be tom1 [\kha:t ] Tto estimate'
Jks£:k j 'to part (hair) |\s£:k j 'to insert'
*1,2 In some loan words, onomatopoeia, and sentence particles 
with the CVS structure, the falling tone may also occur; 
those with the CVS may occur with the high tone.
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Phonetic description of dialectal interference in the speech of 
the child's grandmother__________
As mentioned earlier, the child’s grandmother speaks Bangkok 
Thai with slight interference from some consonants of her.dialect, 
the Surathani dialect. These consonants are "j [ s  ]  ]
in the initial position.
£ f- j is always produced, by the grandmother as j^ khw- j
rk t -1*2 or I x-i^ - I
|~s- | is always produced as denti-alveolar with slight 
retroflexion instead of the standard Thai alveolar 
articulation.
£ y)- J is sometimes produced as £ fi |
Moreover, all voiceless aspirated plosives appear to be 
produced with only slight aspiration.
It was expected that the consonant features described above 
would have an effect on the child’s speech in the later period 
(cf. p. 210).
*1 Por the comparison of tones in Bangkok Thai (standard Thai) 
and in the Surathani dialect, see Tuaycharoen, 1974*
*2 It has been pointed out by Henderson (1964) that initial [f] 
in Thai is frequently ’dark’ in quality, i.e. velarized.
This makes [f] and [khwj phonetically more similar than the 
transcription suggests. The fluctuation between [khwj and 
[f ] in the Surathani dialect and in Bangkok Thai may be 
historically linked since in another dialect of the south, 
i.e. Songkha dialect, there is also a fluctuation between 
initial [ khw] and I f].
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Method of analysis
As the basic field material was recorded on a cassette 
machine at the slow speed of 1-g- inches per second, and as a 
cassette machine is difficult to operate when the recordings have 
to be listened to over and over again, it was thought desirable 
to transfer the material to open-reeled tapes at a higher speed, 
so that more sophisticated play-back equipment could be used for 
the analysis. It was of course not possible to suppress the 
large amount of background noise present on the original cassette . 
(which prevented more detailed acoustic analysis of most of the 
material) but the higher quality reproduction of the open- 
reeled play-back machine made the analysis easier, though it 
was not ideal. Por all this analysis, a EEVOX (Swiss) tape 
recorder was used, instantaneous in stop and start facilities and 
of a very high reproductive capability.
As pointed out by Johnson and Bush (cf. Johnson and Bush, 
1971), there are several problems concerning data-collection and 
transcription. In transcribing the data of the present thesis, 
the writer used some of their suggestions, i.e. the IPA symbols 
were used as they are generally accessible to linguists. The 
transcription was intended to be as narrow as possible, so the 
IPA diacritics were also used to give greater detail. In addition, 
a number of symbols and diacritics were made up to represent what 
has not been symbolized in the IPA system (see glossary of 
notations p. 25 )• It has to be noted that the-values of the 
symbols used in this analysis do not have precisely the same 
qualities as when used to represent the sounds of adult speech
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• because of babies’ vocalizations being unclear and imprecise.
Most of the data collected were transcribed, and were re­
checked before the analysis was made. However, in a repetitive 
situation where there was no significant change in the baby's 
vocalizations, and in cases where the vocalizations were unclear 
and untranscribable, transcriptions were not made. Such stretches 
of recording comprise less than a quarter of the total.
All the acoustic analyses, for pitch in particular, were 
made with the aid of a pitch meter and a mingograf. The range 
of the pitch meter is between 60 Hz and 450 Hz. Therefore, it 
tends to produce the fundamental frequency only, as the restricted 
range does not allow the harmonics to interfere with the display 
to any great extent.
Theoretical basis for the analysis
In the present thesis, an articulatory feature analysis is 
used for the phonetic description, and prosodic analysis for the 
phonology, similar to Waterson's approach in her analysis of 
early childhood speech (cf. Waterson, 1971). Prosodic analysis 
was chosen as the theoretical basis for the analysis as it is 
best suited to handle the problems that arise in dealing with 
babbling and early child utterances.
In linguistic study, linguists appear to have agreed that two 
entire different types of relation, namely paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic, exist between the linguistic elements at all levels. 
It is believed that ’linguistic units have no validity indepen­
dently of their paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations with other
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units’ (Lyons, 1968). Yet, aside from the Pirthian School of 
Linguistics, hardly anyone seems to have brought into consider­
ation this fundamental principle at the phonetic level and seldom 
at the phonological level. Phonemicists seem to have been mainly 
concerned with segments and seem to have neglected the signifi­
cance of syntagmatic relations. Thus, a stretch of sound is 
analysed into units, which are either segmental or suprasegmental 
and no phonetic relation is stated to exist between them. The 
result of such a method is a description which puts emphasis 
on the paradigmatic relation and has little consideration for the 
other dimension, namely the syntagmatic.
The linguistic material for this thesis was analysed, both 
phonetically arid phonologically, on the basis of the whole stretch 
of vocalization and the unit of the analysis is the syllable. It 
would be unnatural to analyse a baby’s vocalizations and early 
utterances in terms of 'phonemes' since it is not valid at this 
stage to assume that the child acquires distinctive segmental 
contrasts or phonemes in the adult sense.
Elements of the -phonological analysis
The aims of prosodic analysis in phonology is not that' of 
transcription or unilinear representation of languages, but rather 
a phonological analysis in terms which take account not only of 
paradigmatic relations and contrasts, but also of the equally 
important syntagmatic relations and functions which are operative 
in speech (cf. Robins, 1970: 191)«
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The phonological analysis is stated by means of certain
*1elements which are set up for this purpose. The elements are
syllable, phonematic units and prosodies.
The syllable has status at both phonological and phonetic
levels. The phonetic syllable and the phonological syllable do
not always correspond exactly. The structure of the phonological
syllable is stated in terms of phonematic units and prosodies.
*2Phonematic units are phonological elements having phonetic 
exponents which may be referred to a given place in the syllable. 
Phonematic units are of 2 kinds, Consonantal unit and Vocalic 
unit, which will be referred to as C and V units. There is, in 
addition, a phonological vocalic onset unit, c^,( schwa).
Prosodies (cf. Pirth, 1970) are phonological elements having 
phonetic exponents which either extend over more than one place 
in the structure or have implications over more than one place in 
the structure in that they delimit a structure from preceding 
and following structures. Prosodies may be stated for a syllable 
as a whole or some part or parts of a syllable.
*1 All these elements are elements of the phonological analysis
and must not be confused with elements established at another
level of statement, viz. phonetic.
*2 Phonematic units cannot be identified with the usual 'phonemes'
set up to handle the phonological analysis of other theoretical
bases (see Allen, 1954:556), nor are prosodies to be equated 
with the supra-segmental phonemes of 'phonemic' phonological 
analysis. There will be, of course, some similarity between 
the phonetic exponents of these two pairs of phonological 
categories, but since the systems of which they are members 
are different, any attempt to make one to one identification 
is bound to be misleading.
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Syllable structure
The structure of the syllable will be described first in
terms of C and V and and then in terms of the phonematic
contrasts at the C and V place, and the prosodies. Different
*1systems are set up at different places in structure, e.g. at 
initial and final places.
In the analysis in this thesis, a syllable may comprise V 
alone, e.g. those treated in the early stages of vocalization, 
or a Y unit that is preceded and/or followed by a C unit, e.g.
CV, VC, CVC; a syllable can only occur in a disyllabic structure, 
e.g. SCV, andSCCV.
Thus, it will be seen that every syllable has a V unit or 
V with one or two C's, but not every syllable has a 9  unit.
*1 This is in marked contrast with a phonemic phonological analysis 
in which an overall system is set up. Por example, in such 
an analysis two phones not in complementary distribution at 
one point in the structures are assigned to two different pho­
nemes, and this distribution is maintained even at those points 
in the structure where no contrast exists and the two phones 
are in complementary distribution. The treatment adopted in 
this thesis, however, would set up different systems for the 
two places in the structure. It is polysystemic, whereas the 
phonemic treatment is monosystemic.
Glossary of notations and terms
Notations
In addition to the IPA symbols, the following notations, 
which appear in the examples illustrated at each stage, have 
been Invented for the purpose of this study. They are as follows 
Tone marks. The IPA tone marks are used, but with a slight 
modification:
low tone 
mid tone 
high tone 
falling tone 
rising tone
r - MM
r a  1fa ]
[ ~  ]
Phonetic notations
bb represents labial tap
bbb
PPP 
bl
51
m l ,
^ rvr
«!
Non-phonetic notations 
a
voiced labial trill 
voiceless labial trill 
voiced labial liquid 
voiceless alveolar liquid 
labial nasal liquid - 
creaky sound
ingressive air-stream mechanism 
(cf. Abercrombie, 1967:24) 
increase of loudness
a
the vertical lines indicate the boundaries 
of a stretch of utterance 
sequence of stretches of utterance without 
a pause
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a
pause 
b
a
-I *
hp 
np
a
a
a a a a a
- \  J  _
[•I
sequence of stretches of utterances 'a'
and ’b’, interrupted by a short pause, and
followed by stretch ’o'
two stretches interrupted by a long pause
selected examples of stretches which.are
not necessarily continuous,
sequence of stretches ’a’ and ,b* carried
over from one line to the next
stretch produced with high pitch register
stretch produced with normal pitch register 
the straight and curved lines underneath the 
transcription, i.e. a's in this notation, 
represent pitch contours, e.g. in this 
notation, the pitches are mid, high, falling, 
rising, and low respectively, 
the dot at the start of the straight or 
curved line represents syllable accentuation 
two dots following a consonant symbol, e.g. 
j^ adjin^ l , represent length of held contact.
The phonological notations are glossed in the stages in which 
the phonological statements are made.
Form of dialogues
In the 1dialogues1 between the adult and the baby, the adult’s 
utterances are given on the left hand side of the page, the baby's 
on the right. •'When the utterances of both the adult and the baby 
appear on the same line, it' implies that the adult produces the
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utterance first, and the baby responds, e.g.
   ^
A B
<£ -
In the case where the baby initiates the 'conversation', the 
baby's utterance will be given first on the right hand side of 
the page, after that the interaction follows the pattern mentioned 
above, e.g.
Most of the meaningful utterances are translated into English.
A bracketed word in the translation shows the omission of the form 
in the actual speech, e.g.
bo:k arai a lu:k 
—  ♦—* ^
'What are (you) telling (grandma), baby?'
Terms
1 • Stretch. A stretch is an utterance followed by a pause of silence
2. Vocalization. This term refers to any vocal sound pattern with 
no evidence of language specific contrastivity, e.g., 
babbling, coo, cries, vocal-play etc. (cf. Crystal,
1975=5).
5* Checked vocalization. Checked vocalizations are utterances 
which are produced with a stricture of open approxi­
mation (vowel) and are interrupted by a stricture of 
complete closure, e.g. [ appa], [a^a]; or they may 
start with a stricture of complete closure, e.g.
[pa], [*].
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4. Non-checked vocalization. Non-checked vocalizations are
utterances which are produced with a stricture of open 
approximation (vowel) and are interrupted hy a stric-
5. Verbalization. This term refers to any sound pattern which
shows a recognizable attempt at the language.
6* Pitch. Pitch is related to the frequency with which the
vocal cords of the speaker open and close during 
the utterance (cf. Abercrombie, 1967s27).
7. Tone. Tone is related to the functional distinction carried
by the pitch of each lexical item in the language.
ture of close approximation (fricative) or of open 
approximation (semivowel), e.g. j^ ayuj; or they.may 
start with such strictures, e.g.
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S E C T I O N  I
Phonetic and Phonological Development: from Babbling to Speech
Stages in development
The vocalizations during the age of 0;3*0 - 0;18.0 months are 
divided into 10 stages on the basis of phonetic changes, i.e. 
there is progress in the acquisition of phonetic features in each 
stage. The 10 stages are described under the following chapters: 
Chapter 1 Early babbling:
Stage I (0;3-0 - 0;J.22)
Stage II (0;3-23 - 0;4-19)
Chapter 2 Later babbling:
Stage III (0;4*20 - 0;3-15)
Stage IV (0;5.16 - 0;7.20) * 1
Chapter 3 The proto-language:
Stage V (0;8,0 - 0;10.13)
Stage VI (0;10.16 — 0;11.12)
Chapter 4 The one-word utterance stage:
Stage VII (0;11.13" 131.02)
Stage VIII (1;1.03 - 1;2.24)
Stage IX (1;2.25 - 1;3-23)
Chapter 5 The start of two and three word utterances:
Stage X . (1;3.24 - 1;6.0)
*1 Lata from 0;7*21 - 0;7.30 are not available.
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Brief outline of language development
A brief outline of the language development of the baby under 
study is given before the vocalizations of each stage are described.
The language development of the subject in the present study 
proceeded along the lines described as typical for many children,
i.e. from babbling to Tproto-language *, to one word utterances, 
and then on to two and longer utterances respectively. The early 
babbling (Stages I-Il) is a fluid flow of vocalization. The 
later babbling (Stages III-IV) is more strongly articulated with 
recognizable syllable patterns. The ’proto-language (Stages V-Vl) 
is the period when the use of a limited set of short vocalizations 
with specific functions occurs.
When it comes to the one-word utterance stage (Stages VII- 
VIII-IX), in addition to the phonetic and phonological development, 
there arises the acquisition of word meaning and the application 
of word meaning to new referents. For such matters, the analyses 
based on ’perception1 (cf. Clark, 1975)» on ’function’ (cf.
Nelson, 1974)» on 'proto-type’ (cf. Bowerman, In press), on 
’imitation’ and ’generalization’ (cf. Perrier, In press) would be 
useful. At the longer utterance stage (Stage X), the problems 
of grammar and semantics also arise and could be investigated along 
the lines used for English by, for instance, Bloon* 1970; Braine, 
1963; Brown and Eraser, 1964; Miller and Ervin, 19&4* However, 
these questions are beyond the scope of this thesis and are 
therefore not considered here.
The description of each stage will be given in the following 
order:
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1. Phonetic development of vocalizations in general.
2. Yocal play.
3. Relationship "between the adult models and the baby's 
forms.
4. (Pre-), (Proto-), Phonological description.
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C h a p t e r  1
Early Babbling 
Stage I (0;5.0-0:3.22)
General phonetic description
Vocalizations early in Stage I (0;5*0-0;3*18)
In this stage, the baby’s vocalizations were ’fluid1, con­
sisting mostly of vowel-like sounds. Variation from open to 
close and from close to open in various sequences was observed. 
There was also variation from front to central and back. The 
vowel-like sounds which were produced in this stage were combi­
nations of features as follows:
Closeness Openness
Erontness: [e ] L^][a ]
Centrality: [i j ]
Backness: [1^L] | ^  ] t®'J [_-* ]
The vowel qualities in the close front position as [ijand 
in the half close back position as [o J did not occur at this 
stage.
The vocalizations, which were mainly made with an open passage 
of the air-stream (vowel-like sounds), were sometimes interrupted 
by strictures of close approximation and of complete closure 
(consonant-like sounds). At the early period of Stage I consonant­
like sounds with which the vowels were interspersed were labial, 
velar, and glottal friction, e.g. £p>u], [y^ ]» [hi], and those 
with stricture of complete closure made at the velar and glottal 
places, e.g. [ ], [?a:Cj]. Voicing generally continued through-
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out the sequence of utterance, but was sometimes interrupted by 
pauses of silence and by breathy articulation. Glottal 
constriction and breathy articulation, e.g. [ ^ 1* were
consistent features in the baby's vocalizations in this study and 
have been noted in studies of English babies (Stark et al.. 1975)* 
In the later period of this stage, vowels were also inter­
spersed with strictures made at the lips, e.g. [w] [m ] [p J fb ] 
[ppfc] [jbbbj; at the alveolar1 place, e.g. £ n, J [I]; at the 
palatal place, e.g. [3 ] [J ], and at the vela* place, e.g. [ 3  ] 
However, they were articulated vaguely and imprecisely.
Thus, the elements within a stretch were accompanied by 
any one of the three kinds of strictures:
1. Stricture of open approximation: vowel-like sounds as in
S V  m  ^
'4 : % i : £
S ~\
2. Stricture of close approximation, as in
hi
^  I
In the above type, each stretch consisted of two kinds of stricture, 
i.e. close approximation and open approximation
3. Stricture of complete closure, as in
V 9 £_kh 9 -
0 ?u
*1 Cf. glossary of terms.
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Phonetic description of successive stretches
A stretch of vocalization occurred individually or successively 
or interrupted by a long pause. To give a general picture of the 
baby’s vocalizations in the early period of Stage I, a phonetic 
description of the first five stretches of the data which are 
typical are described below:
For example:
i i: i
Am
£:Ju: i:in: + + $ £Du:_
J  ~ A " A J “
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
The baby started his vocalizations softly in the first stretch 
with open approximation accompanied by closeness and centrality 
features, i.e. [*]» and nasalization, on a mid pitch. The same 
features extended to the next stretch with long and short length 
on a rising and then mid pitch respectively. These were followed 
by open approximation with a successive occurrence of frontness 
and openness of different lengths, i.e. ££>•/]* on a falling pitch. 
Nasalization was absent when the change from closeness to openness 
took place, and the loudness of vocalization increased. The 
same front, open quality extended to the stretch which followed, 
but with high pitch and nasalization. The openness feature was 
followed by velar friction,£y j, which was followed by closeness 
and backness features with rounding quality, and with long length, 
i.e. Nasalization was absent, and the pitch was mid. In
the fourth stretch, the closeness and centrality features, [*]> 
occurred again on a mid pitch. The closeness and unrounding were 
prolonged to the back area resulting in I ujl:1, which occurred
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on a falling pitch. The fifth stretch was "begun with frontness 
and openness, j, on a rising pitch; the pitch stayed high 
and the openness was prolonged to the "back area and accompanied 
by rounding resulting in the quality [d J. Then there was a move 
to a close position still with backness and rounding, [u: J, 
and this was prolonged on a mid pitch. This was followed by 
an off-glide to a velar closure which was heard on a high pitch, 
and the release of the closure was inaudible.
From the description given above, it could be said that at 
this stage, the baby’s vocalizations were random, but the 
features of the sounds were confined to three kinds of stricture, 
to closeness and openness; frontness, centrality, and backness, 
and to pitch of different levels.
Repetition of vocalization
It appeared that within each stretch of vocalization, there 
were repetitions of two kinds: full repetitions and partial 
repetitions.
The full repetitions were the vocalizations within a stretch 
whose phonetic features, i.e. vowel qualities, pitches, strictures,
were the same, e.g. h£? h£?
However, this kind of repetition rarely occurred in this stage. 
The occurrences of partial repetitions, those which shared at 
least one phonetic feature, were greater. For example,
i: i £.: C J hi hi ha li Yu: }
^ C' O'e t L
/ - ^ ~
The continuations of vocalization from one stretch to 
another were variable among the ones described above. It was 
difficult to predict which sound would follow another. Never­
theless, it might not be mistaken to say that the vocalizations 
of the stretches that follow usually share at least one feature 
with those of the preceding ones. (Cf. example 2,1, Appendix 2).
Nasalization
The nasalization of the vocalizations in this stage was 
unpredictable. It went over the whole stretch or over some 
elements only. It seems that there was a tendency for the velum 
to be involuntarily raised and lowered during the baby's vocalizing. 
Nasalization in the vocalizations of this baby occurred both 
when he was happy and unhappy. (Cf. example 2.2, Appendix 2)
Lip positions
The sounds produced by the baby in this stage were neither 
closely rounded nor widely spread. They tended to be neutral 
or slightly protruding. As in the case of nasalization, the lip- 
rounding in this stage continued throughout the 'whole stretch 
or over some elements only. (Cf. example 2.3, Appendix 2)
Pitch
Pitch in this stage had a great variety of possibilities, 
i.e., mid, low, high, falling, rising and rising-falling. Generally 
the occurrences of mid, low, and high were greater than that of 
the rest. Variation in pitch made rhythmic groups; the change of 
pitch direction was unpredictable. However it was noticeable that
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at the end of almost every stretch, the pitch level appeared 
to "be lowered or there was a change of pitch direction, i.e., 
falling or rising. The observation of lowering or changing of 
pitch direction seems to be in agreement with Lieberman's study 
of intonational signals observed in the cries of newborn infants 
(Lieberman, 15*67)*
Pitch plays an important role in the present study, since the
■&1 ■K’2
acquisition of pitch or eventually ’tone' of the language is
as important as consonantal and vocalic elements. An attempt
to divide early babbling into syllables has been made on the
basis of the changes of pitch for it is difficult to delimit
syllables on the basis of consonantal and vocalic elements as is
usually done in the adult system. This is because the early
babbling is so ’fluid’ and ’vague1.
Vocal play
Vocal play is the vocalizations which were produced by the 
baby when he was on his own. The general phonetic description of 
the vocalizations, therefore, applies also to that of vocal play.
The baby appeared to practise the sounds he had regularly 
produced. Sometimes crying-like sounds were also practised in 
his vocal play. In this study, it happened that when the baby 
was producing crying-vocal play his mother was not always sure 
whether he was crying or happy. The writer herself observed this 
baby (when he was between 8-9 months old) emitting crying-like 
sounds while he was smiling.'
*1, 2 See glossary of terms.
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The presence of nasalization has been said to be associated 
with the unhappy state (Lewis, 1936)* Lut it may be a mistake to 
distinguish the happy state from the unhappy state on the basis of 
the presence of nasalization. However, until more studies are 
made on the babbling of Thai babies, it is not possible to say 
whether the use of nasalization in the happy state and in the 
unhappy state of the baby studied was idiosyncratic or if this is 
typical of Thai babies.
Vocalizations in the later period of Stage I (0;3.19-0;3*22) 
In the later period of Stage I, the vowel-like sounds were 
still confined to those of the baby's repertoire mentioned earlier, 
However, there was progress in that a diphthongization of openness 
to closeness, j^ai J , and the glides [w ][ 0 ] [  ^] appeared.
The consonant-like sounds either with strictures of close 
approximation or complete closure were produced more frequently 
than earlier. In addition to now [w'j [ m j
[ p j  [3 r  fr] appeared. These sounds are to be
discussed below.
[w] occurred in some syllables as a result of the rounded 
back articulation, i.e. the rounding of the lips, being prolonged 
before the next sound was produced, as in
u e ?Ui ?e or euw £:i?
~ ~\
*1 It is difficult to distinguish [j J from [%J, therefore the
symbolsTjj Caused in this study merely represent friction in 
the palatal area.
j” m“|. 'The closure of the lips was made while the velum was 
lowered; the air-stream escaped through the nasal passage without
the release of the closure, as in m:::
[pIas m
\
, long duration of labial closure was made
before the open release.
£n,J occurred as a syllabic onset of a palatal vocalization. 
Hiis sound, however, occurred only once in this stage, e.g.
,— k + 3 + ~apppm :
|^n,j. Q?he articulation for £n,j was more clearly heard than 
that of n^jJ, and was produced more frequently, e.g. 
e* ppptus n,H
[Jl occurred with a preceding palatal glide e.g.
j ?;ui: £ ,J3£:
£ j j sometimes occurred as a glide caused by the movements of 
the tongue from one position to another: from central to more
back position, as in sai^u ?e ,i.e. from £ i J to [uj,
' ^ _  ‘
from more back to front as in irw£? , i.e. from j^ u } to [ w ],
and from back to a more forward position as in apppiu^ rjc ,
i.e. from J^J ^°[15 ]• Sometimes j occurred as an onset glide 
before [ 3  j was- produced (see examples under [ 3 ] ).
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[3 ] occurred in connection with nasalized vowels. It was a
glide of the tongue movement from a hack position to a front or
a more forward one, e.g. apppui^ ije
[3] in this period was vaguely articulated.
As time went on the palatal glide £ j j occurred increasingly 
in the baby's vocalizations. The palatal glide first appeared 
as a linking feature from one vowel position to another, then 
made a link between a vowel and a consonantal sound; later the 
palatal was more strongly articulated and occurred as an onset of 
a syllable.
It also happened that in a stretch where rounding was present, 
the lip-rounding was prolonged making a link with the next sound. 
The rounding of the lips was sometimes accompanied by the raising 
of the front of the tongue, so a simultaneous occurrence of 
labialization and palatalization was heard, i.e.^ ij j . The palatal 
glide, thus, occurred in four forms in this stage, i.e. [ 0 J [ ^  ]P] P ]* f°r examPle»
palatal glide j
palatal lateral glide j utjjj£:
A
nasalized palatal glide J
simultaneous labialization 
and palatalization ' [l{ ]
£: £ Lufa
- J  \  -
?£. ?£u\
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At 0;5*20 the palatal and lateral glides appeared at the 
onset of syllables. Sometimes there was a simultaneous articu­
lation of lip closure and lateral release resulting in [blj] , 
labial liquid, e.g.
Labial liauid Q e: l£» t
+ J/i *■apu bl,au t
- - \
blj£!£ b^ £ id
Palatalized lateral al^ es^ e
It also happened that the articulation of [ ], ] was prolonged before 
being released; it thus appeared as both a link from one syllable 
to another and as an onset of the syllable which followed the link, 
e.g.
Palatal semivowel. As an onset, the palatal semivowel was 
more strongly articulated, e.g.
a^’ j£? Clfli ?£
"\ y  "
A striking form of vocalization which was found consistently 
was the regular occurrence of combined elements as one unit , 
e.g. |Vj[uj. What is called a combined form does not mean that the 
baby learns to combine the elements of his vocalizations, but it 
is possible to assume that this form fits in the baby’s repertoire 
as a whole. In the examples at this stage, the first element of 
the combined form was a vocalization of open approximation ranging 
from half-close to open quality and accompanied by the frontness
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feature. This was followed by a stricture of close approximation 
made at the velar or other places and then vocalization of open 
approximation followed which had the features of closeness and '
Relationship between adult models and the baby's responses
The baby’s responses to the adult models were mainly made 
during interaction in which ’dialogues’ between the adult and the 
baby were conducted. As mentioned before, the data for this study 
were collected in a natural home situation. Sounds in the environ­
ment, in addition to speech sounds, seemed to play an important 
role in the baby’s vocalizations. The baby paid attention to the 
sounds made around him, e.g. cuckoo-clock striking, to which the 
adult drew his attention and often repeated the sounds in onomato­
poeic form; he also appeared to pay attention to adults talking 
to each other, and to the mention of his name.
In a comparison of the baby’s babbling in exchanges with 
adults, it was found that there were certain shared features which 
it seems the baby was imitating from the adult models and some of 
which the adult was imitating from the baby, e.g. sounds in his 
repertoire, pitch, and prolongation of pitch.
The immediate echoing, of the sounds in his repertoire which 
are addressed to him is illustrated in the sample below.
In the sample the mother is talking to a visitor; the baby 
has been vocalizing on his own for some time; then his mother turns 
to address him, using sounds from his repertoire. The baby echoes
backness with either rounding or non-rounding, e.g<
j*ayu J, jjapppiuj
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what his mother produces:
Visitor 
ki: dmsn l&u ha
'How old is the baby? 
Mother
Baby
hi yfc pause us yuj
— - *\ /  '
pause ei
sa:m kha u u:
' -
kh<s>
'Three' (’months* understood) 
Visitor
u * U> w u
mai khoi thau. rai yrn yu:: yuxyymy jt-.
1rr —
'Doesn’t often cry, does he?'
Mother
kha mai khoi ro:r)
♦—  *
\ \ \
'No, he doesn't.'
Mother 
khui si luk khui pai
'Come on talk, baby.'
pause
yrn: ytu y-uu: alfm: Tekhap
— — - •- /
+ */)_+■ +  +fu: yu9
yug yu: hu
yu: yug yus hi
s
— -
yu: £?kha pause
What the mother was saying directly to the baby, in the last 
utterance of the above example, is not within the adult phonological
system (except the last two syllables, ?s> khap 
/
which are a
question particle and a polite word), but she was using the sounds 
and structures, i.e. monosyllable £ Y^| combined form £a)fiuj, 
of the baby’s repertoire. The mother had heard the baby making 
these sounds while she was talking to the visitor; she then used 
them in addressing the baby. The result was that he responded 
to her sounds producing sounds very similar to hers.
In the next example, the grandmother and the baby are having 
a 1 dialogue ’. In the 1 dialogue ’ the grandmother used falling pitch 
very often, and used both conventional expressions and sounds in 
the baby’s repertoire. The baby produced responses to the most 
salient features he heard, and echoed them with sounds of his 
repertoire which had been addressed to him.
Grandmother
*
’What, baby? What are (you) telling 
(grandma) , baby?'
Baby
arai d Tuk bosk arai s Tuk a £iu:
- *-\ --  ^  -
Tu:k bosk arai khap lusk pui Tenuis
J 1
! 1 - "\
'What is Baby Pui telling (grandma)?’
* The omission of the subject or the object of a sentence in
dialogue is common in the colloquial style of the Thai language.
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Grandmother Baby
d : bok arai o luk ?ui: ?ui:
-
—  * ■\
'Yes? What are (you) telling
(Grandma), Baby?
ajiu: 3 lu:k f l x i laughter
- ~\ - ^
'Is it ajui: , Baby? 1
The falling pitch in the adult's speech in the above example 
seemed to be the most salient feature for the baby as it is the 
one to "which he responded most consistently.
The prolongation of pitch and vowel length was also seen in 
the baby's responses. It appeared as if the adult and the baby 
were playing vocally with each other, i.e. one adapted his 
speech (or vocalization) to match the other's. Such interaction 
could be seen from the imitation of pitch and pitch contour, the 
prolonging of pitch and vowel length, and the lowering of pitch 
register as if whispering to each other.
In the following example, the baby is in bed after waking 
up in the morning. His father addresses him in a low pitch 
register.
Father Baby
tok tok tion_na: j ?ux :
J .—^
'(You) are falling off the bed.’
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Father
fLook out, (you) are falling: off 
the "bed.1
Bahy
tok ti£r)^ na:::.
^  ~ r T r uu tu: *:
"\ 'N >
?m:::: m : ijii;;: hi
-----N ^ -
pause
ma: horn pha: ka ph^ na;: * - - J A
"  - ^
’ Come, come under the blanket i•
In the above dialogue, the father spoke to the baby softly 
and sometimes indistinctly and, as a consequence, it was mostly 
the prolongation of pitch and creaky sounds that were heard. The 
baby responded by prolonging the pitch and vowel length in the 
similar way to that done by the adult.
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Pre-phonological Description of Vocalizations in Stage I
Structure of single syllable vocalizations 
Even though the babyfs vocalizations were not functional 
nor very clear in this stage, there was some systematicity and 
consistency, - Therefore a pre-phonological statement can he made.
Since the vocalizations in this stage are not functionally 
the same as in the adult phonological system, it is difficult 
to give the description in terms of Consonant and Yowel structure. 
Rather the pre-phonological structures will he set and discussed 
in relation to prosodic features.
The elements of the pre-phonological structures at this stage 
are V systems and prosodies. There is a two term Y system, i.e.
4*vocalizations within a close-grade system, e.g. £ e j J*i J J pu j 
[Jj » and those within an open-grade system, e.g. |p j £aj j £:> j 
The close-grade system is represented hy L 
The open-grade system is represented hy ^
The prosodies of the vocalizations abstracted at this stage 
are as follows
y (exponent: frontness)
21 (exponent: centrality)
w (exponent: backness)
r (exponent: rounding)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
n (exponent: nasalization)
n (exponent: non-nasalization)
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Other prosodies of the vocalizations which relate to the 
types of closure are assigned as follows:-
/ (exponent: a stricture of open approximation)
-© (exponent: a stricture of close approximation)
c (exponent: a stricture of complete closure)
If V represents monosyllabic vocalizations, the structure 
is alwayB in the form of:
(/» °) V (/, -e, c)
The possibilities with other prosodies listed above are
V -
yn/n wr/r n/n
t » L
yn/n yn/n wr/r n/n
oL
For example,
/ yr /
oC
c , yr n /
<?o
c yr c
?a
*9
?a:k
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•€ wr -e
L ”
1
' hi
Structure of two syllable vocalizations
Two syllables within a stretch of vocalization vary among 
the above-mentioned phonological structures. The possibilities of 
the variational structures of two syllable vocalizations are;
1. A two-way contrast within the structures of oL (open-grade), 
and i (close-grade), e.g. t -o^and 0L- i
2. No contrast; cL -ol(open-grade only), or (close-grade
The vocalizations start from the close-grade type and move 
to the open-grade type. Prosodies are similar to those of V 
discussed earlier. There might be a reduplication of either element 
of the two grade contrast . Reduplication will be discussed later.
only).
1.1 Contrast of I (close-grade) and 1^. (open-grade)
Examples of this kind of contrast are given below;
/ I wrn / _ c , yrn/
-e i wrn / _ c yr n / pppiu: n,£;
*-1 Syllables are divided on the basis of the changes of pitch J awl
n^lcii oltsacmUeU/Wia ,
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1.2 Contrast ofo£ (open-grade) and L (close-grade)
e.g.
yrn  ^wr /
/^yr /_-e  ^wr c
+£u
* a^ud 
~ N
2. No contrast
2.1 d, ~Ji on en-grade)
There is no contrast of grade in this type. The only 
variation is the difference of prosodies. This type can he called 
a reduplicated structure, e.g.
2.2 L- L(close-grade) 
e.g.
i  yr j  £ wr j
•e ^ wr /_-e j^ wr /
h£? h£?
+
*tU:
\
X" Xu!
Structure of three syllable vocalizations 
The variational structures of three syllable vocalizations 
are as follows:
a) [ -  aL -  I (close-open-close), e.g.
•e wr /  /  yr /  -e wr /
L ct ~ I
b) L - oL (open-close-p-pen). e.g.
/ yrn / / yr / / yrn / 
at "  -  L -at
yux: £: yu
£ * £»
✓
Structure of four syllable vocalizations. e.g.
c) oL- I - I -- ot (ouen-close-olose-o-pen), e.g. 
/ yr / -e wr/ -e yr / / yr c
oL -  t  -  I  — oL _
- \ J r
At this pre-phonological level, it is possible to show a 
high degree of reduplication as far as the open and close grade 
system is concerned. The structures (, “ I cL -  oL are considered 
as fully reduplicated; the rest where the V grade differs (cf. 1.1, 
1.2, a,b,c pp. 49-51 ) a^ e partially reduplicated. Both types occur 
consistently in this stage.
pitch and this was made the basis for defining the syllable for the 
vocalizations. In this stage, pitch is abstracted as a prosody of 
the syllable. Pitch prosodies ares
R-P . (exponent: rising-falling pitch)
In the same way as was the case in the Y grade system, there 
are possibilities of pitch contrasts or an absence of contrast, e.g.
Pitch
As mentioned earlier (p. 57 ) each vocalization has its own
M
H
L (exponent: ' low pitch) 
(exponent: mid pitch)
(exponent: high pitch)
R (exponent: rising pitch)
(exponent: falling pitch)
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M— M- +' u  €
-  \
■yu: E! pi '
*rL f £ !  ^
"  \  J A
Structure of sequences of stretches
The stretches, i.e. 1, 2, 3» or 4 syllable stretch, can occur 
in a random sequence. Therefore, no further description is 
required.
Conclusions
The early babbling is articulated vaguely and imprecisely, but 
it is possible to say that syllable units are produced mainly with 
fnon-checkedf onset, i.e. strictures at onset are of open approxi­
mation or close approximation; the vocalic elements vary from 
openness to closeness or vice versa, and also vary from frontness 
to centrality and backness. However, there are no fully front and 
fully back qualities, i.e. the front sounds are not fully front and 
the back are advanced, so the vocalic elements tend to be centralized.
The features of the consonantal elements range from labiality, 
alveolarity, palatality, velarity to glottality, but these are
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restricted, e.g.
w m p> p b ffib ppp "b3, axe instances of labiality 
32, n, 3, of alveolarity
j  j of palatality
J x k j yj of velarity
and ? h of glottality
The pitch of vocalizations varies among low, mid, high, falling, 
rising, and rising-falling. Nasalization occurs "both when the bahy 
was in the state of comfort and of discomfort.
In interaction, falling pitch, prolongation of pitch and 
vowel length appear to be responded to by the. child. "When he was 
addressed with sounds in his repertoire, he echoed them closely 
and instantaneously.
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Stage II (0;5.25-0;4.19)
General Phonetic Description of Vocalizations in Stage II
In this stage, the vocalisations were still variable among those
with strictures of open approximation, close approximation, and
complete closure, but the strictures of open and close approximation
predominated over the stricture of complete closure. In.other words, 
*1'non-cheeked1 vocalizations were produced more frequently than
*2the Checked1 vocalizations.
The vowel-like sounds varied in a similar way to those des­
cribed in Stage I, but there was progress in that open approximation 
with the half-open and half-close qualities, and backness and rounding 
features occurred, i.e.[o] [o]. A number of diphthongs became 
more refined and more frequently produced, e.g. [a*J J^auj with 
long and short length.
In general, the number of syllables within a stretch was greater 
than before, but there were still some stretches which consisted 
of only one or two syllables. The vocalizations thus varied from 
long stretches to short stretches. . .
Nasalization and lip-rounding occurred randomly throughout 
this period. Pitch became more clearly produced, but the variation 
remained the same as that of the previous stage. Palling pitch 
mostly occurred together with loudness and long duration of vowel
*1,2 See Glossary of Terms.
*3 The traditional form of the phonetic description of vowel-like 
sounds will henceforth be used, as it is more economical of 
space, although it is less suitable for describing babbling.
Thus, ’back-rounded vowel’ will be used for ’open approximation 
with backness and rounding features', etc.
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or diphthongization. Later in this stage, screeching vocalizations 
were often produced with a combination of normal pitch register 
and high pitch register. The screeching vocalizations appeared 
regularly from this time on to the later stages.
Consonant-like sounds appeared to have increased. In addition 
to those in Stage I, complete closure at the alveolar place, i.e.
11 ^  1 ooau:cTe^ » u^t still with vague articulation. The voice 
and non-voice contrast of this pair was not always distinguishable. 
These sounds sometimes occurred with liquid, ] ? release,
e.g.
\_%~\ with lateral liquid
£ i s i  *^ 2, £
- "\
£ ij J with a tap
7m h::;:: f^ia?
- — -
d^,J with a tap
h + „+• R * , ,
tu: 7m: m: £:ncUe&
Homorganic articulation
It was in this stage that a homorganic disyllabic pattern began 
to appear. The syllable started with a checked onset, e.g.- [m] 
jjn, j or[\) ]> followed by another syllable with homorganic articu-
, or started with an open vowellation, e.g. mpt 9 w
followed by homorganic articulation of closure, and then released 
with an open vowel, e.g. £ : cea , an^ -fa: .
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Characteristics of sounds showing -pleasure
In the state of comfort, the baby often seemed to find pleasure 
in producing sounds continuously and rhythmically. They are 
laughter-like sounds, e.g. [£*] or £a:j, and syllables with back 
consonants, i.e. velar, glottal, and uvular, e.g. |~ ] [k ] [3 ]
[3][T] £r"[. Very often crying-like sounds and nasalization were 
also produced in the state of comfort. Other features related 
to the happy state were the prolonging of sounds and pitch, and the 
occurrence of creaky sounds [^J. For example,
laughter p : c a x y t ; 4 - a :
laughter irps > ?m : ?iu Tui :ak it ?a:: k
— — “ \ \
Vocal day
The vocalizations during concentrated play, e.g. investigating* 
or ’play with his toy’, consisted of alternate short and long stretches 
which were either continuous or interrupted by pauses, or by a 
continuous burst of labial trills. Long stretches consisted of 
the production of vocalizations with quick rhythmic beats, and with 
repetitive syllable structures. Sometimes his vocal play appeared 
to show an emotive function; for example, when he was investigating 
a toy on his own, he made an interchange of vocal play and laughter­
like sounds, or made sounds with prolonged rising pitch as if he 
was surprised. Such characteristics of the baby's vocal play were 
different from those of responses in adult-baby interaction. In 
adult-baby interaction, the vocalizations were short, and generally 
followed by pauses of silence, while the adult took his/her turn.
I
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Nasalization occurred during the vocal play. Also, there was 
continuous occurrence of vocal play with various combinations of 
high pitch register, normal pitch register, and * energy-exerting 
sounds'. The combinations of high pitch register, (hp), normal 
pitch register, (np), and energy-exerting sounds, (e), can he 
seen in the example below:
hp
n heb a Taw
> np-->hp— ► np— > hp
£:b t £3j ?e? ind'a:?;*
np w +■t aigiCjff:
N
hp-i np-i.. —,  ^ 1---4
fc>.....
ra:kh£
■—  ....> up >
.. *wa: t a; *. * a
e
pause
J
?e ?i ?i we ?h£
/ ” / - -
Relationship between adult models and the baby's responses
The baby's responses to the adult models progressed in several
features. In addition to the response to the falling pitch in the
adult's speech, other features such as labiality, lip-rounding,
nasality, appeared in the baby's responses.
In the example of a 'dialogue' given below, the mother was
making labial clicks to draw the baby's attention. At first he
did not respond, but watched what the mother was doing - the mother
remarked that the baby was watching her mouth. Alternately with
the clicks, the mother called the baby’s name, J/pui j, and some-
*2
times added another syllable before the name , i.e. [ puk /puil;
*1 In the Thai culture, bilabial clicks and retroflex clicks are 
made to babies to draw their attention. Alveolar or denti- 
alveolar clicks are used as a warning sign.
*2 The process of syllable prefixation is common in Thai as 
1intensifiers’ or as 'phonaesthetics'. In the case of the 
baby's name, his mother used such a process for phonaesthetic 
purposes, i.e. [‘puk /pui 1 refers to 'fatness*.
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every now and then she used the voiced labial, [^]» the 
voicesless unaspirated labial, [ p]» i.e. £"buk /buij, She 
produced the words with high pitch register intermingling with 
normal pitch register. The bilabial closure was, thus, presented 
to him repetitively.
As mentioned before, at first the baby did not respond to the 
clicks, but watched the point of articulation. Later when his 
mother made the clicks as well as calling his name, the baby made 
a response by using a sound already established in his repertoire, 
i.e. labial liquid, [b3,J, which shared the labiality feature, e.g.
Mother
*1
’"What did Pui say? Mummy does not 
understand1.
(labial clicks) +
I TJI ^P! s name
buk bui he luk
j  ; \
’Is it ’buk bui’ baby said?’
Baby
pui wa: r^ ai m£i mai lu ruiarj repeats t ? m :
✓  ^ “ '\ N .
_  _
buk bui £: buk bui wa
—
J J —
bb3,£ by . bl^ e 
_  ^ _
In addition to producing the labiality feature in response to 
the labial clicks, the baby also produced the rounding feature
*1 Conventionally [~ru;], but as mentioned earlier, [lj and 
£r jare used interchangeably in colloquial Thai.
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as a response to the clicks in other situations, e.g. he made 
eu: u: eu eu u: u eu as a response to his father's labial clicks,
^  _
The baby's responses in this study so far, provide evidence 
for the baby's perception of some of the,salient features of speech. 
Furthermore, it shows that at this stage he could respond to just 
one salient feature at a time. As his linguistic ability increased, 
other less salient features were also responded to and therefore 
■were perceived.
From the example given before, one can see that although 
falling pitch was produced by the adult several times, and although 
falling pitch was auditorily salient in the adult's speech, the 
baby appeared to respond to labiality and rounding which were 
visually salient and to him apparently more salient. The lip- 
closure was easily observable and was produced repetitively by 
the adults. However, in later samples in this stage, around the end 
of this stage, other features including labiality and falling pitch 
were responded to.
For example, during the ' dialogue1, the. father was sweeping 
the floor; the baby was on his mother's lap. ¥hen he saw his 
father, he began to vocalize to draw his father's attention.
Father
*1liek pho: s> luk hm
'Calling daddy, baby?'
Baby
j
£
; J
1 +  + h£: ?ul: iu
*1 Conventionally j\riskj.
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Father Baby
pho: kwait ba:n anj, ma:n
r
!
r
_ ^
’Baddy is sweeping the floor. ’
In the ’dialogue’ above, the hahy initiated the dialogue hy 
saying ?£. , -which the father interpreted as j\p£o: j,
’father1, probably on the basis of the shared auditorily salient 
features (cf. Waterson, 1971)» namely, falling pitch and the broad 
degree of openness of vowel - that is half-open vowel quality, 
and possibly the closed onset. He claimed that the baby was 
calling j\pho: J ’father’. The baby responded using three different 
levels of pitch, but the falling one seemed to be the most distinct, 
i.e. accompanied by loudness. His father went on talking to him 
loudly with special emphasis on the last syllable of the utterance, 
i.e. [sba:n]. As a consequence, the baby responded loudly to the 
whole of the last syllable producing anl, ma:n . Judging from the
-  ^
baby’s production, what the baby seemed to perceive from that syllable 
was labiality, nasality, pitch, loudness, vowel length and vowel
quality, and syllable structure, i.e. CYC, e.g. ba:n compared
with
' -1 1 ma:n He may, of course, have perceived the oral onset but 
was not able to make a contrast of oral onset with nasal ending 
(cf. Waterson, 1976).
*1 [\ba:n] literally means ’house’, but it means ’floor’ in this
context.
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Pre-uhonological description of vocalizations in Stage II
The pre-phonological description of the baby’s vocalizations 
in this stage, is generally the same as for Stage I. However, 
in Stage II, progress is shown in the occurrence of high pitch (hp), 
normal pitch (np), and energy-exerting sounds (e) in screeching 
vocalizations. Such vocalizations are produced in a three-term 
contrast. The possibilities of the contrast within a stretch 
are as follows:
hp~ np- w1. Contrast of hp and np as in a:; : ! : : a:;i a
e -1 ^
2. Contrast of (np+e) and np, e.g. np.1 np-
?a: i ?a
^  _ _
,1 ,13. Contrast of hp, np and e, e.g. ^  we ^  ?he
Conclusions
There is progress in phonetic features in Stage II, and the 
vocalizations are less ’fluid’ than those in Stage I. The back 
and rounded vowels [D] [ o], which did not appear in Stage I, began 
to be produced in Stage II.
For consonant-like sounds, the stricture of complete closure 
which had been made, in Stage I, at the labial, alveolar, velar, and
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glottal places was still made at these same places, hut at the 
alveolar place two more sounds were produced in Stage II, i.e.
]and [d,].
Syllable structures in the two stages were not different.
The , and °V structures occurred more frequently than the
V6, and VC structures. It is noticeable that the latter were 
produced in vocalizations characterizing pleasure.
With regard to pitch, the pitch in both stages varied among 
low, mid, high, falling, rising, and rising-falling. However, in 
interaction, falling pitch appeared to be the most salient for the 
baby as it was often responded to. In Stage II, other salient 
features were also perceived and responded to. They are labiality, 
nasality, vowel-quality, and syllable structure.
Although the subject of the study is living in the environment
of a tone language, and the pitch movements seem to show a great
similarity to the lexical tones of the adult language, it is not
possible to say that these variations of pitch show the characteristic
features of a tone language, because when the child reached the one-
*
word utterance stage, his functional use of pitch was more restricted 
at the lexical level than in the vocalizations during the early 
stages, Certain levels of pitch which occurred very frequently 
during early stages were rarely produced at the one-word utterance 
stage. For example, high falling pitch occurred very frequently 
before the one word stage, but high falling lexical tone was acquired 
late and therefore appears to be the most difficult for this child. 
Even at 18 months, the high falling lexical tone was not yet con­
sistently produced.
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C h a p t e r  2 
Later Babbling
(0;4.20-0s5.15)
General Phonetic Description of Vocalizations in Stage III
The baby’s vocalizations developed from mainly 'non-checked' 
to 'checked1 vocalizations. That is to say the increase of 
vocalizations with complete closure at the labial and non-labial 
places was tremendous. The syllable patterns of the 'checked' 
vocalizations varied between monosyllabic and disyllabic, e.g.
|" paj, £appaj, and £apaJ, but the disyllabic patterns outnumbered 
the monsyllabic. Such vocalizations were repetitive in nearly 
every stretch and were produced with quick rhythm. Sounds within 
the stretches appeared to be more forcefully articulated. Loudness 
occurred mainly in relation to accentuation and falling pitch. In 
disyllabic patterns, accentuation appeared to fall on the second 
syllable.
Although the 'checked' vocalizations occurred increasingly 
in this stage, the !non-checked' vocalizations like those in 
Stages I and II were still in use. The 'checked' vocalizations of 
this stage and the 'non-checked1 vocalizations in general had 
certain distinct features concerning pitch, nasalization, and vowel 
quality, as described below:
Pitch
In the disyllabic patterns of the 'checked' vocalizations, 
pitch changed from the wide range previously used and used in the
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’non-checked’ vocalizations, to a restricted group of pitch levels, 
e.g. high-mid, mid-mid, falling-mid, and mid-falling. Occasionally, 
a low-mid pair was produced hut was not very different from the 
mid-mid pair. An example of the ’checked1 vocalizations with the 
restricted pitch patterns is given in Appendix 2.4-
Nasalization
Nasalization, which had appeared randomly with both ’checked’ 
and ’non-ohecked1 vocalizations in the previous stages, was now 
produced mainly with the 'non-checked1 vocalizations and disappeared 
when the ’checked’ vocalizations were produced. However, nasalization 
did occur with vocalizations having glottal constriction or having 
nasal onset, e.g. [?e], [ju>].
Yowel quality
It was noticeable that when the ’checked' vocalizations were 
produced, in this stage, only frontness and centrality features 
were present, and the degree of openness ranged from close, half­
close, half-open, and open, but when the ’non-checked’ vocalizations 
were produced, backness, frontness, centrality, openness, closeness, 
as well as rounding and non-rounding features occurred. There was 
thus a greater restriction of features co-occurring with 'checked' ■ 
vocalizations.
As described earlier, there was a flow of babbling with 
strictures of complete closure; these continuous repetitive vocali­
zations were produced with open syllables which appeared in three 
forms: one starting with stricture of complete closure followed by
front or central vowel, e.g. pa:l, fd^ il; another form starting
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with front or central vowel followed by stricture of complete 
closure and released with front or central vowel, e.g. £apa"j, 
j“apij; the other form starting with front or central vowel followed 
by stricture of complete closure of relatively long lenth, and re­
leased with front or central vowel, e.g. £ appaj, £app±J. Examples 
of this type of vocalization are illustrated in Appendix 2.5*
The homorganic oral-oral and nasal-oral articulations which 
became established in the baby’s repertoire in the earlier stage, 
e.g. ^a^iuj, a^pdceaj, [etpg.], developed increasingly in this stage. 
This shows that the baby was capable of making firm closure, holding 
the closure before the release, and vocalizing within a similar 
or same level of pitch for each vocalization.
It is plausible to assume tentatively that the strongly 
articulated strictures of complete closure in this stage are the 
starting point of the acquisition of plosives and affricates in 
general. The plosives and affricates which were used in this stage 
(Stage III), continued to be used later on and in the one-word, 
utterance stage, and eventually developed to be some of the 
functional units of Thai, viz. [ p^j [" b 'J [t ] £d ] £t<jj .
t
Vocal nlay
It is evident that once the baby,began to produce new sounds, 
they appeared more frequently in his vocal play in almost all 
situations, e.g. playing on his own, when crying or being unhappy, 
and before going to bed (similar to Weir’s report on her child’s 
pre-sleep monologues (Weir 1962)), In this Btage, he often practised 
the ’checked1 vocalizations in the above-mentioned situations, and 
sometimes the ’checked' vocalizations intermingled with the ’non- 
checked’.
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Later in this stage (0;5.05), hack vowels appeared in his 
vocal play, and were often found in combination with the high 
pitch register, normal pitch register, and 1 energy-exerting sounds1
Relationship between adult models and the babyfs responses
In Stage III when plosives and affricates appeared to be 
consistently produced, the adults seemed to adapt their imitative 
speech to the baby by producing utterances with plosive and 
affricate onsets to which the baby responded similarly. The 
adults also related what they produced to meaningful expressions 
in the conventional system, e.g. Jytpa: J and £\tqa politeness 
particles.
In the following example, the baby was with his grandmother; 
he was vocalizing while investigating his toy bottle. His grand­
mother repeated what she felt resembled the particles.
Grandmother
t£a: t a^ t£a: tpa
Baby 
hac^ s3 had.
d^?£: dp?i 4 dri
'I
hp-
a;:: U. wa: apppp£
'N
Hap pppa
*1 This word was sometimes produced with long length in addressing 
the baby. This matter is discussed in language addressed to 
the baby, pp. 205-218,
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Grandmother Baby
D: atpa tpa: t^ a: leu q luk
y ^ y
'Yes, atpa. Bid Baby say *tpa: /tpa: '?'
tpa? tpa: s -luk 
*—
tpa? tpa:
'Is it tpa /tpa:, hahy?'
tpa: tpa: h£; ■: ?a:dj: d^ a ad,: d^ a:
laughter laughter
luk pui pui khui kerj laughter
> J y *-
'Baby Pui Pui is chatty'
a:d d^a a: airacl^ : d,^.a
-
The baby's responses to the adult models in the above example
v
appeared to share several features of the whole syllable, e.g. 
checked onset^  alveolarity/palatality, affrication, and openness and 
frontness. The example given above also provides further evidence 
of the baby echoing the sounds of his repertoire that were addressed 
to him. For example in the last utterance, the adult produced 
a^d d^a which was echosed by him as a: astod,:: d$a
As far as the pitch feature is concerned, the adult model and the 
baby's response were very similar, i.e. mid pitch for j~d^ a 
higher pitch for the preceding syllable. It is noticeable that 
rising pitch was produced by the baby a couple of times in this
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example, but it did not correspond consistently with the models.
Thus, it is not certain as yet whether the baby perceived the rising 
pitch, i.e. change from lower to higher. He possibly recognized 
the high pitch quality which was similar to his high pitch register 
which had been practised in his screeching vocalizations, but when 
other more salient and more familiar features were produced, he 
appeared to pay more attention to them.
Pre-phonological description of vocalizations in Stage III
The basic syllable structures of the vocalizations in Stage III 
are still the same as in Stages I and II, i.e. ^  1 t 'e 1 c.
However as indicated in the phonetic description, the vocalizations 
in Stage III were forcefully articulated, and appeared to be of 
two types, i.e. 'checked1 and *non-cheeked', Thus, the syllable 
structures are now treated as Consonantal, Vocalic, and Schwa 
elements, i.e. C, V, ^ , instead of prosodically as previously.
Syllable structures, therefore, are of two types: monosyllables,
V, CV, and disyllables, 3CV and 3CCV.
The V and CV syllables may be accented or unaccented; the 
9CV and ^ 6cV disyllables appear with a restriction that the first 
syllable, i.e. 3  , is not accented except when it occurs with the 
falling pitch prosody, but the second syllable is always accented. 
Syllable finals are still treated prosodically because the possi­
bility of contrasts with stricture is still very small.
Pre-nhonologlcal structure of monosyllables
Prosodies of the mono syllables, apart from the pitoh prosody 
and syllable final prosody, are similar to those in Stages I and II, 
i.e. y (exponent: frontness), jr (exponent: centrality), w (exponent: 
backn.es s), r (exponent; rounding), r (exponent: non-rounding), 
n (exponent: nasalization), n (exponent: non-nasalization).
The pitch and syllable final prosodies which are not the same 
as those in Stages I and II are described below.
Pitch -prosodies of the monosyllable. There is a contrast of 
five pitch prosodies with monosyllabic structures, i.e.
L (exponent: low pitch), e.g. ^
M (exponent: mid pitch), e.g.
H (exponent: high pitch), e.g.
F (exponent: falling pitch), e.g.
R (exponent: rising pitch), e.g. ?
Syllable final prosodies. There is a contrast of three 
prosodies, i.e.
cw (exponent: complete stricture at velar place)
cw (exponent: complete stricture at glottal place)
•ew (exponent: stricture of close approximation at
velar place).
For example:
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Y monosyllable. The two-term Y system, I ,dL, of the Y 
monosyllable is similar to those in Stages I and II; both terms 
function with the above-mentioned prosodies.
CY monosyllable. The Y system of the CY monosyllable is 
similar to that of the V monosyllable, and will not be discussed 
again here.
C systems. The C systems are restricted to P (Plosive),
13" (Nasal), P (Pricative), and Y- (Continuant) subsystems.
P subsystem. There is a five-term contrast: p (labial), 
t (alveolar), c (palatal), k (velar), ? (glottal). These are 
illustrated below:
PpV e.g. [ pa], [ba ]
P^ _Y e.g. £ ta] £<3,a ]
PCY e.g. [d?a]
P k Y  e.g. O ]
V  e ,g - [ 7el ’ L M *  t ?a]
N subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial), 
t (alveolar), c (palatal), and k (velar), e.g.
NpY e.g. [ma], [ma]
NtY e.g. j^ aj, j^ e ]
V  e.g. '[J«],[J»]
NkY e.g. [3 *]? [rp]
P subsystem. There is a three term contrasts p (labial), 
k (velar), and ? (glottal), e.g.
V  e-s-' O ] ’ [ p ]
V  e-g - [ F ] ’ L ^ J ’ \fi]
P?T e.g. [he], [hi], [hs]
-¥- subsystem. There is a two term contrast: p (labial),
■ and c (palatal), e.g.
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e.g. [w*l*Jr
e.g. [oe], [ji]
The contrasts of the subsystems of C ban be compared 
in the following table
Table 1. Comparison of the contrasts at C
P subsystem P t c (k)*1 7
N subsystem P (t) c 00
F subsystem P k ?
subsystem P c
Thus, at the level of phonetic exponence, the P and N 
subsystems correspond to Checked’ vocalizations, and F and 
to 'non-checked'.
The restrictions of the subsystems at C in relation to the 
prosodic contrasts of the syllable within which I and cL function 
are discussed below.
Subsystems of C and Y in relation to prosodies of the 
monosyllable CV*
P and H subsystems. The p (labial), t (alveolar), and c 
(palatal) contrasts function with both I grade and d  grade, but with 
only three prosodies:
*1 Bracketed symbols in the table above show that such contrasts 
occur less frequently than the others in the same subsystem.
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y (exponent: frontness)
£ (exponent: centrality)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
Por example
Poi3^
p [ p a j , [ p e ] P
[ m a ] ,  [me]
P+oi^t ; i > ]
Pc [4?©] » ]
P l Ec ; K0 I H
p c^ [4?a], [d^fc] 5
P, and ^  and P0. These contrasts, on the other hand, k k r .
function with any combination of the prosodies of the syllable, 
Por example (only selected examples are given here):
l >  Lfea ] | > ]
V ™ [9-1 [34]
O l ’ [ M
F? I 'S?1 [&}
PT [*]
i. These subsystems function with, any 
combination of syllable prosodies, e.g.
Pot5*p [ > ] p
[wT]
p I**
p [P^]
. ^ L vn: 
’ P 1-
1
pk m  .
tt , yxn
! z & ]
pk=i^n [ V ]
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W
(y£-we) [heu]
r7i 2331 [iff]
[he]
As mentioned earlier, the syllable structures in this stage 
are of two types: monosyllables and disyllables. The pre-phono- 
logical description of the disyllables is given below:
Pre-phonological structure of disyllables: 3CV, 9CCV
The syllable prosodies, apart from pitch prosodies, are 
similar to those of the monosyllable. The restrictions of the P 
and N subsystems in relation to the prosodic contrasts of the mono­
syllable CV also apply to the possibilities of prosodic contrasts 
with P and N of the disyllables.
The syllable final prosodies which function in the monosyllables 
V and CV do not function in the disyllables.
Pitch prosodies Pitch prosodies of disyllabic structures 
BOV and0CCV are of four types:
1. H-M (exponent: high pitch on the first syllable and mid
pitch on the second)
2. F-M (exponent: falling pitch on the first syllable and
mid pitch on the second)
3. M-P (exponent: mid pitch on the first syllable and falling
pitch on the second)
4. M-M (exponent: mid pitch on both syllables).
A four term prosodic contrast functions with the )^CCV 
structure, but only a three term prosodic contrast, i.e. M-M, H-M,
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F-M functions with the 3CY structure, e.g. 
3CCY
H~M~
OCY
F-H—
QCCV e.g.
M-F~
3(5&y
M-M—
C^CJY e.g.
F-M-
>^CY e.g.
H-M™
9CY
M-M-
e.g. appa > aijta » ad$a
— t— *-
ad,:d,l^£ 
^ -
e.g. ad:df £i> tmpC: t ed; di£:
- ^ -
appa
i.a; d,^sa
a:d,d,?3
e.g. aija: » apa:
— —
OCY e.g. apa » ad^, * a^ e:
- — — ♦— — I—
Y system of disyllabic structures. There is a contrast of 
close grade? L > open grade, cL , which function with the syllable 
prosodies mentioned before (cf. pp. 72-73)* For example,
SCCoi,^ - e.g. appa | , ^e^i J
e.g.
OCC L 22. Q'g' ||ad,^ i j
^ system. This functions in the unaccented syllable of di­
syllabic structures with a three term prosodic contrast: 
y (exponent: frontness)
y (exponent: centrality)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
I
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For example
£)CY structure 3CCV structure
^ C Y [ad^ a ] ^^CCY [ippa]
9CV [id^ a ] ^^CCY [£PPa]
[a5£ ] ^^CCY [appa]
^  3CY H "  ] ^QCCV pr$\a:]
C systems* The C systems of the different structures are 
given "below:
9CV structure. The C system of the 3CY structure is 
restricted to P (Plosive) and P (Pricative).
P subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial), 
t (alveolar), c (palatal), and k (velar), e.g.
^PpV [a p a ], p p a ]
3 P /  [aija], [a-^ a], pa], [ad,a ]
[a4jsa], [id^a], [ad,?£ ]
^PkT [a9£]
P subsystem. There is only one term for the P subsystem, 
i.e. k (velar), e.g.
[ a j a ] ,  [ a j t ] ,  [ a j A ] ,  [ a |4 j
QCCY structure. The C system of the 5>CCV structure 
is restricted to N and P in the sequence H, P^  or P, P represented
r s  /-v ,— ■ . v
as HP, PP. HP has a two term contrast, i.e. p (labial) and t
(alveolar); but PP has a three term contrast, i.e. p (labial),
t (alveolar), and c (palatal). Examples are given below:
3HPpV [£mpfc:]
^HP^Y [arvtia:] [aqd,£.ea], [aiytjia: ]
L I
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3PP Y c
<5 HP y 
P
^H*tV
Conclusions
Within the first few months of life, the increase in complexity 
in the range of vocalizations is very considerable. In Stage III, 
the vocalizations are of two types; 'checked* and 'non-checked'. The 
'non-checked* vocalizations occurred with vowels of the back, central 
and front qualities. Unlike the 'non-checked* vocalizations, 
the 'checked* vocalizations were restricted to vowels of front and 
central qualities only.
Another feature which is more advanced than that of the vocali­
zations in Stage II is the occurrence of fixed patterns of pitch. 
These occur with the disyllabic patterns whereas the pitch levels 
of the monosyllabic patterns are still variable among low, mid, high, 
rising, and falling pitch contours.
The relationship between the adult models and the baby's 
responses has also become closer. In Stage II, labiality, nasality, 
syllable structure, vowel quality, and pitch of the adult models 
were responded to by the. baby in his productions. In Stage III, 
labiality, alveolarity/palatality, affrication, syllable structure, 
vowel quality, pitch and pitch patterns were produced in response 
to and matching the models.
[ ad&?£] , [adAjsi ] 
[appa], [*ppa], [app£] 
£ aijta], [adjd^ aJ.
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Stage IV (0;5.16-0;7.20)
General Phonetic Description of Vocalizations in Stage IV
For a short period from the beginning of this stage, (0;5*16- 
0;5-17), the baby's vocalizations were continuous but less clear 
and several were untranscribable. Frequently his vocalizations 
were interspersed with liquids, f* 1 ] [r ]. In other respects the 
vocalizations were the same as Stage III, i.e. consisting of 
checked and non-checked vocalizations.
From 0;5«18 to 0;5»22, there were no recordings available 
because of mechanical problems. Recording was resumed at 0;5.23.
It was found during the period 0;5.23-0;6.13 that the baby's 
general vocalizations had not changed. The same fixed patterns 
of pitch were still in use. There was no progress in the articu­
lation of consonants and vowels in this stage, but progress was shown 
in the use of vocalization functionally, i.e. certain disyllabic 
stretches began to be used with certain implications.
Beginning of functional use of sounds and pitch
The baby's desire for communication had increased. In inter­
action with the adult, both participants appeared to communicate with 
each other in a well-conducted way. In the sample below, for in­
stance, the baby was playing the peek-a-boo game with the adults.
The adults used 'baby talk', [ t a^ /?e ]and [jtuk ~k£: ]as 
expressions for the 'boo'; the baby used certain utterances con­
sistently in response to the 'boo'. For example,
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Father
tfi #i t^a ?e
'Peek-a-■boo'
repeated
Baby
7hr-?e: £
tf: £:
- a
(laughs)
repeated
Mother (encouraging the baby)
ket^  lu:k kerj ilk i:k lu:k
_  ^ A
•Good, baby, good. Again, again, baby.’
Father
uses same expression 
same action
it: £
+* 4* 
%: ?*:
4
Si £:
~ *\ — —
h* ^ 5: £:
£: (laughs)
The baby’s responses in the situation above carried an 
affective implication of pleasure, and it is probable that the 
baby's utterance used in response to the adult's ’boo1s' and action 
has a meaning, implication of some kind. The functional use of
vocalization occurred more often in the next stage.
Another interesting point is concerned with the consistent 
occurrence of fixed pitch patterns together with certain vowels, 
and with regular accentuation on the last syllable of the stretch 
of utterance. Such vocalizations can he seen from the example below.
P. is investigating a toy and vocalizing continuously:
± ::: ' £*: a::4 ?a a::* ?£: a:i ?$:
— “  — —  ^ - ^
oe:: £ *:: ?*: e: ?S:: ?i ; ; : laughter
w £a
“  ^ — 7 7 -  - n “ s
laughter qex ? £ : el: ? » : : ? £ : : e:*. ? £ :
/ V
e : : ? * : * .
-  V
—
\ . . 7 -  Y — , .
— 7 — 7
(his toy being dropped) pause.
The falling pitch in the above example appears to co-occur with 
accentuation and loudness as well as being a breath-group signal. 
Most of the accented syllables were produced with glottal constric­
tion. Furthermore, the regular repetition of the sounds and the
pitch patterns, e.g. , seems to suggest that the stretch of
utterance has a function, e.g. showing satisfaction with the toy. A 
similar expression implying satisfaction and pleasure with a peek-a-
4. 4,
, suggests that those sounds andboo game, i.e. is : or : tx
— —■ “ 7
pitch may have been used with a certain function even though the 
sequence of the sounds differs. It is possible that the function 
was the same but the sequence of the sounds changed over time.
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Nasalization which occurs in this example supports the state­
ment made in Stage I that this baby used nasalized vocalizations 
in.both the happy state and the unhappy state.
I’rom 0;6.15-0;7*00, no data were available as the tapes had 
been damaged. In the later period of Stage IV, i.e. from 0;7*01- 
0;7*20, the vocalizations varied between ’checked1 and ’non-checked*, 
but in this period checked monosyllables were produced more than 
checked disyllables.
Vocal play
In vocal play, vocalizations were frequently interrupted by
"“Ni ^  #-'■*
labial trills, e.g. £ bbb, pppj, labial liquids, e.g. £bl, , pl,J, 
and also by friction made at various places, e.g.
and In addition, in this period the baby started producing
’singing tune’ vocalizations in his vocal play. In other words, 
the baby now began to play with pitch.
The 'singing time* had its own characteristics; these were: 
loudness, continuity, prolongation of vowel length and pitch, 
combination of high pitch register and normal pitch register, 
combination of glottal constriction and non-glottal constriction, 
and lowering or falling of pitch contour at the end of most stretches.
The 'singing tune' vocal play appeared mainly with 'non- 
checked' vocalizations, i.e. vowels alone, or vowels with fricative 
or semivowel onset. More often the singing tune was produced con­
tinuously with very high pitch, starting with high or rising to high 
pitch, holding the high pitch for a relatively long time until the 
breath was released. These resulted in accentuation of the last 
part of the breath group with lower pitch level. The combination
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of high pitch register and normal pitch register in the ’singing 
tune’ suggests a possibility that these strategies of lowering the 
pitch level and of the alternation between high pitch and normal 
pitch registers are ways of controlling the breath during phonation. 
Lieberman, in his study of breath group and intonational signals 
in infant cries, states that ’the subglottal air-pressure must fall 
at a rapid rate as expiration ceases, because the subglottal air- 
pressure assumes a negative value during inspiration. If phonation 
is protracted until the last possible moment, the breathgroup will 
therefore terminate with a falling fundamental frequency contour.’ 
(Lieberman, 1967s 45~44)•
Examples of the ’singing tune’ are given in Appendix 2.6.
It is also possible that the 'singing tune’ vocalizations, 
especially those with alternation of high pitch and normal pitch 
registers helped in the learning of pitch contrast which was used 
functionally in this stage and the next stages.
Relationship between the adult models and the baby’s responses
The baby’s responses matched the models in cases where the models 
were imitations of the baby’s vocalizations and where the models had 
no complexity in terms of articulatory differentiation. The res­
ponses to syllables with |“ p j |"t and j“t9 J onsets were the ones 
that were most correctly produced, but the baby often produced them 
with the lenis variants, i.e.
In the later period of this stage, the child attempted to 
match the number of syllables of the adult utterance and strictures 
of complete closure, e.g.
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Mother 
nai kt: a lu:k 
/  ~ ^
'"Where is Jj-let: J, baby?'
(delightedly) k£:
repeats
Baby
k£: k£: k£: kt: A f  -ikt::
- — 4—*m 4—
ge::::
no response
?£: ?£: PPP
k£: e::
a*k£ kt:: 8^  %
a*k£ k£ii aa ys::
k£; k£:
kt: k£: d, . ;:
(repeats several times)
e: l:
no more responses
In the babyTs first two utterances, the responses were very 
close to the .model, i.e. j~k£: J . Bhe baby responded accurately
*1 |jkt: ] is a reduced form for |~”tuk “ke: ] 'big lizard', which is 
used onomatopoeically for the peek-a-boo game, or to draw the 
the baby's attention.
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to velar plosion, degree of openness of vowel, i.e. half-open, 
frontness, vowel length, and pitch. However, he produced his 
utterances with loudness and longer length, so as a consequence, 
there was a slight drop in pitch level at the end of the phonation.
Up to this stage, the basic system of consonants established 
in the baby's repertoire was a contrast of 'labial' and 'non-labial*. 
The non-labial consonants were articulated at the alveolar, palatal 
and glottal places. Articulation at velar place appeared to 
involve a great effort and was seldom produced. The baby's responses 
in the example given above, then, shifted to the use of the non­
labial sounds of his basic system, i.e. alveolar-palatal. His 
response to velar plosion in the models by using alveolar-palatal 
articulations can be seen in the last three utterances of the above 
example.
The baby's -phonetic system
The baby's repertoire by the age of 0;7.20 can be tentatively 
grouped into basic and peripheral systems. The basic system is 
defined as a system of sounds, pitch, and syllable patterns which 
have already become established and occurred more frequently in his 
vocalizations, and those which the baby was capable of producing 
in response to adult models and which were subsequently found to 
continue to appear in the later stages and in the one word utterance 
stage.
The peripheral system is defined as a system of sounds, pitch, 
and syllable patterns which occurred less frequently, or occurred 
only in conjunction with other phonetic features and situations,
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e.g. falling pitch was used in connection with loudness and long
t h wk 3 I was produced as a rhythmic heat when 
jumping or to show pleasure; a series of fricatives and rolls 
was produced in vocal play.
The hasic and peripheral systems are as follows:
I Syllable patterns
Basic syllable patterns are: Y, CY, QCY and QCCY structures.
Peripheral syllable patterns are: Yc,e and CY0*^  structures.
II Pitch system
Basic pitch system of monosyllables: Y, CY are mid and/or low
Basic pitch system of disyllables: ^CY, 3 CCY are high-mid,
falling-mid, mid-falling, and mid-mid.
Peripheral pitch system consists of high, falling, and 
rising.
Ill Yowel system
Basic vowel system consists of: Front: e t a
Central: i 3 
Peripheral vowel system consists of:
Front: ae y
Back: u in o o y
Diphthongi z at i on: a* au eu £.u ace £.3
IY Consonantal system
Basic consonantal system consists of the following:
Labial: P b m
Alveolar: % . n;
Palatal:
Glottal: ?
*1 Both the basic and peripheral systems are produced in the 
«  vocal play.
I ____________________
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Peripheral consonantal system consists of the following:
p 13, mi.Labial: PPP bbb
Alveolar: r £
Palatal: a J1 9
Velar: kh k 3
Glottal: h
Most of the sounds, pitch and syllable patterns in the 
basic system were found to grow closer and closer to the adult 
system. Those which do not function in the adult system were 
found to drop out eventually. Some of those in the peripheral 
system in time became incorporated into the basic system which 
eventually developed into the system of the Thai language. Other 
sounds in the peripheral system which do not occur in the language 
of the environment dropped out of the system.
Pre-phonological Description of Vocalizations in Stage IV
As a basic phonetic system was set up in the phonetic des­
cription, a corresponding basic pre-phonological system is 
described.
Pre-phonological description of the basic system of vocalizations 
In the basic pre-phonological system, the elements of syllable 
structure are C, V and ; the structures are of two types, mono­
syllables and disyllables. The monosyllabic structures are V
r\
and CY. The disyllabic structures are 5CY and 5CCY. This is the 
same as in the pre-phonological system at Stage III.
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- - -Monosyllabic structures
Prosodies, Prosodies of the monosyllables including pitch 
prosodies are listed below:
y (exponent: frontness)
£ (exponent: centrality)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
Pitch prosodies in the basic system function in a two term 
contrast, M and L
M (exponent: mid pitch)
L (exponent: low pitch)
Y system. There is a contrast of two grades: I (close)
andc^ (open)in the Y system of monosyllables. They function in the 
syllable with the above-mentioned prosodies.
C systems. The C systems of the monosyllable CY are restricted 
to P (Plosive), N (Nasal) and (Continuant).
P subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial),
t (alveolar), c (palatal), and ? (glottal).
N subsystem. There is a two term contrast: p (labial) and
t (alveolar),
¥■ subsystem. There is only one term: p (labial).
The contrasts of the subsystems of C in the basic system of 
monosyllables can be compared in Table 1.
Table 1. Contrasts at C in the basic system
P subsystem P t- c ?
N subsystem P t
Y- subsystem P
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Selected examples of monosyllabic structure with full formulae
are given below; (pitch prosodies are shown above the phonetic
symbols).
P oi ^  s
P
V 5®  ■ ■
P U  o
P I c
yr
Z£
P?ot^
P
yr
M-
[pa]
L —
[Pa]
M —
CP£!]
M—
[ > ]
M—
[%*]
M —  
[a,?a]
M— M —  
[itfa
L—
[ > i ]
M-
[ * ]
M —
L?a I
M —  
[ma]
M—
[me ]
M- M —  
[na,] [n,t]
M —  
[wa]
3CCV.
Prosodies of the disyllables, apart from pitch prosodies, are 
similar to those of the monosyllable.
Pitch prosodies of the syllables function in a four term contrast: 
H-M (exponent; high and mid pitch)
P-M (exponent; falling and mid pitch)
M-P (exponent; mid and falling pitch)
M-M (exponent: mid and mid pitch)
V and 0 systems of disyllables are similar to those of the 
disyllables described in Stage III and will not be described again 
here.
C systems in <dCV, and ^CCV are similar to those described 
in Stage III.
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Selected examples with full formulae are given below:
M —  M--
p apa 1 Tap t
M —  M --
[ ad^a] [a4?f]
l E
c [•**]
P
C
M-M- M-M-
H— M— H~ M-
Pre-phonological description of the -peripheral system of 
vocalizations
In the peripheral system, the elements of the syllable 
structure are C and Y, and there are V and CY monosyllabic 
structures.
Monosyllabic structures
This is different from the basic system, e.g. w, n, n prosodies 
do not function in the basic system.
Pitch -prosodies. There is a contrast of three pitch prosodies:
Prosodies of the monosyllables are as follows: 
w (exponent: backness)
r (exp onent: r ounding)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
n (exponent: nasalization)
n (exponent: non-nasalization)
H
R
(exponent: high pitch)
(exponent: ' falling pitch) 
(exponent: rising pitch)
This is also different from the "basic system, i.e. only two term 
contrast in the "basic system, "but three term contrast in the peri­
pheral system.
Syllable final prosodies. There is a contrast of three 
prosodies:
(exponent: complete stricture at velar place)
(exponent: complete stricture at glottal place)
(exponent: stricture of close approximation at
velar place)
rcw
yCW
V©W
For example, 
Col.cw
-ewCot
[a7] 07]
Y system. The Y system has a contrast of L (close grade) 
and oi (open grade). These function with the above-mentioned 
prosodies, e.g.
Co£yr
C L
Col
. [ / > y ]  
[ M  I > 1  
[ 7°1  I 7* ]  
[ 5 1
[ ^ ]  r.7 n
Combinations of L and cL are possible, e.g.
wrC I
OL1®
oL - I O ]
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t r - T  W  [ « ]
c < « - i
C systems. The C systems of the monosyllables in the 
peripheral system are restricted to P (Plosive), 1ST (Nasal), F 
(Fricative), Y (Continuant).
P subsystem. There is one term: k (velar).
N subsystem. There is a two term contrast: c (palatal) and
k (velar).
F subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial),
c (palatal), k (velar), and 7 (glottal).
Y subsystem. There is only one term: c (palatal).
The contrasts of the subsystems of C in the peripheral 
system of the monosyllable can be compared in Table 2.
Table 2. Contrasts at C in the -peripheral system
P subsystem k
N subsystem c k
iF subsystem P c k 7
Y  subsystem c
Selected examples of these contrasts are given below:
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PkV [ks] [ka] [j£ ] [3a]
V  [j!£] [pi]
V  | > ]  | > ]  l > ]
V [H 0*1 I'H
V  [ f i l  M
p k T  m  [ y £ ]  D ^ l
- P,T [hi] [he]
V ' . 0*1 Ol
It can be seen that contrasts at 0 in the peripheral system 
are greater than those in the basic system (cf, Tables 1 and 2).
Conclusions
In Stage IV, the vocalizations become more restricted and less 
variable compared with those in the previous stages. So far the 
process of acquisition can be described as gradual and continuous.
In Stage I, all the vocalizations were ’fluid* and variable; 
mainly ’non-checked1 vocalizations were produced. In Stage II, 
strictures of complete closure at the alveolar place began to be used 
to interrupt the vocalizations of open approximation, but they 
were rather vaguely articulated; there was a gradual increase in 
screeching vocalizations with a combination of high pitch and 
normal registers. In Stages III and IV, closures were produced
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but the 'non-checked* vocalizations were still in use. The 
screeching vocalizations appeared regularly as a 1 singing tune*.
It appears that in Stage IV certain sounds and certain pitch 
patterns were beginning to be used functionally. These were 
found to be produced increasingly in the stages that follow.
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C h a p t e r  3
The Proto-Language
Stage Y (0;8.00-0;10.15) * 1
General Phonetic Description of Vocalizations in Stage Y
The "basic vocalizations in Stage Y were similar to the 
previous stage, i.e. checked and non-checked vocalizations. However, 
there was progress in that in the 'checked* vocalizations there was 
also interruption of relatively long duration of friction and trill 
in harmony with the place of articulation of the complete closure. 
Stretches varied from short to long. The long stretches consisted 
of a maximum of five syllables. Nasalization with an open passage 
of mouth occurred occasionally, but the nasals, [m] [3 ]» appeared 
more frequently, and were produced in the same way as the series 
with friction and trill mentioned above, e.g. j^mjwas produced 
with long duration but with the lips not completely closed, £m:;;^ , j . 
Sometimes the labial nasal was started without voice but with a 
breathy onset, e.g. J © Creaky articulation, [ 1, was
often heard with low pitch. Occasionally velar friction was 
articulated clearly with a clearer vow;el quality than before. It
stage, i.e. Stage I, and was rarely produced later on; the same 
velar syllables, however, became more frequently produced again
is interesting in that the velar friction
j^ a^ ui j was produced frequently, with vague quality, in the early
*1 No recordings were made from 0;7.21-0;7*30 because of mechani­
cal problems.
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in this stage with clearer quality and longer duration, e.g.
he:; o a::; a::: ft:.
It is possible that the baby was again experimenting in the velar 
region after the time lapse.
The examples of the baby’s vocalizations in this stage are 
given in Appendix 2,7.
With reference to pitch, the ’checked’ and ’non-checked' 
vocalizations were produced mainly with mid and low pitches; 
falling and rising occurred occasionally when the syllables were 
accented, particularly when accompanied by loudness and when final 
in the stretch. Thus, as far as the pitch is concerned, those 
established in his basic system, i.e. mid and low, were the most 
frequently used in his general vocalizations.
Vocal play
The baby produced the 'singing tune’ with mainly high and 
rising pitch, and also produced ’checked’ and ’non-checked’ 
vocalizations in his vocal play. In most situations, if he 
produced the singing tune, he paid no attention to what adults 
said to him (usually the adults asked him what he was 1 singing' 
or commented to him about the ' singing’). He went on ’ singing’ 
until he was tired or until he was distracted by something else. 
However, in the general vocalizations, ’checked' and ’non-checked', 
he did listen to the adults' speech and responded to what was 
salient to him, e.g. syllables and sounds of his repertoire - 
frontness, plosives and affricates (cf. Appendix 2.7).
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It was noticeable that when the baby was engaged in some 
physical activities or games, e.g. jumping (aided), peek-a-boo, 
etc., be became less vocal, but produced sounds showing pleasure 
or affectiveness.
Description of syllable patterns produced in this stage 
Syllable patterns were of the following types:
I. Close or open vowel with or without a glottal constriction 
or breathy onset, e.g. [?e, ?a a hij.
II. Checked onset followed by open (or close central) release 
either with short or long length. The places of articu­
lation of the onset, with or without voice, were labial, 
alveolar, palatal, and velar, but velar seldom occurred, e.g, 
[_ pa/pa: ] £ ba/ba: J
£ ija/ija: J [ d,a/d£,: ]
£ ijpa/ijpa: j £ d^ a/d^ a:
[kcA«.] |>/3S= ]
III. Open onset (or close central onset) followed by a firm
contact, which was either long or short, and followed by 
open (or close central) release. The places of articulation 
were labial, alveolar, and palatal, e.g.
Qappa/apa J £ abba/aba j
£ at,t;a/ai^ a J |" adjd,a/ad»a j
|^a^pa/atpa j £ adjd^ a/ad^ aJ
IY.. Open onset followed by long friction or trill which was
weakened to no friction before release, e.g,
£ ap;;:: ; wa J 
[a?:: : 
a.dp?; d a^ ~|
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. V. Checked onset followed by either close or open vowel
/ N
followed by a homorganic checked ending, e.g. [pH,ip, bep, 
P£P» pap, mam^ . This kind of syllable pattern
first appeared in this stage, and was produced in the vocal 
play. In other words, this pattern was still in his 
peripheral system.
By this time, the adults used some meaningful and short 
expressions in addressing the baby or in stimulating the baby to 
respond. (Previously they used sounds in the babyfs repertoire or 
the adapted forms of conventional words.) These expressions were 
jVtpa:^ ’politeness particle1, j\tpa j'politeness particle,’
J\mt: '^mother', Q\pho: '^father', [\Pa: ^aunt1, and names of 
objects and animals in his environment. Even though the baby 
responded to these expressions with similar features, it seems 
that he was not yet aware of their function until 2-3 months 
later. On the other hand, short vocalizations which appeared to 
suggest a set of functions were used systematically and consistently 
during the course of 'conversation' with adults. Such vocalizations 
will be termed 'proto-language' (Halliday, 1975)*
The main characteristic of the 'proto-language' is the use of 
a set of short vocalizations with specific functions in interaction 
with adults. Such a means of communication is, thus, a break­
through into 'language' in the sense defined by Halliday (Halliday, 
1975:61) that
'It is not a linguistic system in the adult sense, since it 
lacks the defining characteristic of such a system, i.e. it is 
not tri-stratal. in adult linguistic system has three levels: 
semantics, syntax, and phonology.'
The proto-language is bi-stratal; it has semantics and a phonology.
That is to say it has a content and an expression.
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P1s proto-language
P's 'proto-language' actually began around the end of the . 
previous stage. It was produced systematically in that certain sounds 
with certain pitches had been used with a purpose, and were used con­
sistently in a functional way. The term ’function' here is used in 
the sense of a system of meanings (cf. Halliday, 1975*5)* proto­
language used by the child under study was in vowel form varying in
appeared more frequently. These vowels were used with different 
pitches and sometimes with nasalization. The functions were distin­
guished by their different use in context, and by the use of pitch 
in the different contexts rather than by different vowel qualities.
The functions are as follows:
1. Inquisitive 'What is that?', i.e., asking.
2, Instrumental 'I want1, i.e. demanding or requesting.
J. Affirmative fI see' or 'Yes', i.e. acknowledging when
function 1 or 2 has been responded to.
The first two functions, Inquisitive and Instrumental, were 
conveyed by the use of high or high with slight rising pitch; the 
third function, i.e. Affirmative, with mid or lower-mid pitch, and the 
fourth, Informative, with either high/high-rise or mid/lower-mid 
pitch depending on the context. In the 'usual' context, e.g. the child 
wanted to indicate the persons or objects he knew, mid or lower-mid 
pitch was used, but if he wanted to inform about something 'unusual',
quality from front to central, i.e. £ a J J £e j ^  ] [± ], but
4. Informative a)’Look here (there)', i.e. indicating the 
presence of persons, or objects which are 
’usual' to him.
b)'Look!', i.e. indicating something 'unusual'.
* P is an abbreviation for Pui, the child under study.
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e.g. strangers to him, or things in his environment that had gone 
wrong, high or high-rise pitch was used. All these functions were 
often accompanied by pointing gestures.
A summary of different pitches in relation to different 
functions is given in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Certain functions in relation to certain -pitches
Functions Pitches
Inquisitive
Instrumental High (or high-rise)
Informative b) 
Affirmative u
Informative a)
Mi ri ( rvr* 1 owPT'-mi )
Interestingly enough, adults who were the child's interlocutors 
understood what he meant or wanted, and responded in a way that 
satisfied his intentions. If these functions were not responded to 
properly, the proto-language was used repetitively with quicker 
rhythm until he was satisfied. It was noticeable that in 'dialogues' 
most of the time it was now P who initiated the conversation.
The above-mentioned functions can be seen in the following 
situations (inquisitive abbreviated to Inq, Instrumental to Ins, 
Affirmative, Aff, and Informative, Inf.):
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Situation I. Before going to sleep, with his grandmother in 
her bedroom, P initiated this dialogue*:
Grandmother
nan smo khun ja:i
*\ -  -
that's grandma1s blouse.1
•nan ru:p khun ta:
1That’s grandpa’s photograph; 
sawatdi: khun ta: l£u dai-i a luk
’Has baby said ’Hello' to grandpa?’
’Yes, great grandpa.’
?£: ?C (inq: pointing to 
grandma’s blouse)
r*t 
£: £: (inq: pointing to 
(maternal) grandfather’s 
photograph on the wall)
?£t ?
-
(Aff)
?£
nan ru:p khun thust ?e?
’That’s great grandpa’s photograph’
khap khun ta: thust
- " "N
?£:?
(inq: pointing to his 
great-grandfather' s 
photograph)
(Aff)
(Aff)
?£ (inq: pointing to the
electric fan)
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nan phat lorn n
i—
’That's an electric fan.'
nan phat lorn ?a:
--
'That's an electric fan'
?£:
nan tpak ?£*;:
—
?£:a *?a:
(Aff)
(inq: pointing 
to the electric 
fan (again))
(inq: pointing to the 
sewing machine)
'That’s a sewing machine.’
(Two more examples are given in Appendix 2.8)
It can he seen that a prosodic feature, i.e. pitch, plays an 
important role in the meaning system in P’s proto-language.
The similar use of pitch in the proto-language of a child in 
the Chinese speaking environment has also "been noted. Clumeck 
(H, Clumeck, Berkeley, 1975» personal communication), who is working 
on the acquisition of tones in Mandarin, told the writer that his 
subject, at around 24 months, used high pitch or high slightly 
rising, and falling pitch which could he analysed as heing a reflection, 
or expression, of the child’s emotive or affective states or moods.
Por instance, he used the high pitch when he was annoyed, puzzled, 
or wanted someone to do something for him, and used the falling or 
lower pitch when he was pointing to something, either to draw somebody’s 
attention to it, or when he had found something for himself. However, 
nothing was said about the use of the vowel qualities.
Children in a non-tonal environment also use pitch contrast 
functionally. Halliday (Halliday, 1975) reports a meaning system 
acquired "by his son, Nigel. From about 9 months old, the child 
had a meaning system of five elements of which two were vocalized 
and three were gestures. In the two that were vocalized, the same 
vowel quality was produced, "but the different functions were
conveyed by different levels of pitch, e.g.
Around 19i months when Nigel had acquired words, he adopted 
the intonation distinction of rising/falling. All falling tone 
utterances were mathetic in function, i.e. showing learning about 
environment, and all rising tone utterances were pragmatic in 
function, e.g.
The same kind of use of proto-language has been reported by bore 
(bore et al, 1976)* From the data of English-speaking children, 
he observed that the children produced phonetically consistent forms 
which appeared to be intermediate between prelinguistic babbling and 
words. These forms were classified on the basis of four functions: 
affect expression, instrumental expression, indicating expression, 
and grouping expression, . However, bore did not report the use of 
pitch at this stage.
At the one word utterance stage, bore (bore, 1975) points out 
that there is a complex interaction of the phonemic patterns of words 
and the intonation patterns which distinguish the expression of 
intention from the expression of lexical content. For 
example, the word mama appears with three different intonations:
for*let's be together1 
for 'look!'
water on
red sweater - 'That's a red sweater' (mathetic)
- 'I want the water turned on.1 (pragmatic)
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mama with a falling intonation, when the child merely 
labelled his mother or some doll as the mother; 
mama with an abrupt rise-falling, to call his mother to 
to him when she was some distance away, but still 
visible to him; 
mama with rising intonation to ask if an object belonged 
to his mother.
Phonetic development in the later period of Stage V
When P was between 0;8.20-0;10.15» the writer was with the 
family; the observations and the recordings were made by the 
writer herself. P's vocalizations within this period will be 
described in two parts: the first covers the time when the writer
first met him and heard him vocalize, the other, the period when 
P was deliberately taught and stimulated to produce new sounds.
At the time the writer first saw P, he had already mastered 
clicks, e.g. palatal clicks or alveolar clicks; these clicks were 
used when he was playing with his toy, jumping,, or when he heard 
them produced by adults. Other established sounds were those in 
his basic system described earlier (cf. pp. 83-84).
In interaction, short stretches were produced, and most often P 
used his proto-language accompanied by pointing gestures. However, 
when he was happily playing with his toys, i.e. changing from one 
toy to another, the vocalizations were long and continuous but were 
often interrupted by distractions from other things in his environ­
ment or from his play things being dropped. In the latter distraction
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he would use his proto-language to request or to inform ah out 
the incident. In the later period of this stage, the continuous 
vocal play appeared to he a 'revision' of sounds he had already 
developed or of sounds he was beginning to produce. Examples of 
these vocalizations are given in Appendix 2.9*
The most common pitches heard in the baby's vocalizations were 
mid and low, on accented and unaccented syllables. It was found that 
the falling pitch occurred more often without vowel length and
loudness, e.g. in, rip,: i n^, np,
— "s -
Relationship between the adult models and the baby's responses
P was deliberately 'taught' to produce new sounds and words 
when he was 0;9«2. It happened consistently that if the words or 
sounds were too difficult for him to produce, i.e. they were not in 
his repertoire or there were too many phonetic contrasts involved 
for him to cope with at once (cf. Waterson, 1971 • 197-198) t ^ &icL 
not respond. He was either quiet or he smiled instead. A similar 
phenomenon with other children has been reported in Ferguson and 
Harwell (Ferguson and Farwell, 1973)* However, If the sounds 
addressed to him were in his repertoire, he always responded to 
them, varying from one sound to another corresponding to the adult 
models. From the diary kept over the period of the writer's visit, 
the acquisition of the new sounds and pitch can be seen as follows: 
0;9«2 P's name was deliberately called in conjunction with a 
particle which was produced with prolonged falling
pitch, e.g. pui r: *, He responded to such an
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expression as ?iu.
059.6
or m:: with, a similar
pitch contour, and produced it every time he heard the 
falling pitch.
0;9»3 P was "being taught Jnhu: J'mother', [jm£: j(no meaning) 
£-ma: ^  'to come1. (The last two were introduced not 
as new words but as easier alternatives to j\m£i j.
He did not respdnd to any of them, since the only labial 
nasal produced in this stage was long labial closure, 
e.g. £ m : : J ♦ However, three days later (0;9*6), 
he produced m:ma: , and a week later used it consistently
especially when he wanted to be fed.
0;9*4 ] (meaningless) was said to him frequently.
j” j "j which was in his peripheral system began to be 
produced by P more often.
j\pho; *j •father* was being repeated many times to teach 
him to call his' father; P watched the mouth, rounded his
m several times.lips, but made no sound except
j"\pa: J 'aunt* was also said to him often. He produced 
pa: in response.
The reason why he could not produce the word |\pho: ] 
seems to be because there are too many features involved 
for him to cope with, e.g. aspiration, backness and lip- 
rounding (back vowels had not yet been acquired in 
'checked' vocalizations), and falling pitch.
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0;9*10 Jlnas ^ ‘was said to him as a reduced form of [jn.oi_.na:]
1 custard-apple1, while he was being: given a piece of 
the fruit. He did not produce the sound but he could 
identify the custard-apple tree behind the house when 
it was referred to, i.e. he could perceive and recognize 
the word.
j~jai Jwas said to him as a reduced form of £-lam -jai J 
*longan' in the same situation as above,' but he did not 
attempt it.
A series of post alveolar rolls, £r J, were produced 
to him; he responded as jjx;:::: J and £)(••••■ J.
0;9«12 jiphajwas said to him many times. He responded as Jjpa: j. 
It seems that he perceived the closure and opening of 
[IpheJ, so he matched the articulation with the syllable 
already acquired in his repertoire, i.e. J-pas^j*. Aspiration 
at this stage had not yet been acquired. This shows that 
the child perceived in terms of a syllable rather than 
the segments.
were produced0;9.14 Nasals, e.g. m: ma y n,:: n,a » ir^rja
- 1— —  i— . - —
by P continuously.
0;9.17 P said jjnu: Jas a response to the wordsj~m£:u J’cat*
and p*m£i J (meaningless). This was 14 days after j-mcs J 
was said to him for the first time.
0;9»21 [~la ^ [and £_ l-’la j had been said to him some days before
but he had not responded to them. Now> however, meaning­
less words with lateral onset and open vowel were heard 
from P while he was being fed, i.e. but when the
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■word was said to him he responded with jjn£,:J.
Once the writer said ^_i“la J to him while he was lying 
on his hack (the reason for producing [l ] onset was- to 
show him the position of the tongue). He watched the 
writer's mouth, i.e. tongue, and attempted to imitate 
the articulation, hut all he did was to curl the tip 
of the tongue toward the inner side of the right gum.
Ho sound was produced.
By 0;9*23 lateral £ 2, j and[/C J, and nasal + vowel had heen mastered 
in imitation.
0;9*26 P repeated all the consonantal sounds in his repertoire 
accompanied hy an open vowel. However, |\phoi J 'father' 
and|jpo:'J (reduced form of ^-menppo: J 'a kind of 
butterfly') were still ignored hy P.
It was noticed that in addition to hilahial closure, P 
had another way of articulating the £pj sound which was 
hy sticking his tongue between the lips and pressing the 
upper lip against the front of the tongue.
0;10,2 Glottalized syllables were heard in P's vocalizations, 
e-g. £-Pa?^j» [_ta?]. (Most syllables in the
adult system, where = ^ p, t, k, ? Jare glottalized.)
0; 10.5 As P now has five front teeth; three lower teeth, two 
upper teeth, [jfa: J (meaningless) was said to him. He 
responded to the syllable as jjma: j or £~pa: j or £-pa:"j- 
upper lip covering lower lip.
[Lkho], which had been produced to him as a rhythmic beat 
when he was jumping and was produced by the child himself 
very frequently, at this time became associated with the 
word ^ -ma/Khui'O J 'egg-plant', i.e. only the last syllable
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was produced "by adults in addressing the bahy.
0; 10.16 [~s::;.;;j, and j\sut^  Jwere said to him
respectively when he saw a butterfly, jyphi; \stus j in 
Thai. .He responded to |-s:::::J, which is non-labial, 
by using his own syllable patterns and non-labial sounds,
(A detailede.g. ?a::;: d#a? » jaT , or iqa?
, — -
discussion of this will be given later.)
0;10.12 P was taught to blow (labial); when he was stimulated 
to blow harder, he responded with |1 j B : J - either 
upper lip covering lower lip or lower lip covering 
upper lip.
J\ sui9 jas a reduced form of J7phi:\sui3 J 8butterfly1, 
was said to him again and again when drawing attention to 
butterflies; he acknowledged seeing the butterfly by 
using his proto-language, but once suddenly • said 
but did not repeat it, even when he was encouraged.
0;10.13 i were produced by P when he was
crawling to the electric fan. This was from the blowing 
taught to him which was related to the wind from the 
fan - it was not an attempt at the word for ’fan1 which 
is £~phat -lorn Jwith the accent on |*-lomJ.
fu^a
It can be seen that P was learning new sounds and new forms, 
i.e. combinations of sounds already acquired, quickly. He was using 
both visual and auditory perception for his planning and production. 
As an example, the relationship between labial models and the baby's 
forms produced in response are considered:
BModels
|~pa: J 'to throw' 
hut meant to "be j\phc: ~J 'father 
or ^pa: J 'aunt1 
j"u: ~wa: j (meaningless) 
j~a: "wa: J (meaningless)
Responses
j“ paiJ, |"“ P^a~J, jja-paij, Jjpa
[ja:_|iy:: _wa J 
J“£:u_wa: J|or £py;:: _wa J
I mine: (meaningless)
hut meant to he |\m&: J 'mother1
mmc , or m:: m £
____ ,___
er*
D pa:; 'aunt* m :::*.
-T\
ma:; 'dog' m ;: *.: or m
In A, the model was lahial with exploded £p ] onset accompanied 
hy open vowel. There was no rounding in the model. The responses 
were made with a lahial plosive and its homorganic variants.. The 
openness of vowel was correctly responded to.
In B, it seems that a clear contrast between rounding and 
non-rounding was perceived, as lahial sounds and rounding, in one 
form or another, were produced.
In C, the length of the lahial nasal and of the whole syllable 
made the nasality and the openness salient, and P responded with 
a close match to the models. In all cases, P seemed to he 
responding fairly accurately to the vowel quality.
The models A, B and C were produced with either mid or low 
pitch and the baby responded with mid or low pitch, which was in his 
basic system. However, when there were onsets either in the form of 
a + CY or m + CY, the onsets were produced with any one of the fixed 
pitch patterns’ described earlier (cf. p. 64), that is to say, with 
.one of his own patterns.
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In D, the models were produced with falling and rising pitch; 
they were accented, and long. Even though the syllable types (sounds 
and pattern) were established in P’s repertoire, he did not respond to 
them, but to the pitch contour of the syllable, i.e. falling pitch
contour, he had been exposed to. In the case of ma:: ’dog’, the
rising pitch to P was still unfamiliar as a syllable feature, and he 
responded to it using mid or falling pitch.
In sum, labial sounds with open vowel were responded to by 
labial sounds established in his basic system, with variation in 
manner of articulation. Plosives and nasals were distinguished 
consistently and therefore were presumably perceived. Vowel quality 
was most often responded to fairly accurately.
Responses to the non-labial models in the first part of this period 
were also systematic. The non-labial sounds are those whose strictures 
are made at the alveolar, palatal and velar places. Most of the correct 
responses were those established in the basic system. In place of 
sounds in the peripheral system, however, the baby systematically 
used those in his basic system, e.g.
Models Responses
[- ta ] [- apt ]
P~l9], j"la:j ad,dr;;: » n, d 9:d>£
- — - 'S
[Vbpa:
[•
£<3#a *]
» > m::: ti'
(See Appendix 2,10 for the use of these examples in different contexts.)
From the examples given it can be said that P had two ways of 
responding to non-labial sounds. Firstly, if the manner of articu-
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lation from the model is more salient and is familiar, manner of 
articulation is planned for a response, e.g. nasals are responded to 
hy nasals, or plosives hy plosives. Secondly, if the manner of 
articulation is unfamiliar and hard to identify, hut place is 
familiar, P produced same place hut different manner, e.g. Qd-jJ £n,j 
for i.e. plosives, nasals, for liquid.
Manner of articulation has heen reported to he normally more 
salient than place of articulation (Waterson, 1971, 1976), and the 
hahy normally responded hy using the same manner of articulation, 
hut not necessarily the same place, e.g. in the last example given 
ahove, nasal manner and lahial place were produced for nasal manner 
and velar place, i.e. jjmj forj'v) J.
P's vocalizations hoth in vocal play and in interaction were 
similar to the earlier part of Stage V, hut were more progressive in 
that £mma J pn^ naj were mastered, and were produced more repetitively 
in a new phonetic context in vocal play or when hungry e.g. [Imam J 
[Vn^ n^ . Moreover, j/jaij, j/waujand [V^ pai j or |~/d^ ai J were 
produced frequently in his vocal play, and were produced with tense 
jaws and with even rhythm. Syllables with final glottal check, and 
CYC structure appeared and were more strongly articulated. Backness 
and rounding features appeared with syllables with 'non-checked' onset. 
Examples of vocalizations and responses are given in Appendix 2.11.
Later in this stage, the expression which had heen produced 
earlier hy the adult, e.g. |~u"waJor j--a~wa: J was adapted to the 
word jjwua^ j'cow' and [~bua J'lotus'. Jjwua J appeared as one of 
his first words later on.
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Pre-phonological description of the proto-language
The syllable structure of the proto-language consists of a V 
element. There is a two term contrast of V: I (close grade) and
d  (open grade).
Prosodies of the syllable are as follows:
c (exponent: stricture of complete closure)
y (exponent: frontness)
X (exponent: centrality)
n (exponent: nasalization)
n (exponent: non-nasalization)
Pitch prosodies are as follows:
H (exponent: high or high-rising pitch)
M (exponent: mid or lower-mid pitch).
The structure of the syllable of the proto-language may be 
represented as ^ ^ d / l  ^0^e^ er with various combinations of the 
c» y» n» 2L prosodies.
The functions are listed below:
'Function I Inquisitive function
Function II Instrumental function
Function III Affirmative function
yAFunction lY^ -g Informative function
The H and M prosodies are restricted to certain occurrence of the 
functions:
H prosody is found with Functions I, II and IVB 
M prosody is found with Functions III and IYA.
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The functions are determined by the context, as explained on p. 97• 
Examples with H, M, c, y, y, n, n prosodies are given below:
Conclusions
This stage is a crucial stage in that within two months and 
fifteen days, several important features appeared as a preparation 
for language.' The proto-language occurred, that is, the systematic
basic features of the conventional system began to appear, e.g. 
syllable with final glottal constriction and a C^ TC^  structure.
Rising pitch which was hot as yet used in vocal interaction began to 
appear in P's vocal play.
Articulatory ability for the production of new sounds in response 
to the models had also increased. It has been seen that the learning 
of new sounds was fairly quick, and once they are learnt, they are 
used in imitation.
H Instrumental: the child
?£ II
wants something or asks
about something
H
II Instrumental
M Informative: the child
£ * IYA
informs about what is
happening.
use of vocalizations with specific functions. Furthermore, some
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The ways of imitating the models are also systematic, which 
shows that the child genuinely plans his responses. In this stage, 
the lahial sounds are alw;ays responded to hy lahial sounds, either oral 
or nasal, hut for the labial-nasal, the responses are always nasal.
The non-labial sounds seem to be more difficult for the child to 
produce. Ee therefore has his own systematic way of responding.
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Stage VI (0;10.16-0;11.12)
General Phonetic Description of Vocalizations in Stage VI
In this stage, the proto-language, which had heen in use since 
Stage IV was still in use in interaction with adults. Verbal 
attempts in response to the adult models, which first began to appear 
in the previous stage, increased. Long series of babbling were still 
regularly produced as vocal play. Therefore, the child’s vocalizations 
were of three kinds: proto-language, responses to models, and vocal
play.
The vocalizations in the proto-language and in responses were 
short, i.e. only one-syllable stretches were produced; but in vocal 
play, long continuous stretches were heard. It happened regularly 
that in interaction with an adult, the child sometimes imitated 
the word produced by the adult, sometimes used the proto-language, 
and sometimes remained quiet.
Pitch levels used in his proto-language were the same as those 
mentioned in the previous stage. The pitch used in imitating the adult 
models was restricted mainly to low and mid, i.e. those established 
in his basic system, irrespective of the pitch levels in the adult 
models. However, occasionally falling, rising, and high pitches 
were produced. These three pitches were consistently accompanied by 
loudness and length of vowel.
In the continuous babbling vocal play, screeching vocalizations 
and the singing tune with contrast of high pitch register, normal 
pitch register, and energy exerting, were seldom produced. The pitch 
of vocal play, however, varied among low, mid, high, rising, and
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falling. Sometimes one level of pitch was produced continuously 
before changing to another.
The consonantal, sounds which occurred in the * checked' and 
'non-checked1 vocalizations were similar to those mentioned in the • 
previous stage. However, in this stage, there was progress in that the
palatal semivowel [ 0 ]> "which was previously in his peripheral
system, appeared to "be used more regularly and consistently than
before. Therefore, it is possible to say that £j J had now become a
sound in his basic system. Thus, the consonantal sounds in his 
basic system at this stage were:
Labial p b m w
Alveolar % d, nj
Palatal ijp j
It has to be noted that [ j ] was produced with tense jaws and 
with glottal constriction at syllable onset. The glottal.onset 
feature for £jJ is basic in the conventional language. This 
feature has been noted by Henderson (1964) hex auditory judgment 
of the £ j J sound in Thai; she found that the sound preceding £j J 
was a weak glottal stop. Thus in this stage, one of the basic 
features of the Thai sound system, [ j ]» appeared.
In the proto-language, voiced and voiceless breathy onset 
occurred with mid or lower-mid pitch to imply 'Informative' and 
'Affirmative* functions, e.g. £-fiaJ, breathy onset was still
produced in non-vocalizations, e.g. laughter, protest cry. Some­
times, however, syllables'with checked onset have a breathy release 
accompanied by voicing or without voice. The release took place in 
the following forms:
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hp a: p "r ha ' b i i a : £ A<3# I :
The articulation of lahial plosives was of two types depending 
on the way the release was made: exploded with slight vibration 
at the lips [p^j» J or without vibration at the lips, e.g. [p ]^»
r
[b ] , [ p ]. This will be shown to lead eventually to the acquisition 
of aspiration of the voiceless plosives in Thai.
With regard to vowels, frontness with variable degrees of 
openness, e.g. [ e ] [£ ] [a] was still predominant. Sometimes 
diphthongs £euj, P£U~], j~auJ, [e&J, ["cij, and occurred. Later
in this stage, back and rounded vowels, e.g. | o] |^d j, which appeared 
in the previous stage with non-checked onsets,£ j 1, hj, occurred 
with checked onset syllables. The front rounded ^ yj which appeared 
previously with labial friction,^, appeared to be more retracted,
i.e. somewhat like|"v], e.g.^pvj.
Most of the syllables in Pfs vocalizations were open, i.e. 
ending with a vowel. However, closed syllables, i.e. with a 
consonantal ending, appeared gradually and more frequently than in 
the previous stage, especially the final glottal check [?]• Syllables 
with a final glottal check were mostly accented, and had a short 
vowel, and most consistently occurred with low pitch. All these 
phenomena led to the acquisition of closed syllables with unreleased 
final closure, a feature of the conventional language. Incidentally, 
once or twice in response to the adult1s word of structure
(where - stop), P produced a form similar in sound, structure, and 
final unreleased consonant, e.g. £ d^ aj}1 J as an imitation of £ tpak1 J 
(cf. a detailed example of imitation in Appendix 2.12).
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Relationship 'between adult models and the baby's responses
This was the first period when a number of meaningful words - 
67 words - were addressed to him. They were words used in his 
daily routine, words concerning members of the family, and words about 
objects, animals, or pictures which attracted PTs attention.
In spite of his limited ability both in perception and 
production, P imitated most of the words addressed to him. The 
imitation appeared to correspond to the models in terms of the 
following contrasts:
In general, it may be said that the child's responses depended 
greatly on what was auditorily and visually salient for him in the 
model. In a disyllabic model, P appeared to have a bigger problem 
since both syllables of the disyllabic model may be different in place, 
manner, pitch level, and accentuation, i.e. more contrasts are in­
volved. However, the responses appear to have been made in the
same way as in the previous stage. For example
*1 /Models Reponses (¥ith mid or low pitch
1. Labial/non-labial articulation
2. Closeness/openness of syllable
3. Prontness/backness of syllable
4. Rounding/non-rounding of syllable
5. Initial oral/initial nasal.
unless indicated 
otherwise)
*1 Responses are given in order from the first attempt to the latest.
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In the examples above, it can be seen that labial articulation 
in the model appears to be salient for the baby. This may be 
because the second syllables of the disyllabic words are accented 
and have plosive onset, plosives in accented position being 
relatively salient (cf. Waterson, 1976). Labial articulation is 
visually salient, and the baby responded with labial articulations, 
sometimes plosive and sometimes fricative.
In the following examples, the baby appeared to vary in his 
responses from labial to non-labial probably depending on which 
part of the adult utterance he was giving most attention to at the 
time he was addressed.
*1
Models Responses (With mid or low pitch
In these examples, the second syllables are also accented and 
in cases where the labial nasal is present, the nasal is prolonged, 
thus making it more salient. Therefore, there is a tendency for 
nasality to be responded to by the baby who had already seemed to 
perceive nasality very consistently in the previous stage. However, 
in (1) the place and manner of articulation of the syllables with the 
labials are also familiar; the baby, thus, responded to the model with 
both oral and nasal labial.
In (2), the place and manner of articulation of both syllables 
are familiar, therefore P varied his responses from nasal-labial to
unless indicated 
otherwise)
(1) £ phat '"lorn:: j'electric fan’
(2) [' thap -thim:: j'pomegranate*
(3) [*~mot _kat J'ant, bite*
*1 See footnote 1, p. 117-
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oral non-labial.
In-(3)» the place and maimer of the first syllable are familiar, 
but the second syllable is more accented. P responded to the manner 
of articulation and to the quality of the vowel in the second syllable, 
but produced it with the familiar place of the first syllable, so 
[_?pa? Jwas produced. Other times, the responses corresponded to the 
second syllable which has unfamiliar place of articulation, but 
familiar manner. Thus, P used his familiar place for the unfamiliar 
one, i.e. jj- d#a: J for k^at^ j. It is noticeable that final stops of 
the models have not yet been responded to. They are un-exploded in 
the Thai language, and thus non-salient.
It has been mentioned before that P responded to most of the models 
addressed to him but not to all. Examples to which P did not respond 
are given below
Models Responses
~ na: -lr-ka: J fclock’ None
na:uj'reduced form for -ma~na:u 'lime1 1 
*kha:uj'rice' "
_kaij'chicken' "
/naj(j /sui i J'book' "
/khanJ'to crow, water bowl' "
\k£:u /tpa:J'parrot + polite word' "
(a special collocation for P)
•kra _tfok J'mirror' "
'wit - tha ~ju? j 'radio* "
"mai _khist]'matches' "
_ta:i]'rabbit' (“kra_ta:i) "
kuk_kai](onomatopoeia for chicken) "
These words are more complicated for P in terms of number of 
syllables, unfamiliar words, unfamiliar articulations, i.e. velar. 
This provides additional support for what had been said previously, 
that P ignored or did not respond to what was too complicated for 
him.
Pre-phonological description of vocalizations in Stage VI
The pre-phonological description of vocalizations in this stage 
is not much different from that in Stages IT and T except that there 
is progress in structure, prosodies of syllables, and contrasts of 
the systems.
The consonant-vowel-consonant pattern, where the final closure
cwwas treated as a syllable prosody, e.g. as CT , is now treated as 
a CTC structure because there is greater system of contrasts in final 
place. This structure, however, is only found in the peripheral 
system.
The subsystems of C-initial and C-final of the CTC structure 
are restricted to P, and IT, i.e. PTP and MTU. There is a three 
term contrast at P-initial, i.e. p (labial), t (alveolar), and c 
(palatal). At P-final, there is a three term contrast, i.e. t (al­
veolar), k (velar), and ? (glottal). There is a two term contrast 
at U-initial and final, i.e. p (labial) and h (alveolar).
For example:
L
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PoV pt C W  ]
PcT P? . |>a? ]
L--
IT V U f~ mam 1
P P R
V Nt [■»!
V system. In the "basic system, L and d  function with a 
further two syllable prosodi'es: w (exponent: backness), and
r (exponent: rounding). Therefore, by Stage VI, the syllable
prosodies of the basic system are:
y . (exponent: frontness)
jr (exponent: centrality)
w (exponent: backness)
r (exponent: rounding)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
C system. In the -V- subsystem of G in the basic system, the 
contrast is now of two terms (there was only one term in Stage TV") 
i.e. p (labial) and c (palatal).
Conclusions
In this stage, the baby used the proto-language, which had been 
established since Stage IV, in interaction with adults, imitated 
•words*, and produced vocal play. It is seen that by this stage, 
i.e. by 0;11.12, the baby’s understanding of the adult’s speech is 
considerable. This must be the result of his cognitive development 
(Slobin, 1973)9 and of help from the adults since the functions of 
things in his environment were repetitively explained to him as well
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as the places where objects belong'. In interaction, it was 
evident that P also knew which word he was expected to reproduce.
For example, in one example (cf. Appendix 2.12(d)), when F was 
persuading P to play at the sewing machine table, P crawled to the 
sewing machine when he heard the word. If he did not understand the 
word, he would not have crawled back to the machine, and would not have 
responded with the word jhd^ a^  J (jjfcpakJ'sewing machine1). He could have 
responded to the particle pai j as or whatever it may be, (cf.
the fourth utterance, Appendix 2.12(d)) as j~paints last in the 
utterance, and the labial plosive is established in his repertoire, 
but he responded to the word [Itpak j instead.
Planning strategies in response to adult models are similar to 
those described in the previous stage, but articulation of sounds is 
more refined. One consistent way of production in imitation is by 
starting softly first, as if he was not sure; then going louder and 
louder.
Phonetic progress, which appeared further advanced from the previous 
stage, is seen in the consistent use of [?j jwith the conventional 
quality, i.e. with glottal onset. Thus, j^?j Jis now established in his 
basic system and will be used widely in a meaningful context later on. 
Another basic feature of the adult system which appeared in the child's 
peripheral system is the unreleased finals of structures.
In this stage, there is also a sign of the production of aspi­
ration which had not appeared before. This will gradually be used 
in the next stage. Moreover, in this stage back rounded vowels began 
to appear in 'checked' onset syllables.
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C h a p t e r  4
The One Word Utterance Stage 
Stage VII (0;11.13-1;1.02)
General Phonetic Description
At this stage, the general picture of P's vocalizations was 
similar to that of the previous stage. That is, the functional use of 
proto-language, Imitation of heard utterances, and vocal play. However, 
in this stage progress in some features of the conventional language 
was remarkable. It was the starting point of first words; aspiration 
began to be produced in imitation; rising pitch appeared more 
frequently; the use of back rounded vowels with 1 checked1 and ' non­
checkedT onset was increased; and final glottal constriction 
occurred consistently with low pitch (what has been called 'low1 pitch 
is phonetically low-falling pitch).
In addition to functional use of proto-language, i.e. certain 
vowels were used with certain pitches and with specific functions, 
the instrumental function, in the form of requests for food appeared 
to be signalled by words in the conventional form and in 'baby talk'. 
The first words, either in conventional form or in the form of 'baby 
talk1, were produced initially by the baby in a spontaneous situation. 
Prom this period onwards, P often produced the baby talk for food 
|lmam_mamJor -mamj, or |~jmam jmjmJ, i.e. backness and
rounding features were used within a familiar phonetic context, to 
indicate that he was hungry, also to signal that he wanted more food. 
Occasionally, P used lexical words to convey the instrumental function 
for food, objects, or activities that he needed. Por example, he
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produced the word j^ d^ ua Jfor [Lthuo ] 'pea-nut1 when he saw pea-nuts 
or heard the word "being said and wanted some. He also produced the 
word [1 ?d? jfor £_?o:k J 'to go out' when he wanted to go out. "When­
ever he saw his picture "book on animals, he used the word j~ wua J^or 
|jwu3 j'cow* to signal that he wanted the "book. Later in this stage, 
when he saw pictures of a cow or an elephant he said [j wuaj. These 
words were his first words. However, £_mam _mam Joccurred more fre­
quently than jldjUaJ and £_7o? ”j which occurred only once.
- The production of aspiration was a gradual development from the 
previous stage. As mentioned earlier, the production of voiceless 
labial plosive, £ pj, was achieved in three forms: |j-p^ aJ,
p^a j. Similarly in this stage, P consistently responded with either 
friction or with aspiration to adult words with aspiration, e.g.
for £~pho:n J ’Pom1, name of the lady cleaner. When he 
responded with aspiration, the whole word was pharyngalized.
Rising pitch, which occurred in the vocal play in the previous 
stage, appeared to be practised more frequently in this stage, 
with prolongation of vowel and pitch without a change in vowel 
quality. Furthermore, the rising pitch began, to be used in connection 
with some already acquired syllable patterns, e.g.
It may be noted that these forms occurredmnu: m:ma: 9 4?a:
_ _
before with mid or low pitch.
The increase in the use of the back rounded vowels is another 
step in the development from the previous stage. The baby began to 
produce the same patterns with different vowels. For example, he 
produced mmo? in addition to mma? or m:m£.? . Furthermore,
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backness and rounding began to appear in the proto-language in 
addition to frontness, centrality, and non-rounding •which had been in 
use. That is to say, he used|uj [o ] £“5 J in addition to J
[e j j in the affirmative and informative (usual) functions. In
response to the adult models, backness and rounding features appeared 
to be perceived and produced in correspondence to the model, e.g.
?wo: in response to phD:
—
and the baby's forms is to be discussed later.
In accented syllables produced by the baby, syllables with low 
pitch often occurred- in connection with final glottal check of which 
a breathy release was audible. It could be assumed that for him, 
low pitch (low-falling) had a concomitant glottal constriction 
regardless of the length of vowel, i.e. either short or long. The 
concomitant glottal constriction of falling (high-falling) and high 
tones in a pre-pausal position of the conventional system of tones in 
Thai has been reported on auditory and acoustic evidence (Henderson, 
1964; Abramson, 1962), but not for the low tone. However, since 
neither the high-falling nor high tone had been acquired by the baby 
at this stage, and since the baby used low tone in response to the 
falling tone most of the time, it is possible that these two tones, 
falling and low, i.e. high-falling and low-falling, have a common 
feature which was salient for the baby, viz. low pitch ending and 
downward movement. This matter is to be discussed in Stage VIII.
In his vocal play a wide range of sounds was produced. Closed 
syllables occurred frequently. Low and mid, and rising pitches were 
produced most often, whereas the production of falling pitch was rare,
I
Relationship between adult models and the child’s responses
The relationship between adult models and the child's responses
may be seen from the three examples that follow. The situations
were those of the reading and recitation of alphabet rhymes. A Thai
alphabet rhyme was read to the child, and he attempted to imitate
verbally. It can be seen that in this kind of situation, turn-taking
was conducted consistently, and there was progress in the imitation of
the alphabet rhyme.
Example I (1;0.11)
*2Grandmother P
(GM uses normal pitch register except 
when high and rising tones were 
produced, high pitch register was used)
ko: kai
khoi khai 
khz>: khuet
kho: khwa:i:
kho: khon*
kho: la kha
D
*3
Lkl
m
[ a ]
[Hi]
J^ kh j
L 1* ]
* 13 d^as pua
w >a:
£9wa
£0::
t-. a,£.
i-li oa: ?oas
*1 There are 44 alphabet letters,-but the interaction usually 
stopped before the end.
*2 Henceforth, TGM* will be used for 'grandmother'.
*3 kho: - ra "khan 1 conventionally.
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GM 
Y) OS
t^ o: tpain
tpo: tpa:n
tphr>: tphin
.y J
tpfao: tpha:rj
t t S3: so:
- *\
jo: phu: J±yjs s 
- X ^
do: tj2ha da:
tho: tha:n
^  j
C o  1 
l > ]
(repeats)
O ]
[tfh]
h i
'tpho: ka tpho: £tphj
[ 3 ]
C M
to: patak CM
[th]
tho: narjmon tho: [^]
?u1jpa: ?
?68
?h:ja:
quiet
quiet
C£*.
dza:
J
gd^ a:
<|a:
quiet
d^ ajb
quiet
1tho: phu: thau [*0 ?£::b
-  A
no: ne:n [nj d,a:
— ■—
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GM 
da: dek [ * ] ■tjpa::
t o: tau
tho: thurj::
J
|tho: tha:n:
tho: thon:
3'
no: nu:
I ho: hai ma:i:
po: pla:
repeats
repeats
(repeats twice)
[th]
quiet
[th]
[th]
[ “ ]
0 ]
[ p ]
ie:
qa:
V
QLX
V
?£:
y
o? h! 7uu:
7m:
7m:
a:pwef:
Example II (1;0.14) (? was also being distracted by Pom who was
working nearby)
GM P
ko: kai d^ e'h:: (attention being drawn 
to the book)
ko: ka:i: fit
kho: khust
;kho: khon 
kho: la khaj
y t  V)u:
tpo: t a^:n 
tpho: tphirj 
tpho: tjjha:rj
t t so: so:
- ^
t^ ho: ka tphr:
JJ*
d#a:
d#a:
d^ a:
d#a:
d#L:
a'Sjf.?
d#3
jo: phu jin: 
do: tpha da:
ajdja
dr£:
to: pa tak drs 0 .
*"1 T“ra 1 conventionally.
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GM • P
tho: tha:n
^  ‘ ^
4ri
tho: naj mon tho: ?m
repeats £: td^ re:Q
*-
tho: phu thau Liy
- A ^
no: ne:n
tho: phu thau 
no: nen
do: dek
to: tau
quiet (Pom is laughing 
"because of his ’reading*) 
quiet
?£.:
tho: thun th;;&
.y
tho: tha ha:n 
*- - ^
tho: tho3
V
no: nu: ?£!
ho: "bai ma:i ?£y
ph;>: phiun ?£y
pho: pha:n ?£y
phD: sam phau ?£.y
—
mo: ma: ?J
- * "
0^ : jaJc j£!
Id: lin ?£
\TDi wt:n t i j i
sd: khD: sa; la:
*y - ' y -
s d : "bo: liu s^i:
✓  -  -  y
t t 
s d : s u i^
a?je?
l a:
to: hi:p ?£h:
repeats ?£
-  132
GM
I ho: nok hu:k 
“\
Jta: to:
'big eyes' (a connecting rhyme of the 
previous line to describe 
an owl)
fia:
d^:h d^ a:*1 dja:11
Example III (1;1.1) (P pays less. attention because he wants
something else)
GM P
ko: kai
kho: khai 
kho: khust 
kho: kha:i 
kho: khon
no response
kho: la khav3
Yp: y j u:
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GM
tp$: tpa:n
tpho: tphiri 
tpho: tpha:>^
so! so:
" *s>
tjsho: ka tphtf :
jD: phu jirj 
do: t£ha da:
to: pa tak
tho: tha:n
tho: narj mon tho;
tho: phu: thau 
- '' ^
no: ne:n
t — ■
do: dek
idd^ a:
%$&
?h;
kxa:h:
no response
3;: jau 1,9
m:: n^ '^  d^,? 
“ _ 
-tja?h:
ft*
h
hi
"tj a:
,h% a:.
(softly)
ta
d,o?
h
J L
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GM 
to: tau ,r h*, % $
tho: thiii
(Not in the alphabet 2?hyme. GM 
suddenly changes to the ’ crow’ 
rhyme.)
quiet
WU9 ?wu?ou
-
In response to the alphabet rhymes, the child used familiar 
syllable structures, i.e. CY or ^ CCY, or OCY. Syllable onsets and 
vowels were also familiar. The ending produced in this situation 
was a glottal stop which most often appeared with syllables produced 
on a low pitch. The already acquired pitches were often produced.
That is to say mid and low pitches had priority in production, and 
it appears that the child was now in the stage of experimenting with 
the production of the rising pitch. The familiar phonetic context 
in which rising pitch was produced to the child was in a form with 
checked onset and open vowel, i.e. [ytpa:J, a politeness particle. 
Thus, the child often used these features, i.e. checked onset with 
open vowel, e.g. Q/Jia,: "J, j/cl^;a: J, £/dp,:J, in his production regardless 
of the actual tone in the adult models (cf.‘ Examples I, II). Yet 
it has been clearly seen that when minimal attention was paid to the 
model, the rising pitch was rarely produced (cf. Example III).
In order to be successful in eliciting responses, the child’s 
attention is very important. Lewis (193&) also noted that the early
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vocal responses to adult speech occurred most readily when the 
child, was attentive to the speaker. In Example I, the child was not 
distracted hy other things in his environment; in spite of his 
minimal linguistic ability, he paid attention to what was addressed 
to him and produced responses most of the time. However, he stayed 
quiet when the model was too long or unfamiliar. In Example II, the 
child was partly distracted by the presence and the action of another 
person, so he did not pay much attention to the rhyme. Instead, a 
repetitive expression, Q?£ J with high or rising pitch, was produced 
so as to keep the turn-taking role going. Superficially, it looks 
as if such an expression was his form of the proto-language used 
with a 'turn-taking' function, but it is not possible to assume that 
it was since he did not use it in this function elsewhere.
In Example III, P paid minimal attention to the model, and stayed 
quiet part of the time. However, since his linguistic ability was 
slightly higher, the responses he made were closer to the models in 
terms of phonetic features and number of syllables, e.g.
3 : jau ],3 for jo: phu jitj
- 9
m*.: n;a ^ d,a? for do: tpha da:
—
In sum, by this stage the relationship between the adult models 
and the child's responses are close in terms of the following contrasts;
1. Labial/non-labial
2. Erontnes s/backne s s
3. Clo s ene s s/op enne s s
4. Rounding/non-rounding
5. Initial oral/initial nasal
For example
Models Meanings Responses Corresponding features
boin dog's name wo: labial, backness, openness,
rounding, initial oral
WU3 'cow' awua labial, backness, closeness and
openness, rounding and non-round: 
initial oral
m£: 'mother' mm l labial, frontness, openness, non­
rounding, initial nasal
Oak 'demon' ad^ a? non-labial, frontness, openness, 
non-rounding, initial oral
tpak ' sewing 
machine'
cl^ a? non-labial, frontness, openness, 
non-rounding, initial oral
t^» as
y
1 politeness 
particle *
dga: non-labial, frontness, non­
rounding, initial oral.
Apart from the correspondences described above, it can be seen
from the data that syllables -with long vowels are responded to as
open syllables, and syllables with short vowel or with stop endings
are responded to mostly with final glottal check.
*1With regard to tones in the child's basic system, at this 
stage he had a contrast of mid/low which was also distinguished by 
the presence and the absence of final glottal check, i.e. low with
*1 In this stage, mid and low pitch are used at the lexical level 
in his first words, therefore these pitches are now classed 
as tones.
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glottal check, mid without. Rising pitch was being acquired, but 
was not consistently produced. Thus, in response to the different 
tones in the adult system, the child had the following tones/pitches: 
low (or mid) for low, high, falling 
mid (or low) for mid (or low) 
low, mid, rising for rising.
Pre-phonological Description of Vocalizations in Stage VII
The pre- phonological description of the basic system of
vocalizations in Stage VII is similar to that of Stage VI. However,
the monosyllabic V structure drops out of the basic system; the CVC
monosyllabic structure becomes a basic word structure in the basic
system. This structure functions as follows:
The CVC word structure is restricted to FVP and NVH. In the P
subsystem, both initial and final, there is only one term: ? (glottal),
e.g. P^VP  ^- "the N subsystem, both initial and final,
there is only one term: p (labial), e.g. N VH - Lmaml.P P L
Conclusions
This stage, i.e. the period of the first recognizable use of 
Thai words, shows less progress in'articulation but more in other 
features of the conventional language, and in language use. The 
development of these basic features, e.g. aspiration, final glottal 
check, and rising pitch, is not an abrupt process. They appeared
L _________________________________________
gradually and became more and more consistently used, e.g. some of 
these features actually began to appear in Stage V, and gradually 
came into use, and were more frequently produced, and thus, in 
all likelihood, more correctly perceived in this stage.
Stage VIII (1;1.03-1;2.24)
General Phonetic Description
It was pointed out in the previous stage that P had started 
using his first words of the conventional language. In the present 
stage, the child appeared to produce one word utterances more 
frequently, and developed from being merely 'vocally active7 to 
more ’verbally active’. That is to say, speech was now used to 
replace some more of the uses of the proto-language. The spon­
taneous production of words was conventional and meaningful in a 
context either when P himself initiated the conversation or when 
the adult did.
Even though speech was emerging, the other vocalizations, e.g. 
verbal-vocal play, verbal-vocal interaction, and proto-language, 
were also in use. However, in this stage, verbal expressions were 
more often used, and the proto-language was less frequently produced.
His verbal-vocal play was repetitively and continuously pro­
duced in the CV, OCV and structures. The and of
utterances of the C^ VC^  structure were still homorganic in articu­
lation, or was a glottal stop. In addition to those which 
appeared in the vocal play in the previous stage, stops, and 
fricatives and nasals were also possible at and C^ . The place 
of stops and fricatives remained labial, e.g. |Lpapj, |lpopJ, jlpsp "J 
[Ifaf], but for the nasals, there was contrast in place at and 
C^ , ©•g»|ljuw, J* (-& syllable with the C^ VC^  structure where and 
were labial-nasal occurred earlier in vocal play, and became one 
of the first words, i.e. £_mam^ j (baby talk for ’to eat’) in the 
previous stage.) The number of syllables in a stretch of vocal play
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(before a pause) ranged from 1 to as many as 7* Sometimes the 
vocal play appeared as a revision of sounds and pitches he had 
been exposed to; sometimes the vocal play was followed by immediate 
responses to familiar utterances produced by the adult. An example 
of the latter case was given in Appendix 2.13. In this example, P 
was 'reading' on his own. His mother was nearby listening without 
interrupting. After a while she made a comment and produced a 
familiar nursery rhyme, part of which P completed spontaneously and 
instantaneously.
It can be seen that in this example, the vocal play produced 
while P was 'reading1 consisted of CV, ^CV, and CVC structures.
Manner of articulation was restricted mainly to nasal; the rest 
varied among stop, affricate, semivowel and fricative, whereas the 
place was variable among labial, alveolar, palatal, velar and 
glottal. Familiar vowels appeared more often than the less familiar, 
i.e., front vowels more than back vowels. The pitch pattern within 
each stretch appeared repetitively. Again the familiar levels of 
pitch occurred more frequently than the less familiar, e.g. there 
were 37 mid, 31 low, 11 rising, and 5 falling. One consistent 
feature which also can be seen in this example is the association 
of low pitch with final glottal check.
The second part of this example shows that not only were the 
sounds the child had been exposed to recalled, but the whole unit of 
utterance in a certain context was also recognized. In this situation 
the mother picked up what she heard the child produce, i.e. [ywisu /wauj, 
which she recognized as part of the nursery rhyme the baby had been 
exposed to, and recited it, e.g. jj^ a: /*! J* child immedi­
ately completed the second part of the rhyme, e.g. j~w^u_wau J- 
p~wai -wai "jin the conventional system. However, when the mother
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started a new rhyme which was unfamiliar to him he did not respond 
even though the articulations in the model were familiar to him.
Attempts at using newly acquired features within familiar 
syllables were also clearly seen in this stage. As mentioned 
earlier, rising pitch, bacloiess and rounding had been acquired.
In the present stage, P practised them by using these features in 
connection with basic syllables he already had in his repertoire, 
e.g. [P&J [ ma] fwa | [^ a] J [^ a ] [<^ sa] or °^¥ tone. These
syllables were also produced with a back rounded vowel and with the 
rising pitch, e.g. pmo:^| Most utterances produced with the
rising pitch at this, stage were in a CV structure, and were meaningful, 
Therefore, rising pitch had become lexically contrastive, i.e. rising 
tone, and it was now in his basic system. The words produced by the 
child with the rising tone were firstly JVmo: "j doctor1, £/ma,s J'dog', 
[/1#a: ] politeness particle. Within a short time more words with the 
rising tone were produced, e.g. jywa:n sweet* - but used here for 
juice and his cousin's name.
His vocabulary was being built up. With help from repetitive 
interaction with the adults in routine situations, together with 
concrete visual aids - pictures and objects - new vocabulary came to 
be used functionally and consistently.
A list of the vocabulary the child had by this stage is given ■ 
below:
Words and baby talk 
£/ma: , ”ma: J
[_ mam ] 
jlmt?, “a-mE?
Meanings Conventional forms
f/ma: 1 'dog'
'dog, horse'
(no distinction
L J 
[“ma: 1
1
| 'horse
for the child) L . J1
'to eat' mam j (baby talk)
'mother' f\m£: 11
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Words and baby talk
[-PO?, ?, _¥D? ]
[_«uT ]
[ / m o :  ]
[ - p a :  ]
-X'"]
[/po:, /pd:, /"b^s ] 
*2[/poi, /pu: ]
■[-wa]
^ "tjclS , _ija» ? 
jld,ua J
£_<|?a?, ~a_d#a? j
[.TOT]
[" ja:, _ ja: ? ]
|jja:, _jai? ]
|jwsi -wVi J
Meanings Conventional forms
1 father1 [\pho:
fname of district j^ mt: mo? J
[/mo:]doctor*
(used by P as place 
where his mother 
works)
•fish*
*balloon1
jj pla: J 
j\lu:k _po:rj J
1 paternal grand- £_pu:^ J
father’
'cow1
'glasses, doll'
'pea-nut'
'Uncle Sak'
(a neighbour)
'go out*
'doll1
[-VU3]
J\wE:n-ta:j 'glasses' 
[~tuk - ta: J 
jyfchus j 
[-a: _saJ£ ]
[_?o:k ]
'maternal grand- [“ja:i J 
mother
‘medicine’
'quick* 
(but crow' to P)
[-ja. ]
j“~wai ~wai J
Onomatopoeia, gestures
[_b,.„ ]
lying down 
spread arms
onomatopoeia for the roars of a tiger
for 'rabbit' (based on a story of a 
rabbit and a tortoise)
for 'a yacht' (based on the alphabet 
rhyme)
greeting  ^(conventional way) for 'monk' (based on the alphabet rhyme)
*1,2 To be discussed later,
*3 By putting both hands together and bowing the head.
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By this time, instrumental and informative functions were conveyed 
by the use of meaningful words and by the proto-language. In the 
proto-language, the informative signal was extended. Previously, the 
informative function was conveyed with front vowels on a high/high- 
rising pitch when the child wanted to inform about something 'un­
usual', and a mid/lower-mid was used when he wanted to indicate the 
persons or objects he knew. In this stage, when the child wanted 
to inform of his achievement, front vowels were used on a high-
with or without breathyfalling pitch, e.g. e: > a , or a:
> '\
onset. For example, when he managed to open a baby-lotion con­
tainer, or when he was asked to show a picture and he succeeded in 
doing so. Thus, high-falling pitch appeared to be used functionally 
in his proto-language.
Also in this stage, a certain kind of syllable, i.e. a nasal- 
breath syllable, [_?hm?], accompanied by glottal constriction, was 
used in a 'reading' situation, when the child had no intention of 
producing words in response to the adult models.
It seems that the pitch used in the proto-language had a link 
with the use of pitch contrastively at the lexical level. If a 
proto-tonal system of the proto-language in Stages V-VI was set 
up, it could be seen that mid/lower-mid, and high/high-rising proto­
tones were used (in the proto-language, the contrasts of mid/lower-mid 
and of high/high-rising were not clear). These proto-tones later 
developed to be mid, low, and rising tones. In the present stage, 
high falling pitch appeared to be used in the proto-language as 
the informative function indicating 'success'. Thus another proto­
tone, high-falling, was used.
If this is indeed the 'way tones develop, it should he possible 
to make a tentative prediction that it would not be long before the 
high-falling pitch would appear at the lexical level, since high- 
falling proto-tone had begun to be used functionally in the proto­
language.
This prediction proves correct, since the child began to use high- 
falling pitch at the lexical level in Stage X (1;J.24-1;6.0) compared 
with this stage when he was (1;1.03-1;2.24).
With regard to the use of words in the instrumental function, 
there was evidence that the child made his own choice, constrained 
by the limitation of productive ability, in selecting words to convey 
his intention, krom the previous stage, he produced a few words 
including 'baby talk' to indicate the instrumental function, e.g. 
[Lmam^ jor [Imam .mam J for 'hunger', j^ .duaj for 'pea-nuts*, |~ wua Jfor 
1 picture book*, and ["_?o? ] f or 'to go out*. krom this stage onwards, 
more words were used within this function. What is interesting is the 
choice of words. He used the word pc?J 'to peel' (adult form JlpoJkJ) 
when he wanted an orange, [\somj. Linguistically the word j\.po:kJ 
'to peel' collocates with the word [\ som J1 orange*, and they always 
appeared to be used together before an orange was given to the child.
The child must have been listening to this pair of words for a long 
time, and possibly was aware of the words as one unit.
What he chose to produce, i.e. j_po?J, appears to be easier for 
him than [\som], as far as his production ability is concerned. 
j7po?jhas features that are already well-established, e.g. plosive, 
labiality, backness, rounding, openness, and low tone (cf. pp. 135-137) 
£\somJ, on the other hand, although it has some familiar features, 
has the unfamiliar feature of sibilance and falling tone. In addition,
at onset and ending there are too many contrasts for him to cope with, 
i.e. 'non-checked' onset/checked ending, oral/nasal, (his 
structure in this stage is only oral/oral or nasal/nasal e.g. jlpap j 
or mamj) and non-lahial/lahial (alveolar-labial). The word [P3?] 
was understood without any difficulty by the adults.
Relationship between the adult models and the child1s responses
In interaction with adults, the production of a word in direct 
imitation, i.e. immediately after the model was produced, appeared 
to be very close to -the model. Most of the vocabulary was produced 
by the child in a monosyllabic pattern, but occasionally there was a 
3CTV variant of the CV structure, e.g. Q- ajn£?J, |-a_4?a? J ]
Jld^ a? j f or 'mother* and 'Sak1. The disyllabic words or compound 
words in the conventional system were responded to as monosyllables, 
and it was the second accented syllable of a disyllable or a compound 
which was consistently produced by the child. The child thus re­
produced the syllable that was accented and more recent in the 
utterance, e.g. j"t&: J for jVw£:n*-tai J 'glasses' and j~^ a:J for 
|^ "tuk -ta: J 'doll',
rIn this stage a few homonyms were used, e.g. /po: for
£\lu:k |'balloon' and for £_pu: ~J 'paternal grandfather,1
|j“i^a: J for £\w£:n~ta: Jand for |^-tuk ~ta: j'doll'; [-ja: ] for|~ja:i J 
'maternal grandmother' and for [^ 0a!J 'medicine'.
Another characteristic of one word utterances produced by the 
child is that most words were produced in the form of open syllables, 
i.e. CV. However, final glottal check was always present when the 
low tone was produced. In addition, the child produced a glottal
*1, 2 See other variants in vocabulary list, pp. 141-142.
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stop in correspondence to a final stop in the conventional form, e.g. 
[_po?]for jlpoik J'to peel’, jld^ a? J for |lsakjname of a neighbour, 
•which'was reasonably close to the adult form since final stops in 
Thai are unreleased and thus sound like weak glottal checks.
Most of the onsets of syllables produced by the child corresponded 
to those of the models provided that they were already acquired 
features, e.g. plosive, nasal, and semivowel at labial place, plosive 
at alveolar place, and affricate and semivowel at palatal place, for 
the unfamiliar manner, e.g. sibilance, an affricated onset was pro-
from the child, the adult most often affricated the sibilant [s]»
Other features of consonant onsets, e.g. aspiration and 
consonant clusters, were not consistently produced. The child was 
using aspiration, but it was not yet in his basic system. Thus, 
sometimes this feature was produced as friction, other times as 
aspiration, and sometimes neither of these features was produced. 
Consonant clusters had not yet been acquired, therefore this feature 
was always omitted in the child's form.
Yowels were most often produced correctly (cf. vocabulary list,
pp. 141-142).
With regard to the tonal system, only three tones were produced
*1
by the child, i.e. mid, low, rising. Sometimes the low tone was 
produced as a variant of the mid tone. In such a case, the final 
glottal check was present and absent when the mid tone was used.
Thus low, mid, and rising tones were mostly produced in regular
duced, e.g.. [Id^ a? 'J for jLsakj, However, in eliciting the response
+
This is probably a reason why the child produced an 
affricated form of the similar place, i.e. [4^ -] for £ s-J.
*1 Occasionally only the high component of the rising tone, which in 
this stage was produced as high-rising, appeared. The high tone 
itself had not yet been acquired in this stage.
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correspondence to the models.
At this stage, the production of voiced and voiceless consonants 
was still not contrastive. Most often a voiced consonant was used 
as a variant of a voiceless consonant and vice versa, e.g.
[/po: ] , [/bo: ~J for [\lu:k_po:j J !balloon'
[/d^ a:^ | , [/1jpa: ] for [/tfa: ] politeness particle
Communication in 'dialogue1
In 'dialogue', the child answered the adult's questions, and 
sometimes initiated the conversation himself. Most of the child's 
words, however, were recognizable as words of the adult language, 
i.e. they were close to the adult's words. Moreover, interaction in 
such situations provided evidence of the child's consistent use of his 
idiosyncratic forms. Examples of such use of words are given in 
Appendix 2.14(a), (b).
Some examples selected for their particular interest are discussed 
below.
One of the child's idiosyncratic forms is the word for 
[\lu:k _po:vj J'balloon', for which he used [/po: J or [/pu: or
[/po: J - sometimes voiced onset was used, e.g. pbo: "j, [/bo: j. As 
far as the tone is concerned, it is surprising to see that for this word 
the child used the less familiar rising tone, instead of the more 
familiar low tone of the adult form, i.e. [-Po:*)"]* This word 
(reduced form) is in the form of labial plosive onset, backness, 
rounding, half-close degree of vowel opening, low tone, and nasal 
ending. The child produced it with his basic syllable structure, CV, 
labial plosive onset, backness and rounding, close to half-open degree
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of vowel opening, no final nasal (which is probably not salient 
in the model), but need high-rising tone instead of low tone (low- 
falling) which was well established in his basic system. There was 
no evidence to explain why he did this, except that he created the 
word the way he wished. The adult in the situation was not sure 
whether the child meant Walloon’, until after checking by asking 
again and again what it was, to which P used the same form to refer 
to the same picture (cf. Appendix 2.14(a))* Eventually this form 
was accepted as the form for £-Po:^  j’balloon* in the same way that 
[Imt? ]was accepted as [\mt: J 'mother*.
The child's persistence in using the word of his choice can also 
be seen in the use of the word [-P3? ] peel1 for [\som ’ orange* 
when he asked for an orange in Appendix 2.14(b).
In dialogue, the use of tones at the lexico-semantic level was 
not an easy task for the child, especially with words similar in form, 
but different only in tone. Such words, e.g. ^’doctor', and
jlmo? | ([~mo? J name of the Mae Moh district), were always produced 
interchangeably by the child. The adult did not correct this 
confusion because at least some features were produced correctly; 
for example, in the sample below, the adult did not correct the 
confusion made by the child, instead she repeated what would be 
well fitted into the context:
GM P
pui ju: thi: nai m::: mo:'„i^ ?
✓ -  ^ ^ _
'Where does Pui live?'
(i mo? is expected as an answer here)
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GM
mt: mo?
S "\
•Yes, Mae Moh. * 
at? ju thii nai
'Where is Mummy?' and 
'Where does Mummy live?'
m*:? mo?
t—
( mo:
y
is expected here as an answer)
d: ro:j no:
/ *~ y
'Yes, at the clinic.'
Phonetic description of the tones produced by the child
As mentioned earlier, P had already acquired three tones: mid, 
low, and rising. The mid and low were distinguished by the mid and 
low pitch range as well as the presence of glottal stop with the low 
pitch and the absence of glottal stop with the mid pitch. The low 
tone was sometimes produced in such a low range of pitch that creaky 
sounds were also heard.
At this period, the rising tone was produced in two ways: 
firstly starting very high in the voice range, then rising abruptly 
even higher where it was sustained for a relatively long time. This 
was concomitant with glottal constriction and breathy release, e.g. 
ma;; ; secondly starting very high with an abrupt rise but without
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ma;ysustained high, e.g. 
and no breathy release in
There was no glottal constriction 
the latter.
In imitation, the rising tone was used, in one of the two ways 
mentioned above, but occasionally only the sustained high was used.
It was noticeable that in producing words with rising or high tone, 
the adults always used a high pitch register which helped the child to 
perceive the pitch register contrast, i.e. high pitch register and 
normal pitch register. Such a contrast had been experienced by the 
child auditorily and articulatorily in the early stages, i.e. in his 
screeching and in his singing tune described on p, 57 . As a
consequence, in producing the rising tone the child also used the high 
pitch register.
In spontaneous production, the high-rising tone (hereafter the
*1 \child's rising tone will be called 'high-rising tone' ; was also 
produced for words with high tone, e.g.^ /ma: J^forj^ mai j'horse'. This 
is reasonable since the child had not yet had a contrast between the 
high tone and the high-rising tone. He had a combined form of the 
two tones, i.e. high-rise.
■What is most interesting is the child's production in response 
to words with high-falling lexical tone. Such words, e.g. |~ \ pho; J 
'father', [\ni£: J'mother', [\pa; j^'aunt', etc., were produced 
by P, both spontaneously and in imitation, using low tone (low- 
falling), e.g. [_p4>:?]j [_mc?], [_pa:? ] respectively.
The question arises at this point as to why the child does not 
produce a high-falling pitch where the model has high-falling pitch 
as was often produced in the early stages.
*1 The adult rising tone is phonetically low-rising.
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A tentative answer to this question, on the basis of what 
takes place in the course of acquisition, is attempted. The high- 
falling pitch in the early stages and in the later stages and in 
the present stage was used in a state of excitement and with 
loudness, and long vowel length or diphthongization, and because it 
was in a very loud and forceful breath-group, the fall was great.
The high-falling pitch used in these situations did not function, 
as yet, at the lexieal level. However, high falling pitch began 
to be used functionally, during this stage, in the proto-language, 
with informative function (cf. p. 145)*
At the lexical level, the child acquired only three tones: low 
(low falling), mid, and rising. There is no evidence that the high 
falling lexical tone had developed functionally in his linguistic 
system.
A further attempt to explain this phenomenon objectively was 
made. The pitch contours of high falling and low falling were 
compared by acoustic measurements. All the measurements were done 
by using the pitch meter and the mingograf.
The first measurement was from part of the data from the 
recordings. Two pitches produced by the child's father and the 
child himself were compared, i.e. the father's high falling, the child's 
low falling (cf. mingograms 1, 2). The mingogram of this pair was not 
ideally satisfactory because it was not possible to suppress the large 
amount of background noise present in that sample. However, it was 
seen that the pitch from the adult's and the child's utterances 
shared a final falling component.
For the same purpose, a live experiment was done on the same 
equipment (mingograf and pitch meter). First the writer imitated
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'v7V
1 .  [ v ? 6 i ]  ( F a t h e r ' s )
2 .  C - d ^ 3 ]  ( B a b y ' s )
k  m
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the words by the child's mother, i.e. jLms.: "j and [\pho:"], 
and imitated the responses produced by the child, i.e. ma?J> £-Pa<‘> }• 
(Note that the experiment ref erred to the data from the earlier 
stage when aspiration and back rotmded vowel had not been acquired 
by the child.) The comparison of the mingograms of the two pairs 
again showed that the two pitches had a similar shape. The differences 
of the two pitches were the high range for the high falling and lower 
range for the low (low falling) (cf. mingograms J, 4).
These results suggest that the child may have paid most attention 
to the end part of the fall and produced that. Thus in the case of 
the two falling tones which have a shared component of fall to low 
pitch at the end, the child may have perceived, and hence produced 
both the same, so* that he had only a low fall for both high fall and 
low fall.
In order to assess the likelihood of the above statement, another 
live experiment was done. This time the writer produced words in Thai
with all five lexical tones. The words all had the same structure,
—  *1 CV, but different tones, e.g.
“ pa: _pa: \pa: _pa: /pa: "j
and
£ ~ ?a: _?a: N?a: ~?a: /?a: J (cf. mingograms 5»5a,6,6a)
The results from the mingograms showed that the mid tone was 
fairly level without concomitant glottal constriction.
*1 Acoustic measurements of pitch contours of the five tones in Thai 
from a larger number of informants, whose age-group and pitch 
contours may be different from those of the subject of the 
experiments done in this study, have been reported by Abramson 
(1962) and Erickson (1974)•
L I
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3.
(The writer*8 reproduction of the baby*8 ^ma7 ] A his mother*s
(*m£ : ]
■-! M  '
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The low tone (low-falling) had a gradual falling contour at the 
end, and was accompanied by final glottal check in both experiments.
The falling tone (high-falling) also had a falling contour.
The presence of final glottal check appeared in one case, but was 
absent in the other.
The high tone had a gradual rising contour.
The rising tone (low-rising) had a curved rising contour.
The results, thus, support the probability of the statement 
made earlier that the child might have paid most attention to the end 
part of the contour of each tone, and produced that, i.e. he produced 
mid for mid, low-falling for low-falling and for high-falling which both 
share a falling contour. In the same way he produced high-rising 
for the high and rising tones which share a rising contour. The 
distinctions between high-falling and low-falling, and between 
high and rising appeared in Stage X. But such distinctions were not 
yet consistently made.
Phonological description of verbalizations in Stage VIII
As the child's vocalizations have become functional, and are
now verbalizations, the term 'phonological' can be used in this
stage. It can also be said that this is the stage when the basic
phonological system was acquired. This is described below:
Description of basic phonology 
*1Word structure. The basic word structure consists of C and V
*1 Syllable structures which are not functional in the adult system, 
viz. V, k?CCV, and which were in the child's peripheral system, 
are absent from the child's phonological system.
elements with a possibility of the occasional occurrence of t) element, 
e.g. CV ( 9CV), CVC (. 3CVC). The CV and CVC structures are termed 
monosyllables, and ^CV and 3CVC are disyllables.
The monosyllabic structures CV and CVC may not be accented, 
but the first syllable, i.e. 3 , of the disyllabic structures, i.e.
9CV, 9CVC, is not accented.
Monosyllabic structures: CV, CVC. Prosodies of word structures, 
apart from 'tone prosodies', are similar to those of the syllable 
structures mentioned in Stages VI and VII. Therefore, they will not 
be discussed again here.
Tone prosodies. There is a contrast of three tone prosodies:
M (exponent: mid tone)
L (exponent: low tone)
R (exponent: rising tone)
V system. There is a contrast of I (close grade) and oL (open grade), 
which function with the above-mentioned prosodies.
C system. The C-initial is restricted to P (Plosive), N (Nasal),
•V- (Continuant) subsystems.
P subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial),
t (alveolar), c (palatal) and ? (glottal).
N subsystem. There is one term: p (labial).
V- subsystem. There is a two term contrast: p (labial), and 
c (palatal).
The contrasts of the subsystems of C-initial are shown in 
Table 1.
*1 As pitch is now functional, the term 'tone' is used.
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Table 1. Comparison of contrasts at C-initial
P subsystem P t c ?
N subsystem P
V- subsystem P e
Contrasts at C-initial in the basic phonological system do not 
differ from those in the last stage of pre-phonological system, i.e. 
Stage VII, but there are more contrasts at C in this stage than in 
Stage XV -when the basic pre-phonological system was first set up.
The CVC word structure is restricted to C^VC^  where ^ =^0^  or 
where C^P^. The C-final is restricted to P (Plosive) and N (Uasal) 
subsystems.
P subsystem. There is a two term contrast: p (labial) and
? (glottal).
N subsystem. There is only one term: p (labihl).
The contrasts of the subsystems of C-final are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of contrasts at C-final
P subsystem P ?
N subsystem P
Selected examples of monosyllables are given below:
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Formulae
V "
Baby•s Forms
M --
[pa:]
Meanings
•fish’
Adult Forms 
[- pla: ]
wr P cJ P
V 4
L * 
[**>?] ’daddy' [\pho: ]
M--
[1ja: ] •doll’ £ tuk - ta:
V 12*? [>T] •mummy1 [vm£i ]
P
R--
[ma: ] •dog’ [/ma: ]
*p
M--
£ wua •cow’ jj wua "j
-v-oL7^c
M—  
[da:] • grandmother’ [~ja:i]
The disyllabic word structures, i.e. 3CV and 9CVC, occasionally 
occur as variants of the monosyllabic word structures. The systems 
and prosodies of the second syllables are similar to the mono­
syllabic word structures in every respect. The prosodies of the first 
syllable, i.e.Q , are described below.
Q system. The ^  system functions with the following prosodies: 
y (exponent: frontness)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
M (exponent: mid tone)
Examples of the disyllables are given below: 
Formulae Baby’s Forms Meanings Adult Forms
M- L—
3^ 9P0«^ y% ? [aa^aT ]
M-L —
[ amfc? "j
Sak
(name of a neigh­
bour)
•mummy’
[.sak ]
J
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Systems of peripheral word structure
As described before, structures in the peripheral system of 
vocalizations or verbalizations are those which appear in verbal- 
vocal play, or appear less frequently than those in the basic 
system. In this stage, in addition to systems and prosodies of those 
described in the basic word system, the C-initial subsumes N-subsystem 
with three contrasts: t (alveolar), c (palatal) and k (velar), e.g.
M—
-  [ n e ]
v 3®  "  l > ! ]
M-
N. aL™yrk [ D a ! ]
The P subsystem (which does not appear in the basic system) has 
one term, p (labial), e.g.
]
The.C-final includes P , P„, N. and P subsystems, e.g.P  * t  P
L—
P p T O p  -  [ p a p ]
L--
p  v p  -  r  p o p iP P L J
L--
N W t - ,[j^]
L —
P VP T faf 1n v L IP P
L~~
P VP - f  f a ?  1P  Y  L  J
The 0 prosody in the peripheral system functions also with y,
e.g.
M~ L- 
- [ i rj 3 ]
Conclusions
"When the "basic and peripheral systems of vocalizations in 
Stage IV, and those in the one word utterance stage, i.e. Stage VIII, 
are compared it can he seen that some of what had come into use in the 
earlier stage continued to he used in the one word utterance stage.
As far as the tones in the hasic system are concerned, the tone 
system in Stage VIII is more' advanced than the hasic tone system 
in Stage VII. Again the hasic pitch levels which occurred in Stage IV 
still occur at the present stage.
In comparison with the previous stage, Stage VII, it can he seen 
that new features were heing huilt up on simple and familiar patterns 
which appeared in the previous stage. In this stage, language use 
is more advanced in that in speech, the child was capable of selecting 
words to convey his intentions and of creating words as he wished.
Stage IX (Ij2.25-1i3.23)
General Phonetic Description
In this stage, the features which were practised and used in the 
previous stage were still in the process of heing acquired, and became 
more refined. In spontaneous production, such features were more 
accurately articulated. The verbal-vocal play appeared consistently, 
but there was a gradual reduction in the use of proto-language. In 
the present stage, there was further progress in that frontness with 
close quality, i.e. £i j of the conventional quality, was acquired, 
and longer utterances were attempted. Thus there is progress in 
complexity of articulation.
In the same way as £oJ [o '] [u j which were first practised in 
familiar word patterns, [i] appeared in fa,mi liar patterns, e.g. nasal 
+ vowel: Jymi:^ | 'bear'; plosive + vowel: £_pi: or jlphi: J for
£\phi: j 'elder sister'.
Longer utterances appeared in repeated form and were more complex 
in terms of articulation than those which appeared in the previous 
stage. In response to the conventional form, the correct number of 
syllables in the model was also attempted, e.g. the word £~wi ~ tphai J 
'name of a neighbour', which was also used as the name of a place where 
the child could see fish ["Plat j, and lotuses, ["bud], was produced 
by the child firstly as jjcJa “cfe ~cje ] or [~cf* “cji -cji jor 
[~Ji a days later, he produced it as
and eventually as [~t/ai “ J^ai.J, which was a reduplicated form of the 
second syllable of the model, i.e. j^ tphaij. In this case, the child 
produced and therefore most probably perceived the correct number of
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syllables, affrication, front vowel with a glide from open to close 
position, and the tone. However, the labial and alveolo-palatal 
contrast of the word £~wi “tphai J appears to have been too 
difficult for him at this stage. Thus, reduplication of the last 
syllable of the model was used.
In a spontaneous situation, longer utterances appeared to 
'flow' out because the child needed to communicate and to express 
himself. This kind of longer utterance can be seen in the example 
below.
P and GM are talking about ’things’ in the past.
GM
wan ni: pai ba:n lurj witphai luk hen arai 
- ^ - -s
'What did Baby see today at Uncle Wichai’s
pa:;: i*,?
house?’
Oi hen pla:
w  ~
'Oh yes, saw a fish'
'fish'
pla: nai sa? bus tphai mai luk ■ V
_  ^ ^
'Was the fish in the lotus pond, Baby?1 'pond'
(P goes on saying 
t;a ppus ppn: wa?
'lotus pond'
J
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o: mi: sa? bua (laughs)
'Oh, I see, there was a lotus pond.1 
Ieu ko mi: do:k hue duei 3 lu:k 
\ *“ _ ^ „
'and there was a lotus as well? 
khrai pha: lu:k pai
'Who took Baby there?'
0: lujwit^hai
Cpi C$i^ {J± ^
•Wichai1
'Yes, TJncle Wichai.'
The long utterance attempted by the child in the above example,
i.e. |j-tja-ppu: -ppu: jwa? J, was the only one in this stage which went some 
way beyond a repeated form.
Verbal-vocal -play
The repetition in vocal play appeared more frequently in the form
of the C^ VC^  structure than in the CV structure. There was still
harmony of place and manner of articulation of and C^ . In the
previous stage there was only labial place for plosive and fricative,
£-P3P ] [~PaP ] ] [~P°P ] 9 821(1 alveolar, and palatal
places for nasal, e.g. jlmam J > present stage,
harmony of place and manner at alveolar and palatal places for
c L  o
plosive also occurred, e.g. [-iia'ljj ]» [-ci* ]• ■^n example of
vocal play in this stage is given in Appendix 2.15*
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Some of the sounds produced in the vocal play appeared also in 
meaningful contexts. However, in the vocal play the number of 
syllables within a stretch of utterance was much greater than that 
of his production in conventional communication. Also the complexity 
of form and pattern in the vocal play was greater than that produced 
at the lexical level. It is probable that the longer utterances and 
greater complexity in vocal play prepare and lead the child to further 
complexity in form and pattern at the lexical level, and that the 
vocal play is instrumental in developing some skills the child will 
later apply to specific tasks (Keenan and Klein, 1974)*
Compare the vocal play illustrated in Appendix 2.15 with the 
length of utterance and complexity in articulation in the child’s 
communicative speech in the example below:
Ling situation
GM
‘Been to Mummy's. 'Where, Baby?'
lu:k pai nai ma: luk mme?
y ~ -
'"Where has Baby been today?1 'Mummy.'
pai ha: me: ma: thi nai luk m y\v.
Ir■\i
'doctor' ('clinic'in this 
context)
pui tha:n kha:u kap arai hmpha:
J ~ — , . \
'With what is Pui having rice?' 'vegetable'
tha:n kap phak lt:u arai ik a luk hp .. £* mu::: ?
— — - \
'With vegetable, and what else, Baby?' 'pork,'
Phonological description
. The general phonological development in this stage is 
similar to that of the previous one. However, there is progress in 
that there is a new combination of syllable prosody with the close 
grade system of T, t » y prosody, e.g.
L   R —
V y  “  [ p i ! l  ’ V y  "  [ m i : ]
2
Furthermore, the word structure GV is now reduplicated, i.e.(CV) .
p
Ulus the (CV) structure can be added to the phonological system.
In the peripheral system, the G-jVCr, structure where C^ =C-,, the
P subsystem functions with two more contrasts, i.e. ± (alveolar),
L--
c (palatal), e.g.
L — r
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C h a p t e r  5
The Start of Two and Three Word Utterances 
Stage X (1;3.24-I;6.0)
General Phonetic Description
In the last stage, in addition to one word utterances, the child 
also produced two and three word utterances in a spontaneous situation. 
These long utterances developed from familiar vocabulary in the form 
of repetition and combination of different words.
Verbal-vocal play still occurred in soliloquy. Words produced 
in such situations were those that had been used before in interaction. 
The proto-language was hardly used during this stage.
The progress in phonetic development was considerable. The 
rising tone, which had been produced as high-rising tone, now 
appeared to be closer to the quality of the rising tone in the 
conventional system, i.e. low-rising, and was produced with normal 
pitch register instead of high pitch register. .The high-falling pitch 
which had been previously produced as low tone (low-falling tone), and 
which was used functionally in the last two stages in the proto-language, 
was now used functionally at the lexical level, i.e. (high) falling 
tone appeared with lexical words. However, it was inconsistently 
produced. That is to say words with the (high) falling tone, e.g. 
j\m£,j "j 'mother', |\phD: J 'father’, J\pha: J'cloth', were sometimes 
produced spontaneously with the correct quality of the tone of the 
conventional language, but other times they were produced with the 
low (falling) tone, or with the other acquired tones.
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During this stage there were a few newly acquired, words which 
were always produced with the correct quality of the high falling tone, 
e.g. ^’j a: ] &°r |"khoi Ma: j ’Coca-cola1, |\\}e: j for
|~“bai\le: ‘Birley’s’ (name of an orange drink), [\d,ueiJfor
[\duoi J’ together1. These words were acquired within this stage when 
the high-falling lexical tone began to be used. So as far as the 
falling tone is concerned, the child had no problem in producing these 
words with the falling tone.
High tone, which was formerly produced interchangeably with rising 
tone and also with low tone, sometimes appeared with the conventional 
quality, e.g. £ phat ]for [~~phat J'to blow1, £ i^hunjorj^ ijphon j 
for £ tpho:n ]’spoon’, [" tpha? ]for [ tphak ]’to puli’. Therefore, 
up to this stage, all the five tones had appeared, but the tones 
used consistently were mid, low, and rising; falling and high tones 
appeared less consistently.
The consonants and vowels which appeared in his basic system are 
discussed below.
Consonants
Plosives. By this period, almost all plosives and affricates in 
the initial position of a syllable in the conventional system had 
appeared, e.g. [p-j, [ph-'|, [t-], [th-j, [k-"|, [kh~‘j [d~j
£tp-] , |^t£h-^|, but £kh-j and [k- | rarely occurred and most often 
th- j and |M- ‘J were used in place of [kh~1 and J k-~|. Voiceless and 
voiced contrast ofjjp/bj, [t/d was not yet consistently produced.
Nasals. In the initial position, nasals £ m-"] | n^ J occurred.
[ J did not yet occur as the velar closure in the child’s system 
had not yet been fully developed.
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Sibilant. The only sibilant in Thai, [ s j  was not as yet 
developed in the child's system. At this stage |~djs-J or £tp-j or 
[th~]were used for conventional initial [ sj.
Fricatives. There are two fricatives in Thai: [f] [b], but 
only [&]was produced by the child by this stage, e.g. [„ J 
onomatopoeia for the roars of a tiger.
Semivowels. [ w J and [j ] were produced fluently in the 
initial position with the conventional quality, i.e. labio-velarized 
for [wj], and with glottal constriction for [ j]* In some cases, e.g. 
disyllables, [tjwas used in place of adult [j]. (Harmony of 
consonants and tones of disyllables will be‘.discussed later.)
Liquids [l] [r]. The functional units of £lj and [r] were 
not yet developed in the child's system, but liquids were heard to 
be produced in the following ways:
j^l^was produced as a glide onset, e.g. [^0es ] ^ or 
|~bai \lei J 'Birley's',
j^ r J was heard as an accompanying release of plosives in 
some words j e.g. |“a_drun J for |*-a-dun J F's name, and in the vocal 
play, e.g. j~_.tr* t _trit j.
Otherwise [j] was used for the adult liquids [ 1 rj.
*1
In the final position , the following consonants occurred m  
the child's system:
Stops. (These are -unexploded in final position.) £ p j and j" t j 
occurred, and sometimes alternated with |" ? ]. j^k j rarely occurred, and 
[?jwas usually used instead. Thus, overall [?J was produced the most 
frequently.
*1 In Thai, only [p, t, k, m, n , r) ] occur finally, and 
the voiced and voiceless contrast for [ p, t, k Jin this position 
is not functionally significant, and is not clearly produced.
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Nasals. [ m 
occurred.
In the final position, the glottal stop, [ played an im­
portant role as a functional unit, and for this child, the use of the
glottal stop in place of other stops in the final position is
articulatorily reasonable. In Thai, as pointed out by Henderson (1964), 
the oral closure for the stop in the final position is accompanied by 
simultaneous glottal closure. The child at this stage was not fully
capable of making oral closure at the same time as the glottal closure
was being made, especially not in cases where the closures were close 
to each other, e.g. velar, glottal. Thus, only one closure which 
would retain the unexploded quality of the stop was made, i.e. glottal 
closure.
Clusters. None of the^khr-, khl-, kr-, kl-, tr-, phr~, pr-, 
phi-, pi-, kw-, khw- initial clusters of the adult language was 
found in the child's epeech.
Thus, by 18 months, the following word structures occur:
CV, CVC, C^V, and OCVC. The frequency of occurrence of CV in 
meaningful speech was higher than of the rest. The . 9CV and OOVC 
structures, which are not in the adult phonological system, occurred 
only as variants of CV and CVC structures, e.g. [“a-i^ o? ] for ^ ~to? J 
'table1, |~a_^ phD:n jfor 
fPorn, |ja /ipi J for jytoi ] M's pet name'. This is probably because the 
child needed an open onset as preparation before a closure was made.
With regard to the CVC structure, it appears that the child 
produced words of the C^ VC^  structure with minimal contrasts, i.e. two 
possibilities of the co-occurrence of C^  and C^  are 'checked-checked', 
e.g. jh pit JJ^“phat 'J and 1 non-checked-checked', e.g. £ jot J, [~jenj. 
'Checked' is plosives (stops for the final position), affricates, or
[Tiphosn J'spoon', and [ja~pho:n for j~phc:nj
1 [n ] occurred frequently and fluently; [ J) 1 rare7y
nasals, 'Non-checked' is semivowels, or fricatives.
In this stage, the use of the structure at the lexical
level was produced with or without place differentiation.
Without place differentiation. The possibilities of this kind 
of syllable are as follows:
1. Labial-Labial, e.g. [Imam ] 'to eat*
2. Alveolar-Alveolar, e.g. [l^ai^ ] 'to cut', [~ djUn, 1 s name
[*ip:i}J ''to sleep'
With place differentiation. The possibilities are greater, e.g.
1. Labial-Alveolar, e.g. [-phat ]'to blow', [/mo:n J'pillow',
[-bin^ j 'to fly'
2. Palatal-Alveolar, e.g. [j jen^ j 'cool', ["jot j for ["rot ]
'vehicle', [tphinj 'piece'._
J. Alveolar-Velar, e.g. [_i^ ak J 'to spoon, to dip up'
4- Palatal-Velar, e.g. [”jorj J'down', [ ijphak[| ’to puli'.
Vowels
All front vowels of the adult system, i.e.[i e e a j occurred.
The vowel length contrast was not yet consistent. The child sometimes 
produced a word with a short vowel as a variant of that with long
- -X-*]
vowel or vice versa, but most often the vowel of the CV pattern 
retained the long quality.
In most syllables, the contrast between [ij and [ a]was clear 
whereas the contrast between £ej and [£ J was less distinct. In the 
same way all back vowels of the adult language occurred, but the
* r ^  1degrees of openness and rounding were not clearly produced, i.e. [u J
*1 There was-only one exception: the word ["_ ms?], his early form
for 'mother1, was still in use, as well as the correct form [\nu:j.
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[o] [d ] were sometimes used interchangeably, e.g. ^“t^hoin j’spoon’ 
was variably produced as [ tphun], In other words, the rounding 
feature was produced in accordance to the adult model, but the 
degree of openness may be variable.
L +* +* -jut y , also appeared, 
but occurred less frequently than backness and rounding. [ s ] was used 
varying in form with [s]. [i] rarely occurred. Interestingly enough,
[ut J quality appeared frequently in the early stages, but rarely 
occurred at the lexical level in this stage.
The possibilities of vowel glides used at the lexical level are 
as follows:
1. Open-close: [ aij or [ai] an& [au]> e#S*
[**wai ’to keep1, or ’to put on surface’
[~wsti J ’quick’, used in nursery rhymes
[~?au j ’want’
2. Close-open: [ua] or [uf.j [U3]’ e*g*
j“wua "J ’cow’
[*bua j ' lotus ’
5. Close-open-close: [uoi], e.g.
jxdjU^ i ~| ’together’, ’as well’
Tones
By this stage all the five tones of the conventional system
had been acquired, but the high tone and falling tone were not
consistently produced. Sometimes the low tone was used in place of 
the falling tone, and the low or rising tone was used in place of the 
high tone.
The reason why the child used the low tone and rising tone as 
variants of the falling and high tones have been discussed before
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(cf. pp. 150-158) on the "basis of phonetic evidence and of the order 
of language acquisition. Now, there is further evidence that the child 
never applied a tone within an inadmissible structure, e.g. he never 
used the rising tone to replace the high tone when the syllable
structure was C^ VC^ , where = stop, which is not possible in
the conventional system. The child would use the other tones which 
are admissible in such a structure. The child1 s linguistic system 
is, thus, constrained by the phonological rules of the language he 
is learning.
The examples of the use of tones are shown below in comparison 
with the admissible tones in the adult system.
The summary of the phonological rules of the tones in Thai is 
shown below: (Y = long vowel, V = short vowel)
CV 5 tones : low, mid, high, falling, rising
CVC^ (N=nasals) 5 tones : low, mid, high, falling, rising
1 v  /CVCq (S=stops: 2 tones : low, high
p t k ?)
CVCq (S=stops: 2 tones : low, falling
P t k 7j
As far as the tones and the structures are concerned, what the 
child used was phonologically acceptable, e.g.
Jim£7 J for [\m£: ] - CVCg for CV (CVCg low tone possible)
jlpho:?J for [\pho:j- CVCg for CV (CVCg low tone possible)
‘ _i;o7^J for [ to7 ^or ^'s (CVC^  low tone possible)
j^ /tho:J for [/sorrj- CV for CVC^ (CV 5 tones possible)
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Long utterances
As mentioned earlier, long utterances developed from familiar 
vocabulary in the form of repetition and combination of differentiated 
words. The examples of these long utterances are as follows:
1. Reduplicated form. These reduplicated forms are in CV or 
CVC structures. The CVC structure consists of those with harmony 
in place and in manner, e.g. [Lljai; J ; those with harmony in place 
but differentiation in manner, e.g. and those with differen­
tiation in place and manner, e.g. jjphan]. For example:
Jj’d.'un, ~dpn, P's-name reduplication of the last
syllable of [' a“dun ] 
jj~ja:i -ja:i "J r grandmother * reduplication of the word jjja:i^ ]
reduplication of the word £tpho:nj
reduplication of the word J7,tak J
reduplication of the word jltat J
(means fbanana* in the context) 
reduplication of the word j~pho:n
£-i;Jo:n ~i}J:>:n 'spoon* 
[Ita? _ta? *to spoon*
JL.Ija'tj _taij J *to cut*
jjphan “phan J Pom
2. Combination of differentiated forms. Two or more different 
words are combined resulting in both a conventional utterance and a 
telegraphic utterance. An asterisk is used to Show telegraphic 
utterances, e.g.
Meanings 
'put on/table*
'polish/wet*
'in/fridge1 
'peel/skin*
P's utterances Adult's full forms
*|/wai -I50? J 
£/thu: _pit? J 
* jjnai “jen "J 
[-PS? _pie? ] 
J~thas “pen J 'eat/-able 
(able to eat)
wai -bon "to? J 
/thu: „piok J 
nai \tu: - jen J 
_po:k _pluisk J 
~ tha:n ~ pen J
P’s utterances Meanings Adult’s full forms
* [pl^ hcin “ja: Jja? ] 'spoon/grandma/to [_ja:i /kh:>: tphojn-ma: _tak
spoon1
(’May I have a spoon’) 
j~au Ijphoin Jjak J 'want/spoon/to spoon* jjau ~tpho:n _tak J
* pm£i _i}phit _\(a: J 'Mummy/give/ ■ [\m£: “pai _tphist ~ja: ]
injection’
3. Utterances with a combination of reduplicated and
differentiated -words. In this case, the length of utterances
in a spontaneous situation increases.
Situation I. (interactions are given in detail in Appendix 2.16)
[“t^ a: _1;at jjat ] '(i) -want to have a "banana’
P_*tja? _iia? -au ~^pho:n _1jakj'(l) want a spoon* (for the "banana)
j/mam -phoa _mam _mam J ’Daddy (i) give you some to eat’
E *1 t V.mam _mam _phi: _mam | ’Sister (I) give you some to eat1
Situation II. P was cycling.
ijphun “Ijphun - phan -phanj’(l) am going to hit Pom’
[/khen “dpi} “dpn, "J ’Push, Daddy Daddy’
There is evidence that utterances consisting of polysyllabic 
words were produced with harmony in tone and in place and manner of 
articulation, e.g.,
Adult formg P’s forms Meanings
(1) j~nai \tu: “jenj jjn,ai ~tu ’in the refrigerator’
or
p"ijai ~iju ~%en ]
(2) pma “la *ko: 1 ["ip: “Ip: J ’papaya’
-* or
p?o: ~1p: J
(3) |-tuk “ks: *1 ptu ~1}£: 1 , ’big lizard’
L J or
[-Ttt -%ct ]
*1 ’Sister’ is also used by those younger when addressing their 
elders (female). In this case P addressed his older friend.
From the examples above it is seen that the production of 
polysyllables is similar to that of the monosyllables, i.e.
with harmony first, and -with differentiation later on. It appears 
that what remains most consistently and correctly produced is the 
vowel quality, whereas the tones and the consonants are harmonized. 
This is, however, explicable.
In (1), mid tone and alveolar place were used in the child's 
spontaneous utterance since they were well established in the 
child's linguistic system. In this case, the falling tone was not 
produced because it was not, by this time, consistent in his speech.
In (2), the reduplicated form of the last syllable of the adult 
model was reproduced and as ^ kj was not consistent in the child's 
system £t J was therefore used. The reason why the child did not 
reproduce the first two syllables was because the last syllable of 
this word, i.e. j~ke: J is accented, whereas the first two are not.
Also, the articulation of the unaccented syllables was so quick that 
the two syllables sounded as if they were one syllable, i.e. £~m-laj. 
This is, of course, like a [ml-j cluster, and undoubtedly was ignored 
by the child.
In (5), the high tone was not consistently produced, so the high 
tone of the first syllable was ignored, and [t j was used for [&]•
Interestingly enough, in producing two or more monosyllabic words 
in a sequence, in spite of differentiation of the words, harmonization 
in place/manner of articulation and in tone does not occur, e.g.
Adult models P's forms Meanings (in order)
[|/thu: _pisk ] Jythu: „pie? J . 'polish/wet'
j\_po:k _pluiok J ] 'peel/skin'
[jau „mu9k J au ^mua? J 'want/hat'
£-au “tphesn _tak J j^ au "^ phDsn _^ ak J 'want/spoon/to spoon'
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Adult models P's forms Meanings
[tphak \wa:u] ['tjpha? \wa:u ] 'fly/kite*
Jlbi? "tphin J [jbi? "Ijphin ] 'break/piece'
[Ikhi: "rot [_khi: “jot J 'ride/vehicle'
This could be because they are familiar as individual units 
whereas words of more than one syllable are only being newly 
acquired, and each word in the model has greater internal complexity 
which has to be handled somehow.
Yerbal-vocal play
In soliloquy, there is evidence showing a similar phenomenon 
to that reported by Weir (Weir, 1962), that the utterances were 
similar to pattern drills. The child in the present study produced 
one word, repeated it, and then produced another word; next he put 
two words together with a different sequence of word order.
Two examples of verbal-vocal play are given in Appendix 2.17* In 
the first example, the child produced a series of two words [lphe;J 
jlmt? J 'Paddy, Mummy' continuously in the way described above.
In the other example the child produced words, names of people, 
onomatopoeic forms, and babbling. These words had been used or 
mentioned to him before in interaction.
Phonological description of verbalizations in Stage X
In this stage, the phonological system of•the child's verbali­
zations is very close to the conventional system (cf. the outline of 
the adult phonological system, pp. 14-18).
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The basic -word structures are of two types: monosyllables,
CV, CVC and disyllables C^V, s)CVC. The disyllables occur 
occasionally as variants of monosyllables. The prosodies of the 
first syllable, i.e. 3 , are similar to those described in Stage VIII. 
The systems and prosodies of the second syllable are the same as 
those of the monosyllables, therefore only the systems and prosodies 
of the monosyllable are to be described in this stage.
Phonological structure of monosyllables CV and CVC
Elements of structure are C and V systems and prosodies of the 
syllable.
The prosodies of the syllable are as follows: 
y (exponent: frontness)
jr (exponent: centrality)
w (exponent: backness)
r (exponent: rounding)
r (exponent: non-rounding)
h (exponent: breathy syllable initial with late
onset of voice)
h (exponent: non-breathy syllable initial with
early onset of voice)
Tone prosodies. There
L (exponent:
M (exponent:
H (exponent:
E (exponent:
R (exponent:
M
H --
[ ‘tjphe 
E
[l
' R~
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As in the adult system, the occurrence of tone prosodies is
phonologically constrained by word structure and vowel length, V = 
short vowel, V = long vowel.
The CV and C^ VC  ^ (where = nasal) occur with five tone 
prosodies, but C V^Cg (where = stop) occurs with L, H and F 
prosodies. At this stage, however, F and H prosodies function in­
consistently.
V system. There is a contrast of I (close grade) and 06 (open 
grade) which function with the various syllable prosodies.
d  (open grade), e.g. [ e a 9 5 3
Within a syllable, there are possibilities of the co-occurrence
of I and d  , e.g. oi-L andLoH; and of no contrast, e.g. L
andol-oL* These also function with the syllable prosodies, e.g.
*1I Contrast of 06 and L
(1) d -  t (open-close), e.g.
Formulae Child's forms Meanings Adult forms
U (close grade), e.g. [i i e u ut o * ]
M— •
r™-1] 'to put 011 surface 
to keep*
£”wai j
M —  
'quick' fvai]
M —
^ r -  r  [ * » 1 'want*
(2) L“o6 (close-open), e.g.
[wua] 'cow'
M—  
[taa] * lotus'
*1 In other words, diphthongs and triphthongs in the conventional 
system.
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(3) l~oL~ L (close-open-close), e.g.
Formulae Child* s forms Meanings Adult forms
p-rrwr yr 
CTl -JT-
F — - 
p  [ajusi ] 1 together, also1 [\dusi j
■X—|
II No contrast
0 )  0L-0L (open-open)» e*S-
R--
[ma:] ’dog1 [/ma:]
cv^, ccL-ol
R
[ wa!n 1 * sweet1 |ywa:n ^
(2) L“ I (close-close), e.g.
0 ^
R —  
[mu:]
L--
[pyst ]
•pork, pig1 
’open'
[/mu:
[Ipast ]
C system
The C-initial system is restricted to P (Plosive), F (Fricative)
N (Nasal), and ^  (Continuant) subsystems.
P subsystem. There ist a five term contrast, p (labial),
t (alveolar), c (palatal), k (veslar), and ? (glottal), e.g.
P V 
P
R —
[pau ] F's pet name [/Pau ]
Ptvc 1 table1 [-to? ]
P VC
C
H --
[i#hin] • •piece’ p tphin J
Pkvc
R--
£ khen •push1 [/khen J
p?vc f?u? ] •out' [.?a:k ]
N subsystem. There is a two term contrast: p (labial) and
t (alveolar), e.g.
*1 In other words, long vowels in the conventional system.
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Formulae
N V 
P
N VC 
P
N, VC t
Child's forms
F --
[ m e : ]
R--
[ m m ]
M--
[ na:n]
Meanings
'Mummy'
'turn round' 
'sleep'
Adult forms 
[\me: ]
£/nrun J 
[- no:nJ
F subsystem. There is only one term: ? (glottal), e.g.
L--
£ fio:: J roars of tiger (onomatopoeia)
V- subsystem. There is a two tern contrast: p (lahial)
and c (palatal), e.g.
F?V
R --
(ywa: n ]v- VC 
p
£ wa;nj 'sweet'
M—
V VC c £ jen 'cold' ["den ]
The contrasts of C-initial are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Contrasts of C-initial
P subsystem P t c M * 1 ?
U subsystem P t
F subsystem (?)
V- subsystem P c
The C-final system is restricted to P (Plosive), and N (Masai) 
subsystems.
P subsystem. There is a four term contrast: p (labial),
t (alveolar), k (velar), and ? (glottal), e.g.
*1 Bracketed symbols show that such contrasts occur less frequently 
than the others in the same subsystem.
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formulae Child’s forms Meanings Adult forms
GYP
P
L— - 
[ P:>P ] sound of hammering (onomatopoeia)
Cyp
t
H--
[phat] Ho blow' (wind) ["phat j
CTOk
H
£ 1#hak J Ho puli’ (hard) £ tphak J
c?p?
L--
[ M 7  ] 'break into pieces' [ > T  ]
N subsystem. There is a three term contrast: p (labial),
t (alveolar), and k (velar), e.g.
CVH
P
L —
£ rnam-'J Ho eat' (baby talk) |L mam J
CTOt
H--
£ m :^n] 'pillow' [/na.n]
cwk
[ V j l
Ho come (go) down*
i - i o 3  ]
The contrasts of C-final are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Contrasts of C-final
P subsystem P t '00 7
U subsystem P t 00
Selected examples of monosyllables with possible prosodies and
contrasts are shown below:
H--
|~ phat J Tto blow1 (wind) £~phat J
M —
£ jen J 'cold' [~jen
L—
^ P ^ P ^  £ ija*^ J Ho cut' [“tat ]
Child's forms Meanings Adult forms
R --
£ thus J 'to polish' [/thus J
M—
£ d,un, j second syllable of [jdun
F’s name
The phonological description of long utterances, which are the
2 2consequence of reduplication of monosyllables, i.e. (CY) or (CVC) 
or combination of monosyllables (CY+CY), (CY+CYC) or( CYC+CY), is 
similar to the description of monosyllables described above.
The description of pre-phonological and phonological development 
of the child under study shows clearly how the pre-phonological system 
merges into the phonological. A gradual transition, therefore, is seen.
Conclusions
It can be seen that most of the features which characterize the 
Thai language have been acquired; these are syllable structures, tones, 
consonants, vowels, aspiration, unexploded final stops, and length. 
Among the consonants, stops, nasals, and semivowels are consistent, 
but liquids and initial clusters have not yet been acquired. In the 
same way, vowels are consistently produced, but some of the. functional 
diphthong glides have not yet appeared (only^ai au ua i£ uoi J 
occurred, the rest (cf. Thai phonology, pp.14-18) had not been 
acquired).
The amount of vocabulary built up by this stage is more than 
50 words (a list of vocabulary is given in Appendix 2.18). These 
words resemble the adult models in most respects, if not all.
Formulae
hwrpti-i
-■"V Nt
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The proto-language is rarely heard in this stage. The child 
used 'words' to replace the proto-language in conveying his inten­
tions. A question may arise here: Does the child still use pitch
contrast to signal the functions practised in the proto-language as 
by this stage pitches have become lexically contrastive, i.e. tones?
In signalling his intentions, in addition to words, other 
prosodic and paralinguistic features were also used, e.g. rhythm, 
tone of voice, nasalization, and facial expression; these were often 
accompanied by gestures. For example, the dog, [yma:], if he 
wanted to inform about the presence of a dog (informative function), 
a happy tone of voice was used, with a smile, but If he wanted his toy 
dog (instrumental function), quick rhythm, demanding tone of voice, 
word repetition, and nasalization (crying-like) were used. The 
affirmative function was mostly conveyed by repeating what the adult 
said.
Although speech has emerged, meaningless babbling still occurred, 
especially in verbal play while he was playing. Thus, the transition 
from babbling to speech is not at all an abrupt process.
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C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n
The development from vocalizations to speech of the child under 
study appears to follow a consistent pattern, namely, Interaction, 
Learning, Practice, and Use. These four strategies are present 
in each stage’ of development.
In summarizing the speech development, the conclusions will he 
divided into four parts:
1. The general development of vocalizations from Stage I to
Stage X (0;5*0-1;6.0)
2. The development of tones
5. The development of aspiration
4. The development of final glottalization.
The General Development of Vocalizations from Stage I to Stage X
The general development of vocalizations is summarized below:
In Stage I (0;5*0-0;5.22), the vocalizations were vaguely 
articulated and were produced mainly with vocalic elements which varied 
from open to close and vice versa, and from front to central and back 
together with rounding and non-rounding qualities. Strictures of close 
approximation and complete closure with which the vocalizations were 
interspersed varied among labial, alveolar, palatal, velar and 
glottal places. Pitch appeared to vary among low, mid, high, falling, 
rising and rising-falling.- Nasalization appeared randomly.
Vocalizations in Stage II (0;5*25-0;4*19) were still variable - 
as those used in Stage I, but there was an increase in the use of 
back rounded vowels, of alveolar sounds, and of syllable patterns,
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i.e. disyllables with homorganic articulations appeared. Furthermore, 
screeching vocalizations with a combination of high pitch and normal 
pitch registers were produced.
In Stage III (0;4»20-0;5.15)» the vocalizations were mainly 
strongly articulated and accented; they became more rhythmic aiid more 
patterned. It was possible to group vocalizations into two types: 
•checked1 and 'non-checked' * The 'checked’ were vocalizations 
interrupted by stricture of complete closure; the 'non-checked' by 
strictures of close approximation and open approximation. All these 
were produced in monosyllabic and disyllabic patterns. The mono­
syllables were produced.with any one of the five different pitches: 
low, mid, high, falling and rising; the disyllables were produced with 
restricted pitch patterns. Nasalization did not appear randomly at 
this stage.
In Stage IV (0;5.l6-0;7*20)> the fixed patterns of syllable and 
pitch were still in use. The combination of high pitch and normal 
pitch registers which occurred in screeching vocalizations now appeared 
as 'singing tunes' in the baby's vocal play with front and back 
vowels. In this stage regular patterns of pitch occurred more fre­
quently and were used to convey ’meanings' in interaction. As the 
vocalizations became regularly patterned, a basic system and a peri­
pheral system of vocalizations were set up.
In Stage V (0;8.0-0; 10.15) > what appeared in Stages III and I?
remained in use, but in the vocal play more complexity was shown in 
the use of a closed syllable pattern, i.e. CVC, of rising and high 
pitches in the singing tune, and of final glottal constriction. More­
over, the use of a proto-language with a particular pitch contrast and
*1 No data were available between 0;7»21 and 0;7»30.
L I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ■
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certain 'meanings1 appeared consistently. Syllable patterns used in
0 0 /the proto-language were very simple, i.e. only V or V (where c = 
glottal stop) occurred.
In Stage VI (0;10.16-0;11.12), the proto-language was still in 
use; the syllable patterns remained the same as those in Stage V.
Front vowels were predominant with both 'checked' and 'non-checked' 
vocalizations. There was progress in that back rounded vowels began 
to appear more frequently in syllables, first with 'non-checked' 
onset, later also with 'checked' onset. Verbal attempts were made in 
imitation; final glottal constriction and final closure at alveolar 
and velar places were also imitated. The singing tune vocalizations 
were seldom produced. The basic and consistent pitches in use were 
mid and low; syllables produced on a low pitch were often accompanied 
by final glottal constriction.
In Stage VII (0;11.13-151*02), the general picture of vocali­
zations was similar to the previous stage, but this stage was the 
starting period of first words, i.e. one word utterances appeared. The 
first words were in CV and C^ VC^  forms, but the C^VC^  form was simple 
in that there- was no contrast in place and manner of and C^ , e.g.
[1 mam^ j, [L?o? j. The first words were also used to replace some
*1functions conveyed earlier by the proto-language. The basic tones 
were mid and low; rising pitch was produced more often than, before 
within familiar syllables, but did not appear as yet with words.
Stage VIII (1;1.05-1;2.24): one word utterances were produced
increasingly, and speech was now used to replace some more of the uses 
of the proto-language. The words produced in this stage were mainly 
of the CV or CVC structures where the final C is a glottal stop.
*1 Since pitch became functional at the lexical level, the term 
'tone' was used.
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Syllable structures not functional in the adult system were absent.
Rising pitch and back vowels were practised experimentally in syllables 
already acquired, and later used with words. Therefore, rising pitch 
now became a rising tone. Thus, three tones: low, mid, rising, had 
been acquired. In the vocal play, low, mid, and rising tones appeared 
in combination with a greater number of sounds than was the case in 
words, and syllables of the CVC structure with greater complexity was 
produced, e.g. [~_pap , _pop > _faf , _fs? , /jatnQ.
Stage IX (1j2.25-1j5*25)J what appeared in Stage VIII was still 
in progress, i.e. mid, low, and rising tones; unrounded front and 
rounded back vowels.' In addition, syllables with a close front vowel, 
i.e. £i j were acquired, e.g. £/mi:J, and this sound was practised in 
familiar syllable patterns. Aspiration appeared to be closer to the 
conventional quality and longer utterances were attempted. In the 
vocal play, high pitch was used, and in addition to the types 
produced in Stage VIII, there was progress in the CVC form, i.e.
|l^ a^  , „bl&b , J5a^]were produced.
Stage X (1; J.24-1;6.0): two and three word utterances appeared
in spontaneous productions; words of the CVC. structure had greater 
contrasts in place and manner at onset and ending, e.g. j^”phat j, ’to blow' 
£/mo:nJ, ’pillow', [“ jen], -' cold', , £„i}ak j 'to dip up1, etc. Falling 
and high tones appeared but were not produced consistently. Initial 
consonant clusters had not yet appeared. Vocal and verbal play was 
still produced.
Evidence from the vocalizations of the baby under study shows that 
his vocalizations were restricted and systematic. In the early 
babbling he produced both front and back consonantal and vocalic
elements; the hack consonants occurred more frequently; this is 
similar to the reports of Lewis (1936), Leopold (1939) and Irwin 
(1947)» and these consonants were characteristic features of the 
happy state, in agreement with the findings of Lewis (1936) and 
Leopold (1939)» The vocalic elements appeared to he centralized; 
the extreme front close vowel, e.g. £ i j did not occur as yet. When 
the vocalizations became more patterned, front consonants and vowels 
were predominant, those in the hack areas were gradually built in. 
Repetition appeared consistently throughout the ten stages. The 
findings, therefore, support those who argue that babbling is not 
random but is systematic (Pierce9 1974 » Oiler, 1976).
These characteristics of vocalizations of the baby in this study 
are not different from those of babies in non-tonal environments.
Thus at the babbling stage, it may be difficult to distinguish 
children with different language backgrounds, e.g. tonal vs. non- 
tonal, solely on the basis of vocalizations since most of the features 
are not different.. However, at some stage, e.g. around 10J- months 
in this study, one can possibly detect the dissimilarity through the 
appearance of the basic characteristic features of the language of 
the environment. Therefore, it could be said that the child learnt 
all his language from those around him, only the spontaneous babbling 
may have been innate.
The phonetic and phonological development also shows that the 
baby starts with a minimal system of what is essential for the 
adult system, i.e. articulations, syllable patterns, and pitch (cf. 
basic system of vocalizations in Stage IV and basic system of words 
in Stage VIII and Stage X), and that there is a gradual building-in 
process in the development. The present study, therefore, supports
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the hypotheses presented hy others who have worked on babbling, that 
there is a gradual transition from babbling to speech (Murai, 1965/64 
cited in Menyuk, 1971; Gilbert, 1974? Oiler et al. 1976; and 
Lelack and Fowlow, In press).
Furthermore, the development of the speech of this Thai child 
shows a great deal of similarity to Waterson's findings for 
English (Waterson, 1971; 1976). In spite of the different language 
environments, the similarity in production, and in growth of complexity 
appears as follows:
In production, salient features from the models were produced 
and only a limited number of features were responded to at a time.
With regard to place and manner of articulation, if the manner of 
articulation of the model is salient and familiar, manner of articu­
lation is used in the response. If the manner of articulation is 
unfamiliar and hard to identify, but place is familiar, same place of 
articulation but different manner Is produced.
Growth of complexity in the speech development of both studies 
is also similar. That is to say what is new is produced in a 
familiar frame, i.e. articulations and syllable patterns. Monosyllables 
start from less complex to more complex, i.e. open syllables first 
then closed syllables. In the closed syllables, there is no contrast 
in syllable onset and ending; later contrast in these places appears.
In longer utterances, repeated elements are generally used before those 
with differentiated elements. Finally, it appears that syllables 
produced in vocal-verbal play have a highetdegree of complexity than 
those produced spontaneously in conversation.
In the course of speech development, it appears that the proto­
language is a transition stage between communicating without language 
and communicating with language. It has an important role as a
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preparation for the child to use more complex utterances functionally 
when speech is acquired.
Tone Acquisition
The acquisition of the tones of the child in the present study can 
he described as a development from pitch which appears to be greatly 
variable in the early stages (Stages I and II) and gradually less 
variable. Low and mid pitches are the first to become consistent and 
basic in the baby's vocalizations, i.e. in Stage IV. These pitches 
are later further distinguished by the presence of final glottal 
constriction for the low pitch, and no final glottal constriction for- 
the mid pitch. Low and mid tones are the first to be consistently 
and functionally used at the lexical level, i.e. Stages VII-X, and then 
the rising tone appears. These three tones are used from Stage VII 
onwards. It is not until Stage X when the falling and high tones 
appear; however, they are inconsistently produced at that time.
The evidence of the sequence in which the tones were acquired by 
the child under study shows that the rising tone was acquired before the 
falling tone, and it thus seems that the falling tone was the most 
difficult for this child. This appears to contradict the LI and. 
Thompson findings that the children they studied had more difficulty 
with the rising tone than with either the level or falling tones (Li 
and Thompson, In press). These two opposing findings are probably related 
to the nature of the system of tones in the two different languages.
In Mandarin there is only one falling tone, i.e. (5 1)> but there
are two tones with a rising component, i.e.' rising tone (5 5) and. low-
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dipping tone (2 1 4), and. these two tones, because of their phonetic
similarity in ending with rising pitch, would very probably be less 
easy to discriminate and hence cause problems for production. The 
children in the Li and Thompson study acquired the high level tone 
(5 5) » early, so the contrast between the high level and the falling
tone would seem to be more distinct for the children than that of the 
high level and the rising tone, as children learn the gross contrasts 
of language first, and then gradually refine them as illustrated by 
Waterson in the acquisition of phonology (Waterson, In press).
In the case of the Thai child in this study, the mid and low tones 
were acquired before the rising tone, and since the child used the low 
tone for the words with the falling tone (both the falling and the 
low tones have a falling component cf. pp. 151-158), it appears that the 
low and the falling contrast was less clear than the low and rising 
contrast. Thus, the rising tone was acquired before the falling tone, 
the reverse of the case in Mandarin, However, until more studies 
are made on the acquisition of the tones in Thai from a larger group 
of children, it is not possible to say whether the sequence in which 
the tones of Thai were acquired by the child in the present study is 
idiosyncratic, or if it is typical for Thai.
By Stage X, one word utterances produced with monophthongs mostly 
correspond to the adult forms especially when the tones are low, mid 
or rising, and when the consonants are plosives, affricates, nasals and 
semivowels. In longer utterances the tones and the consonant onsets 
are often harmonized, but vowels are more correctly produced (c£ pp. 177-178) 
However, there Is wider variation in the consonant and vowel systems 
in Thai than in the tone system and it is seen from the data of later 
language development which is beyond the scope of this study, that the 
tone system is mastered at 25 months while the more complex features
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of consonants and vowels, e.g. diphthongs, triphthongs, initial 
consonant clusters, are not yet acquired. Thus, it may "be said, in 
agreement with Chao (1951/1973)» and Li and Thompson (in press), that 
the tonal system is acquired relatively early.
Acquisition of Aspiration
Aspiration appeared indistinctly and sporadically in Stage VI, 
and gradually became more clearly articulated. It was produced first 
in terms of friction and/or as a long breathy release after complete 
closure, e.g. ®iese were more refined in later
stages, and by Stage X, the aspirated plosives became functional units 
contrasting with the unaspirated plosives.
Final Glottalization
Final glottal constriction appeared to be- widely produced in the 
early vocalizations, but it was not until Stage VI when final glottali­
zation appeared to be functional and gradually came to be used in words 
of the C V^Cg structure, where = stops[jp t k T J in the adult 
language.
The description of the speech development of the child in this 
study is not claimed to be complete by any means, since further analysis 
needs to be done at the semantic and syntactic levels. However, it is
planned to continue the study at these levels and further recordings 
of the child's speech continue to be made, with a view to continuing 
the study longitudinally and as completely as possible.
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S E C T I O N  II 
A p p e n d i c e s
Appendix 1
Adult-baby interaction and adult language addressed to the “baby
The study of some other aspects related to language acquisition, 
apart from the phonetic and phonological development, has not 
been ignored in the present study. The process of adult-baby 
interaction and language addressed to the haby are also taken into 
account, for it is believed that the study of these aspects leads 
to a better understanding of the language development of a child.
Adult-baby interaction
It has been reported that there are changes in mothers1 speech
through time (Snow, 1976; Sylvester-Bradley and Colwyn Trevarthen,
In press). In the present study, changes are similarly found in
interactional-process and in interactional-content.
*1It was consistently found that the adult -baby interaction in. 
this study was conducted in terms of the turn-taking role of con­
versation (cf. Sacks et al., 1974» and- Snow, 1976). Starting from 
the very early period, i.e. 3 months, the adult appeared to encourage 
the baby to take his turn in response to his/her speech. The baby,
*1 The term 'adult1 used here is not restricted only to the mother, 
but includes the grandmother and father who, in the natural home 
situation, had equal roles in interaction with the baby.
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on the other hand, seemed to learn to engage in a conversation­
like interaction with the adult. He watched the face of the inter­
locutor, listened to the sounds, and created responses in one way 
or another
In the early stages in this study, i.e. Stages I and II, most 
of the time, the adult initiated the conversation and responded with • 
meaningful expressions, hahhled hack to the hahy, or made a comment 
concerning the hahyfs action and attention. For example, the baby's 
stretching of his limbs, or the baby’s attentive look (and possibly 
listening to) at the striking cuckoo clock, etc., was often commented 
on as part of conversation, e.g.
'Is it cuckoo, Baby?'
This is in keeping with Snow's report that even 'burps' are 
treated by the mother as part of the baby's contribution to the 
conversation. Thus, the turn-taking role, even at the early stages, 
appears to be successful.
The examples of adult-baby interaction in the early stages can 
be seen in Section I, pp. 32-60.
It was seen that the 'dialogue' between the adult and the 
baby had some content even though the baby produced only contentless 
utterances. It was the adult who asked a question, answered the 
question as if the baby had done so, interpreted the baby's response 
as a meaningful utterance, and expanded it. This can be seen in 
the following example:
(The baby looks at the clock)
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Mother Baby (0;3.7)
hm his
y A.
'Em?t
hm pen nsli luk
y _ J," ^
'Em? How are (you), baby?'
'Yes? How are (you)?' 
hm pen ijai khap 
y “ ~
'Hm? How are (you)?*
o: me: thirj phom wai khon diau a luk hm
'I see. Mummy left me on my own, didn't 
she? Hm?''
ha pen nai via khap h£: £
J ^
\ -
he:: ha± £:
h?£ e: h::::: ££h:
(crying-like)
*1lak nakna: lekap mxn ni:
y y ^
'(You) really like that pillow, don't you?) 
d: pui nuiai a khap 
^ - 
'Is Baby Pui tired?’ 
nak a luk
_  ■  'i
•Is it (pillow) heavy?'
ht i £
*1 £ rale j conventionally.
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In the later stages, i.e. Ill, I?, V and VI, when the baby's 
vocalizations appeared to be forcefully articulated, and were word­
like, the adult repeated the 'words' produced by the baby in 
conventional form, and expanded the word-like utterances. During 
these stages, the turn-taking was more successful; both participants 
shared the role of 'initiator' of the dialogue, i.e. either the 
baby or the adult initiated the dialogue. Since the adult was 
aware of the baby's verbal-like productions, he or she tried to 
encourage him to produce 'word-like' responses in his turn. In 
such a situation, the adult's expressions appeared to be contentless 
themselves. Thus', it seemed that in some situations, the adult 
assumed the same status as the baby, e.g.
Stage TV 
GM
tpa: tpa tpa: tpa 
*\
0 : tpai tpa: G luk 
y ^ ^
'Yes, is it tpa: \tpa:, baby'
Baby 
«3,^ ai:
ai: dsa::^ adj^ a: ad,^ 9
— —  *—
Mother 
tpa ?e: tuk k£: repeated once
t#:p: <jt:
ttfip gg:
repeated 5 times
Baby
laughs
laughs
ci C) £ *
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However, in interaction when the baby produced the proto­
language (Stages V, VI), the adult used meaningful and conventional 
expressions in response to the baby’s utterances (cf. examples in 
Section I, pp. 93-119 and Appendix 2.8).
During Stages VII-X, the conversational role was most successful. 
The baby played his role without being prompted. He initiated and 
responded verbally; sometimes he used the proto-language, sometimes 
gestures, and sometimes he played the role of a quiet listener, e.g. 
when he was listening to a story, or as an ’imitator1 and ’completer’, 
e.g. in nursery rhyme recitations. The adults usually interpreted 
the child’s intentions, and supported him in achieving them both 
physically and verbally. The adults assisted and encouraged the 
child in performing the described actions himself, e.g. to turn on 
an electric fan, answer a telephone call, which was known in advance 
to be from his mother, and many other activities. Such evidence 
is similar to other studies on this line (cf. Bruner, 1975; Snow, 
1976). On the verbal side, the adults named objects and pictures, 
and told him little stories concerning the family and people outside 
the family. These, certainly, widened his general understanding 
about the family and society.
As mentioned earlier, the child had certain roles in certain 
situations. The example below shows the child’s role in a story­
telling situation where he took part as a quiet listener and 
responded by using gestures when he was asked to.
A, is telling the child a story making use of pictures in the 
Ladybird picture book.
- 20J “
A: £ /pui -tpa "nok, \ni "jjai J (A picture of bird is
’Pui wanted to keep a bird, pointed to)
here it is.’
A: £/pui “tpa ~nok J (repeats)
’Pui wanted to keep a bird.'
A: j\pho! \kD~tham \this ”nok ]
/ \ *1’So, Daddy made (Pui) a place to keep a bird.’
A: ^vtphai ~mai J
'Didn’t he?1 (A asks P)
Ai /^pui v.ko Vfcphuei ~tham Must J
'And Pui helped (Daddy) with the wire screen.’
A: JJvtphuei _ton k ~ta -pui J
’Helped (Daddy) with hammering. ’
Ai £_t3ik ”ta _pui -jayj-^aiJ (A asks P)
’How does the hammering go?'
Ai ~^a ~Pu: -Pa|j -PaiJ ]
’The hammering goes “parj -patj' (onomatopoeia)
Ai jjfcoik ~ta -pu “Vjai /pui _t^ :k -jarj-^ ai J (A asks P)
’How does the hammering go, Pui? How does
the hammering go?’ ' (P does the hammering
gesture)
Ai J“3i _toik -jarj"rjan J (A is pleased)
’Yes, hammering like that.’
It is very interesting to see that the child knew his role 
as a listener and a reactor, and promptly reacted by doing what the
*1 The adult did not use the word for 'cage* ran nok Jin the 
story, but simplified it.
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adult asked him to do. In this case he switched his role from the 
one role to the other.
situation will he considered in the section on adult language ad­
dressed to the baby.
In a nursery rhyme or alphabet rhyme situation, the adult read 
or recited a rhyme; the baby responded to the rhyme by imitating 
verbally (cf. the examples in Section I, pp. 126-134)* and gradually 
developed from the read (recite)-repeat process to the read (recite)- 
complete process, i.e. the adult read or recited-the first part of 
the rhyme, and the child completed the second part. This process 
is an interesting case of similarity in interaction between the 
baby in the Thai environment and an English baby (studied by 
Waterson). Eor example
The discussion of language addressed to the baby in such a
Thai child (1;3*0)
Adult Child
£ ~ ka: /tf i “ ka: -bin -ma: --
'Crow, crow, do fly here - -
[ -wai -W3i ] (-wai-wai) 
'quickly, quickly1
£ -ho: nok \hu:k
'big eyes
English child (1;3»0) - example from Waterson
Adult Child
'One, two, three, four, .five, six, seven,
All good children go to hevm 1i J
(154.0)
’A for - - '
L l
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The changes in content of interaction can he seen in the 
difference between the pre-verbal stage, and the one word utterance 
stage.
During the pre-verbal stage, the content of the 'dialogue' 
was mainly about the child and things in the immediate environment, 
varying from the child's actions, objects and persons present in the 
environment, or pictures in the picture book. All these were 
commented on with present time reference only. During the one word 
utterance stage, the content of interaction also included the re­
lationship between the child the the outside world, e.g. train, 
car, place, person. Time reference was either present or past (cf. 
example in Section I pp, 166-168). The changes in process and in 
content of interaction through time thus reflect the linguistic and 
cognitive growth of the developing child.
Adult language addressed to the baby
The language addressed to the baby in this study, varied 
according to different situations. • In a 'conversation' and in a 
story-telling situation, the utterances used by the adult appeared 
to be long, but slow and repetitive. In some situations, the 
language spoken to the baby appeared to be an imitation of his 
babbling, or an adaptation of the babbling to fit a meaningful word 
in the adult language. Furthermore, when stimulating the baby to 
produce word-like utterances, the adults also reduced the number of 
the syllables in the utterances. The latter became shorter and 
shorter' and eventually ended up as 'one word' utterances, e.g. a 
phrase was ‘reduced to a word, a disyllable to a monosyllable.
Nevertheless, some features were found to he common throughout 
the period of this study. These characteristic features are the 
lengthening and shortening of vowel length, the prolongation of 
pitch, the use of high pitch register, the repetition of expressions, 
and high frequency of interrogative s. Such features have also been 
found to be typical in language addressed to young children in 
other languages (Ferguson, 1964* Garnica, In press; Ruke-Dravina,
In press, Snow, 197&)*
*1 The lengthening and shortening of vowel length together 
with a change of lexical pitch result in some rule-breaking syllables. 
As in some other tone languages, the tones in Thai are governed 
by phonological rules. The lengthening and shortening of vowel 
length in some words in this study violate the phonological rules 
of the tones. The words commonly used with such modifications are 
sentence-ending particles; for example, the politeness particle for 
men, [ khrap ], and the word [\lu:k j which is used as a second 
person form of address, meaning 'baby’.
Prolongation of vowel length in the particle [ khrap J is found 
consistently, e.g. [ kha:p jor [ kha: sp J or with even greater 
length of vowel. (The absence of [r] in the initial cluster is 
a common feature of this particle in colloquial Thai.) This word 
is conventionally in a form with a short vowel and a high lexical 
tone.
Reduction of vowel length is found in the word [\lu:k Jwhich 
has a form with a long vowel and falling lexical tone. In this 
study it is used varying in form with [vluk], [“luk], and [Lluk], 
i.e. short vowel with falling, mid, or low pitch. These modifications
*1 This part has been reported in Tuaycharoen (in press).
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break the conventional rules of the phonological structures of 
the language which are given below:
Some phonological rules of Thai words:
C^ VCg Gg = stop, V = long, vowel, V = short vowel,
v f high tone : f khrap "j polite word for
°1VC2 L low tone . : [_ khap ] ’to drive*
men
C1™2
falling tone : [\khra:p^ | 1 a stain* 
low tone : [_kha:t ] 'to be tom'
In Thai a syllable with a stop ending and a short vowel occurs 
only with a low or a high tone. A syllable with a stop ending 
and a long vowel has a low or falling tone.
Modified forms used by adults in addressing the baby
Conventional
£ khrap ]
[\lu:k "J
Modified
 ^ r kha:p ]_ 
kha: :p] 
\ luk ] 
“luk ]
luk]
These modifications are linguistically explicable. In Thai, 
the sentence-ending particle may be produced with difference in 
pitch from its lexical tone (cf-. Henderson, 19705 44“50). The 
word ^ khrap] is an ending particle by nature. The word j\lu:k]is
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a noun meaning ' offspring', but it is used in the language 
addressed to children as a subject, as an object of a sentence, 
or as a second person form of address. As a subject and an ob­
ject, the tone is never varied; as an address form it is used 
in the same way as an ending particle, so it can be termed a 
'vocative particle*. Variation in pitch of the so-called .vocative 
particle is possible.
The modifications of forms found in this study are systematic 
in that the change of pitch is constrained by the lexico-semantic 
restriction of the word. That is to say, the same form can be 
used with a different pitch only if it does not have a meaning 
contrast in other contexts.
For example, [ kha:p ] , £ kha::p J for£ khrap j.
As long as the pitch is high they are acceptable and have the 
semantic interpretation of a polite form. However, the following 
are not possible for forms for [ khrap ] even though they are 
admissible in terms of phonological rules:
j|_ khap J 'to drive'
This is because they are meaningful in other contexts.
J\luk J, -^Tuk £_luk], for £\lu:k j as a vocative particle 
are semantically admissible in this context since 
never occurs in other contexts
never occurs in other contexts 
jllukj never occurs by itself in the language except as the 
first syllable of a disyllabic word, e.g. luk _lik 
'naughty',
£\kha:pJ 
£\khra:p "j
'to mouth*
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The form [_ lukj, i.e. with high tone, can never be used as a 
modified form of the vocative particle since it is meaningful as 
a verb, meaning 'to rise'.
The prolongation of pitch occurred as a concomitant feature 
of increased vowel length or with prolongation of nasal closure, 
e.g.
Adult-baby Adult-adult
mis:::: mis
li: :rj;:: lirj 'monkey
ho^rm::: ha:m * scent'
With reference to the use of high pitch register, this was more 
frequent during the early stages than in the later stages. During 
the early one word utterance stage, the adult also produced words 
whose’lexical tones are falling, rising, and high, with high 
pitch register in spite of the fact that these tones have a high 
pitch range component, i.e. falling from high to low for falling, 
rising from low to high for rising, and high with a slight rising 
for high. Therefore when words with these tones were produced 
with high pitch register they sounded higher than the normal 
octave range of pitch. This affected the way the child learnt 
the tones, for instance- he produced words with rising pitch in
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*1 /the same way as the adult (cf. the phonetic description of the 
child's rising pitch in Section I, pp. 149-150). Not until Stage X 
when the adults produced the above-mentioned tones with normal 
pitch range did the child produce such tones with normal pitch 
register.
What is striking in the present study is the use of high 
pitch register by men. Okie baby's father and other male visitors 
when directly addressing the baby, used very high pitch.
Eor example, Y, a male visitor, stops and talks to the baby 
who is producing a 'protest cry', and then turns to speak to the 
baby’s grandmother.
Baby
Baby stops crying 
and watches
*1 It was found in the more recent observation, i.e. when the child 
was 2 years 8 months, that the child produced some consonantal 
units,with features of those in his grandmother's speech (cf. 
p. 19)* I’or example [ khw-^ } for [ f~], e.g. [” khwan ]for both 
[7fan ] 'tooth' and khwan ] 'smoke' which was confused at the 
lexical level. However, after remedial sessions, these two 
sounds were contrastively produced.
rr> :rj jconventionally.
(very high pitch)
*2e:: lo:ij jai l£u
'Ey, what are (you) crying for?1 
£::: #:i t ::: j:i:
(Meaningless)
(very high pitch)
pai thi^u mai kha: (palatal clicks)
'Want to go out?'
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Y
(very high pitch)
U^jji y:::i (palatal clicks) cpu::: cpu:::
(very high pitch)
he: he: (claps hands) he:::
— —
Y turns and talks to the baby’s grandmother using normal pitch 
register; then addresses the baby again.
(very high pitch)
(Utterances without translations are meaningless sounds made 
to draw the baby’s attention.)
When transcribing the tape, the writer did not realize at 
first that it was a man speaking until he spoke to the baby’s 
grandmother using his normal pitch range. Not only did the high 
pitch cause him to sound like a female, but also his use of a 
female politeness particle, £ khaJ ^ (with additional length), 
in the second utterance.
The use of female politeness particles to babies (both sexes) 
may be heard in some families, but in general in talking to a 
young boy, adults use a male politeness particle, [ khrap^ j, and 
any one of the female politeness particles, £ khaj, £/kha: j,
|^ \kha j, to a young girl in order to teach the correct politeness 
formulae to children.
*1 Nor more detail, see also Henderson, 1970.
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The type of utterance used by the adults in this study* was 
mostly interrogative. Among the interrogatives, the frequency of 
wh-questions is greater than that of yes-no questions. Both 
types of question were used right from the beginning and to the 
end of the study (i.e. 3-18 months). During the early stages, 
it is obvious that the adults did not expect an 'answer1 at all 
from the child; however, as the child's knowledge about the world 
increased, an answer was 'expected.
The use of wh-questions in the later stages, i.e. Stages V-X, 
when an answer was expected, was still constrained by the child's 
production ability. The adult automatically acted as a caretaker 
of the child’s linguistic ability by selecting certain types of 
question which would elicit an answer from the child without 
much difficulty. A similar strategy has been reported; Blount 
(1972) finds that adults tend to ask only the kind of wh-questions 
which children can answer at a particular stage.
The selection of wh-questions in certain stages in the present 
study is discussed below.
During Stage V, the child had been taught to identify things 
in his environment and parts of his face. He therefore had been 
exposed to the where-question and a request expression which were 
used in the forms of
Where i s   ?
Point a t  please.
Thus, it appeared that the ’where-question’ was used in addressing 
the child before the ’what’ and ’who1 questions, since it did not 
require verbal responses; only‘a pointing gesture can be a perfect 
answer to the ’where-question’ which was related to the places of
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objects in an immediate environment. In Stage VII (O'jH.OJ-  
1;1.02), -when the few first words appeared, a number of 'what- 
questions’ were "used to address the child, to which he responded 
using his first few words. For example, a picture of a cow or 
an elephant was pointed to with the question ’What is this?’
£\ni: “a~raij. The child responded to the question saying 
|j~wuaJ 'cow’. However, he did not use the same word in response 
to a picture of a horse or a dog, i.e. |T ma:j, £/ma:^ J. He either 
stayed quiet or used the proto-language to acknowledge it. This 
is because he was not yet capable of producing those two words.
In addition to the more frequent use of ’what-questions’
. to elicit an answer from the child, the adult also extended the 
words for animals and objects, especially those from his picture 
book, by adding the onomatopoeic forms for them, e.g.
Additional extension in relation to materials in the book 
was done by referring to places where real animals of objects 
belonged, and where the child had already been or seen them. In 
other words, the extension was done by recalling actual situations 
experienced by the child, e.g.
r -r *1l~kra _taii \ba:n _ta: _bu"fcpha: J ’rabbit at Grandpa B’s house’
•X-'j
£-plas \ba:n ~lurj -wi~tj3hai ’fish at Uncle W’s house’
ms:u “miau miau ~| ’cat, meow, meow’
£ kuk -kai tpiap tpiap J ’ chick, tpiap tpiop 
r _ ‘ /-n . / " S
I rot bbb:: bbbi: | ’car, br:: br::’
j~bua \ba:n ~lun wi~tchai *1’lotus at Uncle W’s house’
*1 These are kinship terms used by those younger to their elders 
even though they are not relatives.
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Such extension certainly prepared the child for the question 
'how' and 'where' - which referred to a non-immediate environment. 
.The child later used words, such as [- ta! ~bu-tpha:], [“lnij 
"wi~tphaij, as names of the places where he had been to see 
fishes, lotuses (cf. examples in Section I, pp. 166-167).
The 'how' question, which adults began to use during 
Stage VII, elicited vocal and non-vocal responses, e.g.
vocal: m:: or ui:
bbb: bbb:
— ------
for 'monkey' [jlirj ]
for 'car, plane, train
non-vocal: laughter for laughing manner
swaying movement for movement of fishes 
clapping hands for pleasure 
During Stages VII-X, most of the wh-questions were used, 
i.e. 'who', 'what', 'where', 'how', in spontaneous situations.
The use of these questions appeared to elicit answers in terms 
of 'identification' - as follows:
i) Person or object identification, e.g. who is this (that)?
what is this (that)?
ii) Action identification, e.g. what is he (she, they) doing)?
iii) Location identification, e.g. where is (persons, objects)?
iv) Manner identification, e.g. how does a tiger roar?
how does a monkey cry?
how does a fish move?
What all the adults did after the child answered, was to 
repeat what he had said and praise him if the answer was correct 
or was what they expected. However, when the answer was not
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acceptable, the question would be repeated again and again or 
sometimes a certain expression was used to hint to the child that 
the answer was not satisfactory. The child then corrected 
himself until a sign of approval was produced.
It is noticeable that even by the end of Stage X, i.e. 18 
months, the 'when-question' had never been used by the adult 
since the child was judged not yet capable of answering with time 
reference.
The most common feature of language addressed to the child 
in this study is repetition of utterances. The repetition may be 
full repetition, or partial repetition. In the latter case 
there was a small difference in lexical choice, particles, pitch 
of sentence ending particles (cf. pp. 206-208), deletion or addition 
of particles or lexical items. It is certain that the adults 
were not at all conscious of using words or sentences repetitively 
in addressing children. As a native speaker of the language, the 
writer was certain that the adults would not do the same in adult- 
adult interaction.
The examples of repetition of adult language spoken to the 
child can be seen in the examples of interaction illustrated in 
this study.
In addition to the above-mentioned features of language 
addressed to the child, other features were also found in a story­
telling situation. In such a situation, a story was made up 
referring to the child-and the child's experience - a similar 
case was described by Doroudian (1975)» there was frequent 
use of certain sentence particles, and greater use of nouns than 
pronouns this has also been reported in Ferguson (1964).
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The sentence particles, e.g. link sentence particle [\ko],
rand complete-action particle, nltfij > were used frequently 
in a story-telling situation. They have no referential 
meanings, hut interestingly, appeared early in the child1 s 
speech, and were used by the child regularly when he told his 
caretaker a story from his picture book (at 24 months). Examples 
of language addressed to the child in the story-telling situation 
can be seen on p. 203 > and in the example below.
(0;10.15)
His aunt (A) made a story up from the pictures in his Ladybird 
picture book. (The sentence particles mentioned above are 
underlined.)
A:
A:
A:
A:
A:
A:
A:
*1 This particle may also be used as a sentence link particle.
*2 Words in the brackets imply the omission in actual speech. In 
colloquial Thai, the subject and object of a sentence are 
often omitted when the context is known to participants.
[j~wa:n"ni: ~wan_k$:t /pui J 
[ l£u \ko\pho: _pai “sin: /ma: 
- tu^ -nuuj ^
^/ma: /ma: J
£ " sut: _ musk \hai \ duai J 
£ /ma: \hai Nduai
set -le:u \ka ~ tpu:g /ma: 
-pai "d*:n Men J 
£-tpu:rj /ma: -pai ~dy:n \len j
’Today was Pui's birthday'
\hai
■y-o
'So Daddy bought (Pui) a dog.' 
’dog dog' (A repeats the 
familiar words)
'Daddy also bought (Pui) a hat’ 
'dog also*
'Then took the dog for a 
walk'
'Took the dog for a walk'
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A: £/ma: \ko _lB? tharj - tus ~ tem 'The dog got dirty all over
_mot ~l?i ffon _tok J ('because) it rained*
A: £_klap \ba;n \k3 -au/ma: ~pai _a:p '"When got back home,
_na:m gave the dog a bath*
A: a:p “nam J *a bath1
A: £_set l£:u \hai /ma: ~nD:n~nai 'After that put the dog to
~ ta \kra: "] sleep in a basket.1
A: £ l£u \lo \lu:p /huo~man 'and stroked his head*
A: £ Mu:p /hus-man -jajj'rji: -javj 'Stroked his head like this,
“iji: J like this' (A strokes P's hair)
A: (higher pitch)
nuk \mai _nuk J 'Is it fun?' (A asks P)
P laughs
A: [-3! _nuk ^ 'Yes, it's fun'
What is typical in an adult-baby story-telling situation, 
which is found in the example above and In the others from the 
data appears to be natural characteristics of adult teaching 
strategies in communication and in explanation of expressive 
meaning. They are:
- relating a story referring to a past experience of 
the child;
- applying gestures and actions to the child whenever 
they were appropriate;
- repeating words and expressions which were familiar 
to the child;
- using sentence particles, e.g. [\k^ Jappeared five 
times from eight meaningful utterances, excluding 
repetition;
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- using onomatopoeia to give word meaning;
- using kinship terms and real names which were also 
applied to people in the picture hook, e.g. parents, 
neighbours and himself. This must have assisted the
rapid learning of the names of people, animals, and objects in 
the environment.
The adult language does affect the child's speech. This can 
be seen in the use of high pitch register for rising pitch (tone), 
in the vocabulary used by the child, i.e. the vocabulary was 
produced by the adults repetitively in daily routines and games, 
and finally in the use of certain particles in stories when the
child played a role of a story-teller.
■ What has been described so far seems to be an entirely 
natural way of adult-baby interaction. It was obvious that the
adults in this study did not plan what they were going to say to
the baby, nor think what kind of word or question should be used 
first or last. Yet the adult's approach appears to be well- 
organized, centering on the level of the child's linguistic and 
cognitive growth.
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Appendix 2
Examples of vocalizations and verbalizations
Appendix 2.1
Stage Is Repetition in early vocalizations
f ? +• r*> __ +■ hw + + +• + ¥
&ITJULI I t  tu: £: Jut: f.:iuYi e: Ym: es^m e^ut e:yxu
— - - ^
Appendix 2.2
-Nasalization
m: tu: ? r'.'?<:• ai + + ui: t. m : hi J HwW£ u £:
\ >\
—
_  _
r*
u^ £:t t
— !-
Appendix 2.5
Labialization 
■jjjiu |u: |ucj |u; |u£j |d: } u|ew ?*. ?* Hi e + w < ?eu t i t
-  *N
Appendix 2.4
Stage III: Vocalizations with fixed patterns of pitch
High-Mid tppa appa ad&a ad^ a 7 ha:d^  d^a had,d,^ i
*- *- — *- *-
Mid-Mid iiisd^ e a^a » a: <34}5a a::d#e ad^ a: ad,1;3
_ — - - — _  9>— — — — *—
Falling-Mid a: 4?a > aa:: i^ dsja , a:ia,kf
^  -
J dj]^ £
^  -
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Mid-Falling i ad^d^e : 
“ *-\
> adj:d#£ ? adj. d  ^3b j
-  >~N
Once or twice rising-mid was produced, e.g. 
hp-> -
a:dsi , | a: :d#a:
-
Appendix 2.5
Stage III: General picture of continuous vocalizations
■^ a£:: 
\ >
d#£ ? + h:::ui
p — ----->
+ ,L- ?+ ? ? .u £ a:ud^ s
±6# I ad,:d#£
r-» -
tio d,^£ a^a: ui an,1jas aiytja 
_  ^  -  -
app£ a:pp£ 
" “ *\ _
on,^],a:-^a 
\  "
hp;
alp^ isalji^ £: h: ai^ia a: B.% d,^ £ ij£^ i ij i a:
\
£^ i ija
^  " " — — _  ^  ^ —
—  - A ~
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6'—^
?:: a: £: ai^ta- ippa ippa ippa £ppa appa** % ~ ~
— s  ^ „ 1
ad,d£i ad,dja
£i_i:pa aidj^a:
Appendix 2.6
Stage IV: 'Singing tunes'
<
n p ---------* n p ----------jt* n p ------- zr-> np  r?---— *
/ \ ^ x> 4* I f + I f  +■ i + V
(a) £:o::o::o: sso::::;: o e:;o::: o:: e^o:: os: s
"n  's ■\ "N
hp t ?*• • VJ • • * m • • • ?£: £:o:♦* “Pyfo:
np
\ -
+ + 
o::::: oi o:: o::
■S
.n p ? +t t n  tit oij^ oii
y  --- ^
np * nP.
<D)
j. * r p r+ m i  3 s: rtU 11 rhs p::::: pee :::: e: :pce ::: ipaoe
^  "V
n^?—  ?“
ae p ce ::: ce
npF— > np?- j  -? > np— » hp-- >
I II l£?3ttf:
*\
I 11
/
np
: :^i: :i: d^re. dp?£.:
>• Up--- E -t np
tp?£: oe ijrfeppi
np
p :::: a:^ £t1i^ s^ a:^ a^:
“  “ “
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np * np ^ -- > np hp
pa pa a:p* pa: pa a:pa a:p py:py: apyp::::::
— *- -  _  _  ^  _
hp np- > hp o o * -^P *
p * * a»**£*:p pa pa py
'? ?,£ £:
\ y
-y
p“"*
np ----> np----- ^
P
np----* np& >
a pa pa f t t i a p ::: wa 3py::: py:::wa
r- -
np -> hp > hp hp--- j. hp
pa:pa: pe £: a: £:: a: :tjj :: c • • * c • ••Ctf
—  ^ ,______^
hp? ? ? ? ? ?£ 8, © a El &  ^ph t ip  * e:
-  \
hp-
e:: ? J f ia l l *  Q  • •• • « Cb* *
* np
e * 4 * Q  • •»•£?•• CU* •
-  ^
hp
pause
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Amendix 2.7
Stage V: ’Singing tunes'
np ?---- > nPf
(a; m::::: m:;:::
hp — 7
m:::: m::::: hm
 y
a, ?----7---5
3:: ja:: a:: a:u
np
hp
SI* • SW • cl* ******
-i i .I ■
>
■> np.
C. • 4 &• • tt * * * * •^ ----
£::::ha
 >
£:::h3 c:::9
00 'Checked1 and 'non-checked' vocal play
Mother Baby
h?m: m:;:
tji tji tji <3#i d#£ <3j?£5 y
mai Khui ks m£: 9 luk 
\ - ~ ^  j
'Doesn't baby want to talk to 
Mummy?1
? ?m::s: m:::: d^i: d#i:
a dp?J a %p?! a *\>bb: :wa
a {g?::sd,e a (Jr:: a:up:::py:::
add^a add a^ (repeats) appa appa
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7 . 7 . ? . , .  , .7ui ill ui kat ml: mai an a ciy::: 3?a 7 7 *- a: o:
- ^ A “ *— —  _
'Ouch! Don't hite Mummy.' shriek
a::::::
laughter
(c) 'Checked* vocalizations and responses
BahyGrandmother
tpa: tpa: tpa: tpa:
j  j  ;  j
aiji:
"
a.%%1 {\i’ ^ a,%t: %ti ttz
k
pia: p\ap pXi:
7ta: yp
7
*
pi: e:
\  pl,&s pjplpn, p%n
tpa: tpa: (repeats)
J  J
tpa: tpa: (repeats)
l:
■^ai ta: ap^ a: pl,ap
ti: %z f^ apiipl, pXift ftg
Annendix 2.8
Stage V: 'Proto-language'
(a) P was playing with his toy box. Laughter was heard. After a 
while he deliberately dropped the box into a narrow gap between 
his play, bed and the wall, and turned to his grandmother:
Grandmother Baby
o: man tok loij pai a luk 
^ “ _ “ " - ^
'Yes, it has fallen down' 
luk thirj man lorj pai tham mai a 
^ ~ ~ _
'Why did Baby drop it?* 
khun ja:i kep mai dai
'Grandma, can't pick it up for Baby'
luk tpbo:p thi^ kh:>:)j ruiai 
^  N S  J
'Baby likes throwing things away.
Li:
?i
(inf)
(ins) 'I want'
?i (ins) *1 want'
khun jai kep hai luk mai dai
- ^ '\ V  >>
'Grandma can't pick it up for baby.'
e:: (Aff) as if he under­
stood that the toy 
could not be reached, 
and he turned to play 
with another toy.
00 P was with A; both were 'reading1.
Baby
teddi: be:
\ “
'Teddy-bear' 
nai ho:m teddi: bi: thi
y y  -S -
'Give Teddy bear a kiss, Baby.' 
?
'That's enough, go on reading.'
tpa: navj sm: pui ijai
"\ S  J  ~
'Yes, Pui's book, isn't it?' 
nai no:n a
e: (inf): pointing at 
the teddy bear in 
the book.
£ f (Aff)
ph:>: 1 e :u a:n narj sui: ma a
— y
P 'kisses' the picture of a 
teddy bear several times
(Aff)
P kisses the picture of a 
baby boy.
'Where is your 'brother'?' (picture of 
a baby boy)
i £: (inq)
nan pla: 
\ —
'That's a fish.'
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Appendix 2.9
Vocal play
(a) Stage V: Labial vocalizations with breathy articulation
$ *■In'll!a^m: bbb bi: 
—  ^
bH,£: bl,t abl,£: 
J  ^ ‘ ^
fit fin ^  p a:u u^ ba: i Upa:
" ^  -
abbb ^ abbb abbb ba:: fia:
u pause m
J
£: a:* pt: pt:ti 
- ^
jpS-S * dp3rS ! 
—
p“a:u: bpa:u
apa: pa pa:
o>) Hon-labial vocalizations
Ilj nja hp,: in, hp hi: L: on, na ini hp::
rs* /v
inpp:
“ — *- —  — *- "S \
?pause d^ a, d^ as;^ d#a: dp ne:
*
~  *\ —
in^ a: 
p t m
z.
&npp,i:
pause
4
rt •  •  •  y e t * n  .t • r V  *  *  * p a U i  .d V a  a d , ? a : 9 * : : : : 9 * : : : : d p : 9 * : :  d , a : 9 * : : :
------- - * - >  - r \ - -
9^ : :: 9i : :: : ja: dp: i^: :dp: ■^ a: 39 *: ::: p i  p i i
-"nr^ rr--™ ' ^ ir— *“ _ ^ —
ft?+’If: ?* pause (being interrupted by M)
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Appendix 2.10
Stage Y: Interaction
( a )
ta: ta: pa: pa:
wa: wa: ta: ta: dai It jarj
Baby
tapt: im: :wa m:: :wa
♦ - —
ba pa:
—  •—
'Can (Pui) say [jwa: ~wa: ~ta: “ta: ] ?' No response
pui ta: ta: dai It jatj tpa d,a: \a:o <r
—  t—
'Can Pui say [jta: “ta: ^ [?
w P was happily playing with velar sounds on his own. Bis aunt
was nearby listening, interrupting, and producing velar and
alveolar sounds.
A Baby
laughter he:: a::
ikx::: a : : :  : :
’jjm us'J.iu
a::Jvx: Y‘«« aV :: a i^i  i t i
1- H-- — - 1i
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A
^ £ £ k k
ta:ia:Qa: a:oaitj
repeats
repeats
Baby
a:^ ::ga; t:
h
a: ta: t:a:k
- — —
£ +
a: ta: a:::^ a a:d,£.: e:Jm
a: ta* • ai J*..
“ — — -
no response 
a:
ta: 't: :cLa:CT
*— —
(c) A had been saying it: :1a 
handed his shoes to A.
A
to P. P could not respond, but
Baby
la: Is.# la: la: la: pause n,:: :ju:
- - - - -N -  — ■\ "
d^e :n,: :d^ a:
(P wants A to take 
his shoes)
£; £: £ (pointing at the
door)
(P wants to go out)
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A Baby
pai nai a pai nai 
y  ~ ~ y
'Where do (you) want to go?' (repeats) 
la: la: thi 11a
'Say la la please 11a .' 
(as a condition)
r^ cU: 
-  -\
<3,&:
L £ (wants to go out)
(a) P was investigating his shoe (0;9«16)
A
Jied^ a: a:*d^ e: dl^  as
•N *“
mai au ja: kat ro :rj tha:u
^ ^  _  “
’Don't bite the shoe.' 
mma ki: pui wa: i-yjrjo iijrp Is: lo: 
 ^ ^ ‘ _ “ _ X V
'Did Pui say just now?'
' W
i^a: a: a
- ^ —
(P puts the
shoe into his mouth)
^ya::dl^ ja n^ t i&a y : *J
y  y  
e:: m::
'"N
7) m : : :
- 231 -
A
repeats
repeats
repeats
P
m:: : :  
m:::: 
m::::
3 ?
Appendix 2.11
Vocalisations during the hungry state
(a) P was hungry; he made crying-like sounds together with actual 
crying. (0;10.10)
A P
x^an, nan, n,an, np,
y V J
mam mam a pau crying
’Does (Pui) want to mam mam?1
mam mam mam ma:m amam ma:m mai mam mam ma:m ma
y y -y — ' _ „ y
(A is preparing his drink) mam mam ma:m ma 
- ~ 'N
Mother
luik m£i hiu l£iu smasm mai in ma ama: pai pa: p* a
\ \ y
- — _ _ ^ y
dummy’s hahy is hungry.’
X
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Mother
m:::$a:pa: mam mam ma: ma: 
- - \ y
lu:k mt: tpa: no:n ls:u mam crying
A \ ~ -
'Mummy ’ s baby is sleepy. ’ pa: i$>xa: mam crying - being fed
- y
Vocal play before being' interrupted
(b)i After -waking up, P -vocalized
Grandmother
tpa t£
—  - y
tpa: tPa: tPa:
V) * # *xi ••
tpa:hd
ke:u tpa: atp£:
y
%<rf-
y
tP£: atpa tpa
’Parrot1 and politeness particle ^tPa:
+
ytpa: tpa.:
y
a tpa:* tpa:
-
at pa: tpe: %?£'•
ii P was ’reading*
</ < ^ ^ ^ ?
b£p bf.p b£p bfcp btp ba:
" ■ - - -N
^ < <? 
b£p b£:p bep be:? bj£
- 235
A
b£p bip bip p a
bep btp^? pt: pi 
~ ,/
mb: ba:
pa: pa:
arai p£: pt: arai pi: pi
’What is pi: pi: for?1 (repeats) 
i**a:n nan sui: di: kwa:lD
’.(We'd) better read.
WU3 nai tpM: wua hai pa: du thi
^ "n "
’Cow’. ’Show Aunty the cow please.’
(c) Example of other vocal play
pt: p.ai p.a:?j 0 J
-  ■ v
ajai jai jai ja? 
- > / /
ad^ 4^ e <3,0 e: ja: ho: l,6i IjOi £; jot joi ±
ai#£ w,au w.au w.au w.au? 
3 y  3 y  3 y  0
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Interaction: Responses from P to the adult models
(a)
tsa laughter ? ^a:: <3,^a7
/*■»
a^d^a
- _ *
sa
sa
sa
(e)
 ^ ?d,?o 3::i}Ja? ?a::: i;Ja? t :: d,a?
YdjaT
n^,Y (pause: P laughs)
ja? r^a?
phu:t ma: thi ma: sp:::: ma: pa:
\ y - —
’Say ’dog' please, 1dog1.1
r~> w
ma: o: ms:
fa: fa: thi fa::: m:::::pa:: m:::p e: m:::pa:
f(Say) fa: fa: please, fa.1 Ra:u p::wa em::: :^ pv ;:: wa
7 <m:: :pa: a:u p:: p a
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Appendix 2.12
Stage VI: Interaction
(a) Proto-language
Grandmother
js nan k£:u 
N \ N
•Ah, that’s a glass.1
1That’s a flower, a flower-vase.’
1 That’s a lotus.*
’That's a lotus’
nai do:k "bus luk tphi: ko:n
7^ r a: (Inq)
a: (inq)
nan do:k ma|i tpu kan do:k ma^ i a: fia:
-
— —  - — —
(Aff)
7 7.nan "bua: au bu:a _ f a i
\ - - - -
—
(Aff)
nan bu:a: ha
^ -
-
e: 7 7 7i a?
y y
3s 3s
x y
(ins)
'■Where is the lotus, Baby. Point (P wants the telephone near the
(at it) first.’ lotus vase)
7 7m m:: hallo: hallo: tho;ra sap thisu
- \ - y - y - “ ■ -
'Baby wants to telephone, really?’
Grandmother
au au len phat lom ik leu
'"Want to play with the fan also?' 
psi.t phat lom ik leu
'Want to turn it on?'
p?it phat lom d luk 
\
e^ r^e e^ (ins) (P wants an
• electric fan, and
crawls to the object)
(P is about to press the button
to turn it on)
'There, it is turning rapidly.'
mai au leu 
\ ~
mai len leu
\ A
'Not any more, not any more.'
pai thiou pai thisu
~ 'A -  ^
k ? . £ a- y (ins) (P wants to turn 
it on)
'Poes baby want to turn it on?' (P presses the button)
e::: £ £ cL* cl* | cl*J j x y I
i “
ui phat lom mun jasij leu iy £y
(Satisfied)
(ins) (P wants to press 
the button again)
'(Let's) go out; go out.*
*1 reu
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(t>) Responses to the adult models
In this sample, P’s mother suggests that he have a rest.
P responds to her speech, so she goes on repeating the words 
she hears the "baby attempt.
Mother P
’Have a rest.' 
repeats
repeats
’Say phak, Baby.' 
phak (pleased)
repeats several times
pai no:n phak pai
-
d$a:
'(Let's) go and have a rest.’
non phak pat:
put t'tpa::
no response 
z
phak si luk batk 0 _ _
-
^a:: :k
(no more responses )
(c) In this sample, P's father is trying to get P to say words.
Pather P
phat lom:: (repeats) a (P points at the electric fan)
’Pan’
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Father 
3 phat
’Yes, ’fan1.'
(Changes topic)
y <
pha: nai Ink nai pha:
y 's y 'A
1Cloth, where is it, Bahy? Cloth.’ 
repeats
’Cloth.’ 
(Changes topic)
(Adapted'form for vphoi, ’Baddy’) 
(Changes topic)
nai na:u nai na:u
^  J  ~
<
pha: (repeats several times)
y
hiia::
C
1 Cloth.’
4
pha: (pleased) hfia::
pa: pa:::
—
a: (P points at the lime tree)
’Where is the lime tree?’ (repeats)
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(d) In this sample, P is crawling on the floor, and gets hold of a 
"box of matches. His father takes it away, and says the word for 
’matches* repetitively to P. Then he persuades P to go to the 
sewing-machine table.
Father P
jai len mai khi:t (repeats) £ (Aff)
\ ~  _ -
’Don’t play with matches, Baby,' 
mai khi:t
’Matches' 
mai khi:t
’Matches' 
len tpak pai
'Come, play at the sewing-machine.1 
5 tpak (pleased)
’Yes, s ewing machine. ’
I (Aff)
a (Aff)
hai <3,?acj
\ *-
nai lisk mai thi lu:k tpak d#a(j
> _ \ _
'Say it again, Baby, 'Sewing machine’
tpak a<|£acj
t _ ,_
Sewing-machine.
*1 j^ xrisk J conventionally.
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Father P
a: atpak ?,d a^j
*Yes, -a Jipak1
dan dan thi lu:k tpak 4?e?
- - \
’Say it loudly please, baby fsewing- 
machine 1.1
a::::::::
_
no more responses
(e) Vocal play
?j£:::: a:i jaii in ad,lj ii m *3,1^ ill ad,^ £: d,^ £ d,^ £ <3,?a
r —
#—  f -
pause £ djj ±: d,t^ a^ : 4d,^  a: a^], l,a: ? i i •<~ ja ja: ja:::^ 3 ga:i
— . -- “ ^
d#a:i c^a^p
0 :u:::::
p ^cl • * • 3*5 a 9
^  " V
(puts something into his mouth)
u: j: jtfua: (takes it out) r. , . r. r.3 oa:i jwt 3: a: ja:
--  y
(f) Vocal play 
+ + w .
£U W £ : €U  J£ :
^ ?.*?.♦ +a: ja: jau —
k/ y
$ au wa: pause
—
a:jia: jia: fie
J
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a:npn, nan, n3 
y ^
mma:m: m3 
N y'
3wauw9: pe: pe: ha: (pause, being
interrupted by GM!s comments)
Appendix 2.15
Stage VIII Verbal-vocal play followed by immediate responses
In this sample, P is 'reading1 on his own. His mother is 
nearby listening without interruption. After a while, she makes a 
comment and produces a nursery rhyme, part of which P completes 
spontaneously and instantaneously.
cl^ a: **
^  ~  ^ 
i:pa p a:? n£:? 3pa:*]p.: ?
— _ •—
n,:: :r^a: ? ijia:
j I
bau wau wau wau js± ri£? 
y y . y y J
£ijia:£ ±r aju: ape pause 
- \
faf faf fo? pap pap pDp
ps: p£: n,ope: ipa:i ija;u
- -
ajia:pa:
±JiaTa
ipa: pau? ptn,; pa_a:
N •—
pas pa: pa: 311, n,£: o 
■y
_
L i
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Mother
pui a:n nairj s m :  IU>ln:k hm
!Is Baby Pui reading, hm?T 
pui a:n wa: rjai khap
y A
'What is Pui reading?1
•Is it the 'crow crow1, Baby?* 
(Pirst three syllables are the 
first part of the rhyme)
bin ma*. wai wai
'Bo fly here quickly, quickly.' 
(second half of the above rhyme)
ijia: Jia:
a: no?
i.l w#u WSU
_ y j
tja: uj::
r - f
jvau: 
- N
ka:si ka: 0 luk we:u we:u
y"\I\1
(instantaneously com­
pletes the second half) 
'quickly, quickly'
ka: si ka: ra: wo
- y —
'Crow, crow t 'quickly'
laughter
ka: si ka: wou wa du OWDU WOU WOU QW5U
~  J  - y
—  *—
_ y
'Crow, crow'
mt: nu: Si lu:k a:n tarn m£: leu
- y
laughter
contd.
*1 jjreu ]
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Mother P
*11 Mother Snake. Baby, repeat after 
Mummy, come on.* 
repeats laughter
(no responses - the new rhyme is 
unfamiliar)
Appendix 2.14
Stage VIII Dialogues
(a) In this sample, P and his grandmother are 'reading1. P does 
the pointing and turning of the pages.
Grandmother
ma:
_y
'dog1
(laughs) ma: 
'dog*
ni: dp:k ma:i hm
'Ihese are flowers.' 
kra ta:i ba:n ta: butpha: mi:
ki tu^ lu:k 
*" \
'How many rabbits are there at Grandpa 
B's house, Baby?’
(two fingers shown)
*1 A new rhyme
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Grandmother 
d : s d :vj tuo
y y -
TYes, two rabbits. *
o: Ink Po:*j
y A _
'Yes, a balloon.' 
ni: arai Ink
'N
'What is this, Baby?1
o: tuk ta:
J —
'Yes, a doll.'
Ink pos ij 
'A balloon'
(P laughs when he turns to the
page with a picture of children
laughing)
bo:
V
'balloon'
? ?hm hm
*^ a::?
'doll'
'balloon'
ma:
'dog'
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Grandmother
ma:
'dog'
"balloon) 
'"What is this, Baby?'
P
laughter
ni arai luk (points at the po:
•\ -- \ picture of a
‘balloon’
00 In this sample, P's father is having an orange. P sees it and 
asks for some.
Mother P
e b? bD
,_
'peel, peel'
po:k som s khap hm
_ \ y _
+ crying-like sounds
'Does (Baby) want the orange peeled?' 
Pather (teases P)
mai p0:k hai pho: maipo:k hai i::?O’  + crying-like sounds
'Baddy won't peel it for baby; no,
Baddy won’t.'
Pather (proposes a condition) 
*1
som liak som ko:n o: P3
^ _
-
fc—
'Orange. Say 'orange' first.' 'peel'
*1 £\risk J
-  246
Mother
liak som ko:n
V  ^  -
1 Say 1 orange1 first.’ 
Father
som 
-\
(annoyed)
? ? ? ? ? ? ?'bo po PD e: e pap pa e:
— -
•peel peel peel'- fpeel peel1 
("being given one piece)
po? (asks for another piece)
rpeelf
Apnendix 2.15
Stage IX: Verbal-vocal play
P produced verbal-vocal play while he was running and walking 
in the house.
pep pep pep pep pep PPP pep pep peb be: pe ba: cji: °cji ci
- ^
mam mam * * ma:m mam ma:^ (laughs) e^: fie:, mem 
V  J ‘
(laughs)
£ mem mem mam: mam £e: mem mem mem
\ ‘ “ v  j
h:mam mam mem mem mem mem mem
“  ~  y  y
m^ ha: pa: ^^eh b^ eb: bl,£b: bl,eb: ba"** i^ e •tjie: ije iit
-tja:i; a^:^  rt,£ i}£:::ie i^ e £^:d, pause
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Appendix 2.16
Stage X: Examples of P's long utterances in a situational
context.
(a) In this sample, P is cycling in the house; he comments on the 
state of the floor (wet), and attempts to hit his grandmother 
and Porn who is cleaning the floor.
(Meaning of the words uttered by P is given literally)
Father P (1;4.16)
thu: pia 
J
? ?thu: pie thu: pii
j
?
t thu: pie 
/
'polish wet''polish wet''polish wet'
laughs 
thu: pisk
y  _
'polish wet'
'polish wet'
thu: pie
y _
'polish wet'
(P cycles, hits Pom who is cleaning the 
floor and says:)
•iiphun ijphun phan phan
'hit'' hit'' Pom"Porn'
? ? ?(GM comes into the house) ja:i tphun ja:i ja:i d,un d,un
dpn d^un khen d,un d,un
y - -
*1
'Grandma hit''Grandma Grandma''Paddy 
Paddy' 'Paddy Paddy' 'Push Paddy Paddy1
*1 j~dunjis the second syllable of F's name, i.e. jj- a~dunj.
00 After cycling, P asks for a "banana, and comments on what he 
needs and intends to do.
(Meaning of the words uttered by P is given literally)
tja: "tja hm ta: ija^ ( [-"tat] or (jfca? ] 
\
means ’banana1 to
'eat banana' 'eat banana'
Grandmother 
tha:n tat tat
'eat banana'
lu:k thain tat tat "tjas (A banana is
-  _ _ —
'Baby wants to eat bananas?' 'eat banana'
? ? . ?  < $ ? ? ?  ? ?  yia tii ( anil i t \ no  a n m  nrPO pD pit p'o pD pa ppo p£
'peel''peel skin''Baddy''peel skin''peel 
skin'
Father
po:k e:n pai
'Peel it yourself, Baby.' 
?
ltu au plmok thirj thaij
o
khaja na
'and put the banana skin in 
the bin, please.'
(P does, puts the banana skin in the bin, 
comes back and asks for a spoon.)
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phosn y  o:nh—> — cp:n 4phosn ja: % a
fspoon spoon**spoon spoon Grandma to spoon*
Girl (neighbour)
m tphosn ma tak ^a i+a
•—
'm, spoon to spoon it up.* *to spoon'*to spoon* 
Father
tphosn mai au lu:k 
\  -  \
'Don't have to use a spoon, 
Baby.1 
Girl
pui ke:rj
'How clever Pui is!*
(P has a bite)
Girl
mai au phi: mai mam mam
'N - ^ 'k -
ija: ■jjai} (P offers his banana to
the girl)
'eat banana banana*
(insists on offering it to the girl)
'Ho thanks, 'sister' doesn’t 
want to eat'
mam | (offers the girl his banana again)
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Girl
mai a phi: mai mam 
. ‘N - Nk '\ -
'Ho thanks, 'sister1 doesn't 
want to eat.*
? ?ija ija au tpho:n i^ ak au ^ phosn i^ak
Father
mai ton au tphoin tak 
\ -
'to spoon to spoon want spoon to spoon' 
'want spoon to spoon.'
(P has a bite and gives it to F)
'Don't have to use a spoon, Baby.'
mam mam
Father 
pho: mai mam 
> -
*Ho, thank you.
pho: mai mam pui mam na 
*\ '\ _ ^ _
'eat eat'
m hmam ph^a mam mam p o„a mam mam
'eat Daddy eat eat''Daddy eat eat' 
mam mam pha: mam mam
'eat eat Daddy'1 eat eat.*
(Offers his banana to the girl again)
’Daddy doesn't want it; Baby
eats it please.' mam mam phi:: mam
'eat eat'sister' eat,'
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Appendix 2.17
Stage X: Verbal-vocal play
(a) P produced words in soliloquy (1;4.15)
? ? 7 Y 7ammj ammt pho: ms po pho: pause
'Mummy Mummy Daddy Mummy Daddy Daddy1
amm£ pho:7 7 , 7 .?3ms phD;? pho: 7 ams? pho: 7 pho: 7 tio: pause
§___ r-
'Mummy Daddy Mummy Daddy Mummy Daddy Mummy Daddy Daddy'
pho:7 ms? pho: 7 me? mjasmeY pho:7 mpo: pho: 7 pause
,___  _ .—  *—
■—
'Daddy Mummy Daddy Mummy Mummy Daddy Daddy1
pho:? m^me? long pause pho:? dmmt? pho? (Being interrupted by 
his mother)
'Daddy Mummy' ’Daddy Mummy Daddy'
(b) (1;5«06) In this sample, the verbal-vocal play consists of
onomatopoeia, words, names and meaningless babbling.
((0) is for onomatopoeia, (n) names, (w) words, and (B) babbling.) 
P is taking his clothes out of a basket.
(B) (B) (B) (0) (0) (w) (0)
^ki:: h^t ski::
h, . 7. 0
dp?i: j£?
7. 7 7. 7
0£ 9 0© mod,
7. ?i .7
0* 03
_ y *— *-«-
' dirty ’' dirty'' dirty'' all gone1' dirty'' dirty'
’dirty’’dirty’ ’dirty* ’dirty’ ’dirty*
(¥) (¥) (¥> (B) (B)y (B)
w (B)
m.od, 3 ^ mot m^rnot hi: ka: ud,pa? ?ja
►— ,\
1 all gone’’all gone ’'all gonef 'medicine1
(o) M (0) (B) (o) (0)
?j£? hi tphi^ * t<?*^  t?k£^ that pu:::: pu::: aupu::
’dirty ’mouse’ •car, train’ ’car, trail
(B) (B) (B) (¥) (¥) (0) (¥)
u? I'-' ?  ^*a: :u: u: that £tha? i: d,iKa <3,u^a *J£ ? d,u^ a
1 peanut’ 1 peanut11 dirty’ * peanutr
(o) (o) (o) (o) (B) (B) (o)
?. ?h:
e 3* TJ pi
?. ?i . ?
2*- & ?j£7hiS- ed,?e:
—
ed,^ e: tho:u
—
dirty’’dirty’ ’dirty’ 1dirty’ ’smelly’
(B) (B) (B) (B) (B) (B) (B) (B)
i inmue mo:i i omino:i i ms: Je
I ~ "N I - I “ *\
(laughs) (B) (B)
dmmo:i mmo:i mm:>:i i:thoi hi:a:i
-  — . —  — -------- y y
(B) (B) (B)
?. ?.i: ij mge
-  y -
tphi: tptd.: h h .?• m pi
i?
that | m 1p!u 
(W) ' (W) “(¥) (w)
^bi? hi? hi? hi? pi^ *1* PPP: ^ ke:
hi pi?
*"( laughs)
’break into ’break’ ’break’ ’break’-’break’ ’break’ 
pieces’
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Cb) (B) (B) (W) (B)
m: :wa amwoi
1 
^
 
1 
o m 6 p'o:
y ' r
’balloon’
(w) (0) (0) (H)
(B) (B) (B)
m: : bunan
'N
. .Buy i:: mpo?
y
(H)
mien i^ phau thou thou u adjUUj ta: u i^ pha:
s — — — — —
Smelly’’smelly1’ smelly’ F’s name ’Grandpa Bucha1
(pause, being interrupted by M)
Apnendix 2.18
Stage X: List of vocabulary (excluding onomatopoeic words)
(The examples are grouped by type of onset, e.g. labial, alveolar, 
palatal, velar and glottal.)
One word utterances
P’s forms Meanings Adult forms
j^ -phu:, _phu:, \phu: J rose apple j~ tphom \phu: J
£ -pho:, xpho: j father £\ph:>: J
£ - phan, -phon j Porn £-pho:nj
£„phi: , xphi:"] elder sister x^phi: J
£ \pha:, \pha: . cloth £\pha: j
|~_ pha?, _pha:? J monk "^phraj
|~_pha? J push jlphlak J
[_ pha? ] vegetable j_ phak J
[~phat J to blow (wind) [ phat ]
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P's forms Meanings Adult forms
£\pha:t, _pha:t, —pha:t ] P's name -*o: \pha:t ]
[_pi?, _pit ] to close pit]
£_bi? J to break (into pieces
£-a_be?] "bus bat, bas](lcan vord)
_py?» -P»tJ to open -pyj-fc ]
j]_pi£ ? , _pia?] to be vet piak ]
|]_pi£?, _pia? ] skin (fruit) hpliuak ]
jypo:, /pu:] balloon “\lu:k,po:>j ]
[/po:, /pu:] paternal grandfather .pus]
[_PD?] to peel lpo:k]
[/pau| pf-s pet name /pau J
j'-'bin] fly -bin J
[_mam ] to eat (baby talk) Imam]
jymo:n] pillov /mo:n]
[lmua?J hat, cap _ mu9k]
J]\m£:, _m£?] mother ‘\m£: ]
j^ /mun, /mu:n] to turn round /mun]
jymu:] pork, pig /mu: J
£/ma:, “ma:] dog /ma:]
£/ma:, “ma:] horse '“ma: J
/^mi: ] bear ’/mi:]
jVmien] smelly “/men]
[/m3i] doctor mat]
jlmot, _mod ] none left 1 mot]
r
[-m 3 J
Mae Moh district ’\mt: ”mo? J
j"--wai] quickly - wai ]
[-wai] to put (on surface) -wai]
|'-wia] cov ~WU3]
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j\wau ] kite \wa: u J
/^wa:n, /wan ] sweet, 'a drink1 /wa:n ]
£/wa:n, /wan J his cousin's name ‘ /wa:nj
[_thai] to wear _Bai]
£/tha:, /tho:J two /so:rj j
[ /thu: J polish /thu: J
|~- tha:, ~ta: j to eat _“tha:nj
[.tot ] table to?]
[J°?] sewing machine _tpakj
[JOT] drop, fall down
:-toki
['*>*] M's pet name ‘/toi j
[l^ a?, jtjak J to spoon (food) up _tak j
£-d,un„ -a-d,un;j F's name ~a-dun|
j^ djUai, \d,oi] together, also \duaij
[-*»] peanut ‘_thu3 J
[-nai] in nai J
jjni: j second syllable of 
Grandmother’s name
-pra: ~ni
j-no:n] to sleep ~-no:nJ
M  . outside ~\no;kJ
£”i]phin J piece tphinj
£_1]phak, ’i]phak, "ijpha? ] to pull ' "tphak J
p^phDtn, "-tjphun, "tJ^ in-J spoon ~tphD:n j
[-aa=i] maternal grandmother ’* ja:i J
 ^ja: , _ ja: ? medicine -ja: J
[/do:] ’ Hello' (telephone) -hai /lo:J
[-dan] cold, cool -jenj
[’jot] vehicle “rotj
- 256
[^ jorj J come down £-lorj J
e: J ’Birley's1 [-bai \le:j
[/khen] push (car, bicycle) |T/khen]
£\ku3i, \toi j banana [AkluaiJ
(in addition to _i;ai} Jjaij)
|lkhi: j to ride (vehicle) [_khi:]
j-?auj want p?auj
j\jfo ? J out [_?o: k ]
Two word utterances
£-?d : ""ip* > "tbi “Ip: J papaya [“ ma-la-ko: J
jjiju. _ijen J refrigerator £ \tu: ~jen J
£_-{jphi:t _i*f a: ] give injection £_tphist “ja:J
|“iju “ip, -^ u ~ij£ j big lizard |^-tul^; ~k£: J
Jjljo: v^ ja: J Coca Cola J~kho: \la:J
- 257 -
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